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WHAT “THEY SAY.”
tures on Spiritualism, the evidences being drawn
from the Bible. He shows that the church, the
[From the Chicago Evening Post.]
gospel and Christianity were founded not on morals,
“H. N. F. Lewis, Esq., the well-known publisher of
ethics or dogmas, but the intercourse of spiritual that
admirable weekly, the Western Rural, is publish
beings with the inhabitants of the earth. The whole ing a monthly rural aNd literary journal, under the title
*
* Mr. Lewis
field of Bible evidences is thoroughly canvanssed in of the Young Folks' Rural. *
these lectures. The following are the subjects of the is just the man to make it a ‘big thing. ’”
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[From the Letter of a Western Mothei.]
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Diagnosing Disease by Lock of Hair,
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ediumship, clairvoyance, material

IZATION, CABINET MARVELS!—The whole
M
startling phenomena taught for 60 Cents, in the grand

IS A DISINFECTANT, A DEODORIZER, AND
Or by mail, box 1,227, on the various symptoms of PriHAS NO MACHINERY.
t ate Diseases. The afflicted will take notice that I am
t IS THE CHEAPEST BY HAL®.
the only man on the American continent that can cure
yon of Spermatorrhoea, Loss of Manhood, etc., caused PHYSICIANS PRAISE IT ! NURSES DEMAND
IT ! INVALIDS, WOMEN AND CHILDREN
by self abuse or disease. I challenge the combined
AGENTS WAITED
REJOICE IN IT.
medical faculty to refute the above statement by suc
For our Radical and Reform Publications. Great in
cessful competition. The symptoms of disease pro
ducements. Catalogues sent on application, with
stamp to pay postage.
duced by nightly seminal emissions or by excessive
ASA K. BUTTS & CO.,
sexual indulgence, or by self abuse are as follows:
36 D*y st., New York.
Loss of memory, sallow countenance, pains in the
back, weakness of limbs, chronic costiveness of the
THE
bowels, confused vision, blunted intellect, loss of con
fidence in approaching strangers, great nervousness,
fetid breath, consumption, parched tongue and fre
quently insanity and death, unless combated by scien
NEW SEWING MACHINE
tific medical aid. Reader, remember Dr. Perkins is
the only man that will guarantee to cure you or refund
99
the fee if a cure is not permanently made. Also re
member that I am permanently loeated at No. 9 Fifth
street. S. S., opposite the public square, Kansas City
asBssfi
Mo., and I have the largest medical rooms in the city.
Runs very Easy.
Call and see me; a friendly chat costs you nothing,
and all is strictly confidential. Post box, 1,227.
Runs very Fast,
Dk. PERKINS,
Kansas City. Mo.
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Recent Radical Reading.

JUST OUT.

The Essence of Religion.
GOD THE IMAGE OF MAN.
Man’s Dependence upon Nature the last and only
source of Religion.
Translated from the German of Ludwig Eeuerhach,
by Prof. A. Loos. 12mo. cloth, $1; paper, 60 cents.

By WINWOOD READE.
Full 12mo. Cloth. 545 pp. Price, post paid, $3.

The Truth About Love;
A Proposed Sexual Morality, based upon the Doc
trine of Evolution, and Recent Discoveries in Med
ical Science. Price $1.50.
Any of the above books sent free by mail upon re
ceipt of price.
Address,
ASA K. BUTTS & CO.,
36 Dey Street,
New York.

THE

MASCULINE CROSS
AND

ANCIENT SEX WOESHIP^
By SHA ROCCO.
A curious and remarkable, work, containing the
traces of ancient myths in the current religions of to
day.
70 pp. 26 illustrations, 12mo. Paper, 75 cents; cloth,

HARMOMAL ROME,
1,204 CALLOWHILL ST.,

PHILADELPHIA,
Where the Weekly and other reform papers are kept $1.
It contains an original chapter on the Phalli of Cali
for sale, and subscriptions received therefor. Where
a register is kept of all who desire to form Communi fornia, which will be new even to scholars. It is full
ties or Unitary Homes, and the location they desire of the deepest research and soundest scholarship.
and what they can do financially or otherwise to start
one.
Address as above.
G. D. HENCK.

The Question of Hell;
An Essay in New Orthodoxy.

DENTAL NOTICE.
BROWN,

HAS REMOVED TO

125 West Forty-second St«,

HAS A NEW SHUTTLE SUPERIOR 10
ALL OTHERS.

THE MARTYRDOM OF MAN;

“ It is a splendid book. You may depend upon it.”
Materialism ;
r
Its Ancient History, its Recent Development, its Prac —Chas. Bradlaugh to the Pub
tical Beneficence.
[From the “ Daily Graphic.]
By Dr. L. Buechner, author of “Force and Matter,”
“ Those who wish to learn the tendencies of mod
“Man in Nature,” etc., etc. Translated from the au em thought and to look at past history from the stand
thor’s manuscript by Professor A. Loos. 25 cents.
point of one who accepts the doctrine of evolution in
The Childhood of the World <?
its entirety, would do well to read this remarkable
A Simple Account of Man in Early Times.
hook. All the radicalisms of the times, in philosophy
By Edward Clodd, F. R. A. S. 12mo. Paper, 50 and religion, are restated here with remarkable vigor
cents. Cloth, 75 cents.
and force.”
The Hartford “Evening Post” says, “That its
Lecture on Euddhist Nihilism.
brilliant
rhetoric and its very audacity give it a fatal
By Prof. Max Mueller. Translated from the German.
A brilliant defense of Buddha. Price 10 cents.
charm.”

DR. AMMI

LEAVES OF GRASS. New Edition. 504pp.
$3.
AS A STRONG BIRD ON PINIONS FREE. Just
out. 75 cents.
DEMOCRATIC VISTAS. Political Essay. Pros
75 cents.
Also a few copies of John Burroughs’ NOTES ON
WALT WHITMAN AS POET AND PERSON, $1.
Address
A. K. BUTTS & CO.,
36 Dey st., New York.

By A. PURITAN.
Cloth, 12mo. Price 75 cents.
The ablest treatise on this burning theme which has
been published yet.
Published and for sale by

Asa K. Butts & Co,,

Between Broadway and Sixth Avenue,
USTEW YORK.
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GREAT IMPROVEMENTS IN
NEEDLE.
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Cannot l>e Set Wrong-.
A GEN TS WANTED.

Address The “YICTOR” S. M. CO.,
“I think that America will he worth twenty per
cent, more one hundred years hence than it would
have been without the earth-closet.”—Hobace
Greeley.

The germs of Smallpox, Scarlet Fever, Cholera and
other contagious diseases are disseminated through
the effluvia of human excreta, and especially by
privies, water-closets and sewers.
Thousands of Wells are poisoned by connection
with privies.
, ^
Sewer gas in cities presses up past the traps,
which are only water-pockets through which gas
rises as through the air. These gases gather most at
the highest points of sewerage. Bence, besides
“ Tenement House Rot,” we hear of “Murray Hill”
c
and “ Fifth Avenue Fever.”
Piles, suppressed menses, puerperal fever after
accouchment, and Broken Breasts are common effects
of privy drafts and exposure; also deadly relapses
after various maladies.
Twenty thousand Earth Closets are used m England.
Public institutions and whole towns there are adapt
ing the system.
^
„
In India all the Prisons, Barracks and Hospitals of
the Bombay, Madras and Bengal Presidencies have
adopted the system.
In America several thousand Barth Closets are in
use, and they are recemmended by all the Boards of
Health and distinguished Physicians.
The SANITARIAN supersedes Water-Closets and
Privies; obviates exposure in stormy weather; pre
vents foul air in sick rooms; produces $10 yearly for
each user; stops the spread of cholera; promotes re
finement; prevents typhoids; looks like a handsome
slop jar; removes most of the causes of diptheria,
Diarrhoea, Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis, Piles, etc.;
enables hotels to have “ an Earth Closet in every
oom;” gives the poor a priceless boon; gives the
ich exemption from “Fifth Avenue Fever;” pre
vents the poisoning of Wells and Water Courses;
furnishes the best Fertilizer; stops the destructive of
soils—earth robbing.
Send for a Pamphlet. PRICE, $5. BOX, 15c.
Sent by express to any part of the country.
General Agent for the United States,
». M. BENNETT,

36 Dey street, New York.

335

Beoadway, New Yokk.

862 Broadway, N. Y.

Clairvoyant Medical Practice
removal:

Dr. Storer’s Office,
(Formerly at 137 Harrison Ave.),
Is now in the beautiful and commodious

Banner of Light Building,
Hooms Nos. O & 7.

No. 9 MONTGOMERY PLACE,
BOSTON.
Patients will find this a central location, easy of ac
cess by horse-cars, either on Tremont or Washington
MRS. MAGGIE A. FOLSOM.
This widely known Spiritual Clairvoyant examines
patients from nine o’clock a. m., to five o’clock p. m.,
daily.
DR. STORER will personally attend patients, and
whatever spiritual insight and practical judgment and
experience can accomplish will he employed as here
tofore in curing the sick.
Patients in the country, and all persons ordering
Dr. STORER’S NEW VITAL REMEDIES for Chronic
and Nervous Diseases,' will address

Dr, H. B. Storer,
No. 9 Montgomery Place, Boston.
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July 25, 18*74.

WOODHULL & CLAFLIN’S WEEKLY,

“ I was talking over these matters with the lads, as we sat
not occurred to any one else. We could not resist having
a good laugh over our dullness, and, to our surprise, the round our little store, the child as usual lying on young Wilchild, as if because it then heard human voices for the first mer’s lap, and flourishing marvelously, when Avenil aoruptly
time, actually joined in the laugh by making a sort of crow asked me who was the maker of the broken cylinder of our
aero-motive, and whether the size and number were stamped
ing noise.
“ ‘ Is there a name on the balioon, that will do ?’ asked one upon it.
“Thinking he was indulging in visions of a claim for dam
of the lads. But the balloon bore no name. Another sug
gested something implying ice or air; and it was even pro ages against the manufacturer on our return home,.! twitted
posed to call it Ariel, and give it one of my names for sur him on the score of his reflections taking a more sordid and
name. Ariel Bertie, we thought, sounded well, and I was less practical turn than usual.
“ He had then the same imperturbable good temper that
strongly inclined to adopt this suggestion; the more as I
had fully made up my mind to adopt the child as my own, distinguishes him in his present exalted position, and he
The Books and Speeches of Victoria 0. Woodhull and should 1 ever succeed in escaping from that place and reach made no reply to my taunt. But after the rest of the party
Tennie C. Claflin will hereafter be furnished, postage paid, ing home with it in safety. The similarity of the name, had turned in and were asleep, he beckoned to me to take
I considered, would make it appear to strangers as if it the lamp and come outside our place of shelter. When I got
at the following liberal prices:
were really a blood relation. The child itself, too, seemed there, he said:
The Principles of Government, by Victoria G. Wood‘ What I want to know is this: Can the fans he worked
by its crowing to approve, at least, of having some dis
hull ................ ................................................................. 00
with a less powerful decomposer than the one we have
name.
Constitutional Equality, by Tennie C. Claflin.............. 2 00 tinctive
“ However, young Wilmer, looking up from it, said that he broken ?’
25
The Principles of Social Freedom..................................
“I said, certainly; the only difference would be in our
had read in an old story-book, of a wild Indian, who, being
25 on a desolate island, was rescued from death by a white man, speed; but that I did not care about that, for, provided we
Reformation or Revolution, Which ?............................
25 and in gratitude devoted himself to the white man’s service, had power enough tolcarry us aloft, and sustain us there, the
The Elixir of Life; or, Why do we Die?-----------25 and was called after the day of the week on which he had winds would he sure sooner or later to carry us to some
The Scare-Crows of Sexual Slavery..........................
25 been saved—Friday.
eligible place for descending. At any rate, we could hardly
Tried as by Fire; or the True and the False Socially,
“ ‘ And as this is the last day of the winter solstice, and we be in a worse one.
25
Ethics of Sexual Equality................................... • ...........
may regard him as a little ray from heaven to lighten our
“ • Well,’ he said, ‘ now will you answer my question about
Photographs of V. C. Woodhull, Tennie C. Claflin and
the broken cylinder?’
gloom, let one of his names be Christmas!’
Col. Blood, 50c. each, or three for.......................... 1 00
“ So with vehement rapidity exclaimed young Avenil; and,
“ I mentioned the maker’s name, and the number of the
Three of any of the Speeches 50c., or seven for----- 1 00 as if in approbation of the proposal, the infant chirped and
piece.
One copy each, of Books, Speeches and Photographs for 6 00 crowed with redoubled energy.
“ ‘Now look at this,’ he said, ‘ and tell me what you think
A liberal discount to those who buy to sell again.
“ ‘Listen! it is singing a carol,’ cried nurse Wilmer. ‘A of it.’ And he led me to the machihery of the strange bal
loon, which he had been taking to pieces, and uncovering the
Christmas Carol—hear its caroling?’
cylinder, which he had concealed, hade me look at it.
“ ‘ Then call it one,’ said Avenil.
BY AND BY:
“I did look at it, and then at the machinery of which it
“ ‘ One what?’ I asked.
An Histokicau Romance of the FtrrxjRE.
“ ‘ Christmas Carol. It’s a charming name.’
formed a part, and then at the boy. And then I said:
BT EDWAKD MAITLAND.
“ ‘And we will call it Chrissy, for short,’ said tte boy‘ Do any of the others know of this ?’
nurse, bending down and kissing the child, anfl then handing
‘ Of course not,’ he answered. ‘ I was not going to raise
Chapter III.—Continued.
it round for each one of us to kiss as we repeated the name, hopes only to have them disappointed. But what do you
“ ‘ Depend upon it, it was her falling out that made the Christmas Carol.
think of it ?’
balloon rise so suddenly, while we were watching it,’ he
“ We all agreed it was a charming name, and wonderfully
Think of it? Why, that this cylinder, though less
appropriate, from whatever point of view we regarded it. powerful than our own, is by the same maker, and of pre
said.
“I agreed that this seemed probable, and added, In the For it had come at the very birth of the year, when the days cisely the same kind, and that it will take us up off the ice,
third place, there is a baby; which, seeing that the old man first begin to wax after the winter solstice, and in the mo and if we have moderate weather, enable us to steer home
knew nothing about it until I discovered it, must have been ment of our deepest despair; and we spoke of the old man ward.’ And I grasped his hand in joyous revulsion of feel
introduced by the young woman very shortly before her dis just dead, its grandfather, as the old year, and of its mother ing at the immediate prospect of escape for my lads.
appearance.’
Zoe, as the life that went out in giving it life. And as we
“ It is true that I ought sooner to have seen this possi
“ ‘The poor little thing won’t survive her long in these looked on the infant that had so wondrously descended bility, as all the machinery used in the East is of British
regions,’ said one.
among us, and repeated the name whereby it was to be manufacture. But the events connected with the arrival of
“ ‘ And who else is there? and why don’t they show them known among men, we forgot the peril we were still in, and the balloon had occupied nearly all my thoughts. Besides,
selves ?’ asked another.
warmed toward the most ancient of sciences, Astronomy, the acquisition of such an addition to our stock of pro
“ I told them there was no one else; and that of these two and the poetry of its kindred Mythology, and were, I believe, visions had removed from my mind all apprehension for the
the old man had made up his mind to die, and committed the at that moment, about the happiest party on earth.
present.
infant to my charge, for his mind was as broken with grief
“ I will not detail the experiments which occupied the next
as his body with age.
two or three days. Suffice it to say, that after several trials
“ ‘ And the balloon is of no use to carry us away from this
Chapter IY.
we succeeded in fitting the new combination of machinery
place,’ said one, in a tone of disappointment.
“ A deep, broad crevice ran across one corner of the floor so as to give sufficient power for our purpose. The moment
“ I said probably not, but that at any rate we might find of our cavern. In this we deposited the body of the old of our quitting the iceberg was one of intense emotion; the
some supplies which we could turn to account. And then man, filling it up above him with broken bits of ice, which thought of our various homes and the feelings we knew
selecting young Wilmer —your father, Lawrence—as the when driven in with blows became welded together, form would he working there, had our position been known,
gentlest and most tender of the lads, I re-entered the cham ing a sarcophagus of clear crystal, warranted not only not dominating all others.
ber. The old man was still alive, but moaning feebly; and to consume the body, but to preserve it from decay, until
“Next to this, the strongest feeling I verily believe was
the child was so fast asleep that I thought its mother must the berg itself should finally bow its head and sink and melt
that of eagerness to save the child whose advent had so
have given it a cordial before leaving it, a surmise which
strangely ministered to our salvation, and of curiosity to see
sea.
was afterward confirmed by my finding a vial beneath the in the
The next task was to investigate the nature and contents whether its subsequent career would correspond with its
head of the couch.
of the balloon. Young Avenil set himself to make an ex commencement.
“I knew little of medicine, and nothing of the manage amination of the machinery. The other lads rifled the stores,
‘ The important question, in which direction we should
ment of children, but having a vague idea that the principal and I sought for some document by which we might learn
steer, was soon decided in favor of home, though it was by
agencies in sustaining their vitalitv are air, food, sleep and
the history of the late occupants.
much the longest journey. It is true we might easily have
warmth, I directed young Wilmer to open some cases which
It was little substantial help that I expected to get from
were in the chamber, and see if they contained any nutri any discoveries we might make. It was unlikely that the regained the Pole, which was but some eight degrees distant,
ment likely to be suitable for the child, while I endeavored stock of provisions would go far toward keeping us alive for and there we should have found a fresh vessel to take ns
to rouse the old man to action of some kind. The chamber, the five or six weeks still remaining of utter darkness, during home. But the lads all shrank from a return to its gloomy
which had evidently been constructed with a view to a which it would be hopeless to attempt to leave the berg. though hospitable shores, and cried out for the sun and light
warmer climate than that of the Arctic regions, was rapidly Fitted, as the machine probably was, to be a mere pleasure- and home; and the little Criss caroled so cheerily at the
losing the heat I had found oppressive on my first visit, a conveyance of a wealthy and luxurious Damascene family, sound of their acclamations, that I determined to undertake
t
heat supplied by the machinery of the balloon, and there it was not likely to contain more than was sufficient for a the longer voyage without more ado.
“ So we departed, rising slowly and steadily from off the
fore no longer sustained now that the machinery was at rest short trip. But what we found led us to a different conclu
Its atmosphere, however, was far from pure and wholesome sion. Not only was it overladen with provisions and luxuries cratered pinnacle of ice which had been our home for so many
So I begged the old man to let me remove him and the sufficient to sustain in comfort a number of persons for days; leaving on it a burning beacon, which remained in
child to our own more roomy abode. But all my efforts several weeks, but it contained jewels and money to a great sight long after we had started. The air was perfectly calm;
and so, slowly and without mishap, and glad not to rise very
were unheeded. He refused to move or to be consoled, and
value. So that, altogether, we were led to conclude that the
by turns murmured the names of Zoe and Solomon, and old man and his daughter were, probably in consequence of high, for fear of the effect of a rare atmosphere upon the
something about a talisman, whose aid he seemed to be in some unpleasantness connected with the latter’s situation, in child’s tender lungs, we steered for the invisible sun, remain
ing ignorant of our longitude until we had got well within
voking for the child.
the act of emigrating with all their property in search of a
“In the meantime, young Wilmer had been to work to new home, when by reason of illness, or storms, they were the daylight.
“When next we came near enough the earth to discdrn
good purpose. He had found a case containing a preparation driven out of their course, and carried by the currents of the
the character of things upon it, we were pleased to find that
of milk,-solidified into small bars. After tasting these,
atmosphere to the Arctic Seas.
we were coming among friends. For I espied the familiar
determined to administer them to the infant. Not to make
“The discoveries I had made intensified the interest I
this part of my story too long, I will state at once that the already felt in the child. It was evidently the heir to people outlines of one of those stereotyped stations for aerial and
old man died a few hours after his descent, having uttered of consideration and wealth, that would enable it to take up railway locomotion, with which our government has pro
nothing that could give us a clue to his name; and, indeed any position in the world for which it might by character vided the whole of its Asiatic protectorate. And by the
signal hoisted on it for the information of aerial travelers,
only once speaking coherently, on which occasion he asked
abilities be fitted.
„ ... T h - Tint We learned that it was one of the north-eastern-most stations
the month and the day of the year, and said something which and. So
occupied was I with these reflections, that l haa not ™
I took for an adjuration addressed to the sun.
given my mind to what was really of far more importance to I ot Lrmsn ^mua.
“The child became our first care, and we seemed tacitly us just then than anything else in the world; namely, the | “ It soon appeared that we bore a more dilapidated aspect
to regard it as a point of honor to save ourselves in order to
possibility of turning the balloon to account in contriving than we were aware of; for a large number of spectators
save it and rear it to manhood. I say manhood, for it proved our escape. There was clearly no other way, for the berg assembled to witness our descent in the inclosure appointed
to be a boy. This important discovery was made on the had evidently reunited with the masses of ice around it, as for the purpose. At first they were disposed to make merry
occasion of the question being started as to what we should was shown by its perfect immobility; and a journey over the at our appearance; but when they beheld the gravity which
call it. We were sitting, soon after its arrival, around our ice-field would be attended by hardships that must he fatal we all steadfastly maintained, as we stepped one by one out
camp illuminator and warmer, which was no other than our
to at least one member of the party. Since the stars had of the car, now properly secured by the station officials, and
electro-magnesian reflector already mentioned, and which become visible, there had been no difficulty in ascertaining when finally young Wilmer came forth bearing the infant,
was so constructed as to be readily convertible into a small
our latitude. It was a degree or two above that of Spitz- laughing and crowing in his arms, and we proceeded to the
and luminous stove; young Wilmer, in his function of nurse, bergeu: that is, the polar distance of our berg was about Station Hotel, the curiosity, especially of the Chinese por
held the infant on his knees, and it was gazing, with eyes eight degrees. About our longitude we were necessarily still tion of the crowd, knew no bounds. They would have it
wide open, at the light. It never cried, which was a great
in the dark; and our only hope of finding it lay in our that one of us was a woman in disguise; and then, that we
comfort to us male creatures, for we should have been ter
hooking the telegraph. This, however, was practically of must have abducted the child. Hearing murmurs to this
ribly puzzled what to do if it had; and it had taken very
no consequence, as the very size of our berg showed that effect, and not desiring to excite the hostility of the natives,
kindly to the food we had given it. Well, we were sitting
we must be too far from any coast for us to attempt to I asked one of the official, in their hearing, if there was a
thus when some one suggested that we ought to call it Zoe.
reach it over the ice. By knowing the latitude we were place of worship at hand, where a thanksgiving service for
“‘Zoe, indeed!’ exclaimed nurse Wilmer, indignantly;
enabled to determine the period remaining of total dark- escape from great peril could be performed; and learning
‘ why, it’s a boy! ’
i ness. And this, as I have mentioned, hafi still five or six that a Buddhist temple was near, I sent a liberal fee to secure
“The observation showed how judicious had been my
the services of the priest. I took carp to say all this aloud^
1 weeks to run,
choice pf him as nurse. The possibility of guch a thing bad
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in the language of the country, for former experiences had
taught me that the nearest way to the hearts of a barbarian
people is by paying respect to their religion. And I knew
from history that nothing bad contributed more to induce
the Chinese to intrust the political management of their
empire to us on our retiring from India, when we had
taught its people to govern themselves, and hold their own
against the Russians, or to dispose them favorably toward
our beliefs, than the conviction that we should pay the same
respect to their religion and customs that we showed to
those of each other in our own country, as well as to those
of the Hindoos.
441 also sent for a native newspaper reporter.”

CL AFLIN’S

WEEKLY".

The determining idea of all these institutions is derived
from the fundamental plan of human life. They consist,
therefore, of three departments, each distinct and complete
in itself, yet all inseparably united to form an harmonious
whole. One angle of the building is devoted to men, another
to women, and the third to both in common, with their
families.
Formerly, it was only in this last section of the building
that the inhabitants of the various divisions could meet
together, except by calling upon each other privately by an
external entrance. Now, each division has its own hall pri
vate to itself, the common one for all having recently been
constructed. In the opinion of the members of The Triangle,
the propinquity of the family folks is as desirable as that of
others. We are, therefore, emphatically an Equilateral Tri
angle, and dispense altogether with diagonals or bi-sections;
for these involve an expedient which we hold to be subver
sive of the essential significance of the club principle. The
example of the Square, Rectangular or Parallelogrammatical
Clubs, which have been started as an improvement upon the
Triangular ones, and which provide a fourth and separate
division for the exclusive use of couples ungifted with off
spring, has never obtained favor at the Triangle.
It is by the frank adoption of the Triangular principle that
modern society has reconciled the long-conflicting ideas of
the Home and the Commune. Co-existing harmoniously
beneath the same roof, the former is free from invasion or
dictation from without, while the latter involves no depriva
tion of domesticity or individuality. Convenience, not inter
ference, is their motto. We thus vindicate our claim to be
the most perfect exponents of the most perfect civilization
yet attained—the civilization which, while affording complete
security, ministers also to the promotion of individuality and
the development of the affections.
It was this that endeared the Triangle to the great and
loving heart of him whose loss we are now so sorely lament
ing. A multiplicatioh of distinctions beyond those broadly
indicated by life itself, he regarded as a departure from the
basis of Nature, and a return to the system which proved so
disastrous to our ancestors.
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est in life on this planet to-day, may point to this fraud for
its origin.
In looking at this subject with the interest that the indi
vidual soul feels in it, and to ascertain what its essential
nature says of itself, we shall find that sex has a meaning
very little understood. If there is anything that, more than
any other, or even all things else, absorbs the human soul,
and that makes men and women inexpressibly dear to each
other, it is the simple fact that they are men and women;
and if any one consideration more than any other will con
tribute to the unutterable glories of the eternal future, it
will be this unerasable fact. But not in the light in which
sex has ever been regarded, here, for here it is regarded as
low and vulgar, and a proper object of suspicion everywhere;
but there as the distinctive qualification that will make one
soul eternally and gloriously interesting to a corresponding
soul. Mark it! Brilliant performances will have lost their

Chapter V.
“We were fortunate in finding a nurse for the infant in a
young English widow of gentle nurture, who had just lost
charms where real life is found, and the business of making
her own child, and was desirous of returning to England, her
displays in mental gymnastics will be left to monkeys, where
wedded relation having come to an end.”
a weak vanity may reap a profit from them. No new deal
[Here the old man’s voice faltered and became broken.
will ever be had there to make up a heaven, but the material
The cause of his emotion was known to few besides myself;
we as individuals possess will come into its proper use, which
but he succeeded in mastering it, and presently went on.]
it has never done here. Acquired knowledge has never told
“ We did not escape the usual penalty of novelty while we
us a truth; for it has done little else but to defame and mis
remained in the Mongol town. It was on the western bor
shape the natural. Coming hack to each type in being, we
ders of the sea of Japan that we alighted. We were duly
shall find that its own characteristic impress gives its own rea
interviewed by the caterers for the public press, especially
sons for existing, and shadows forth the nature of its uses.
those of the native religious papers which my act of piety
For instance, in the formation of the eye, each distinctive
had conciliated. Some of these were illustrated, and mar
property and element that have entered into the construc
velous were the sketches they produced of our encampment
tion of the human soul has detailed (so to speak) some minute
on the ice-peak; for they had depicted faces of buried dead
quality of itself that is adapted in its nature to reflect back
peering with open eyes through the lid of their crystal coffin,
to the interior soul those characteristics in objective being
from the walls and floor of our crater; while watching over
that denote beauty, form, color, size, etc.; the eye being
us was seen the shadowy form of their principal divinity—the
but the medium of sight through which the whole sen
one to whom the temple I had patronized was specially dedi
tient soul sees. And just here we see why the
cated. All these and. other paintings were done in the same
eye exists. So in the formation of the ear those elementary
style of Chinese art that prevailed thousands of years ago
properties that take note of the sounds that being gives off,
for they are the most conservative people in the world,
have entered into its construction through which the soul
am inclined to believe that,
the horse, the bee and many
gets at being in another of its phases. And in the delicate
other highly-organized animals, the Chinese have long ago
sense of feeling, objective being is reached at another point,
reached the utmost perfection of which their particular
[TO BE CONTOTUED.]
which I shall call texture, as hard, soft, coarse, fine, etc.,
species is capable; so that they do not, like us, keep develop
while by the construction of the senses of smell and taste
ing into new varieties. The period during which a race
those fitting qualities in properties have combined to make
SOCIALISTIC.
retains the faculty of changing for the better, which with us
them a success; where in that of, smell,odors send their
constitutes the secret of civilization, has long since been
thrill of exstacies to ravish the sopl with choicest sweets,
passed by them, and their sole care is to continue to exist
ADULTERY.
and in that of taste the recuperatory necessities of the indi
without palpable deterioration. They are the bees of hu
Another outrage against liberty and right has been com vidual are attended to. And in the construction of those
manity, very ingenious and industrious, but they do not get mitted in Boston, worthy her prestige as the city that mobbed
types that denote sex, the personal soul demonstrates its
on any further. They live only to repeat what has been done Garrison and sent fugitives back to slavery. In the Supreme
entire distinctive nature as male or female, with no admix
before over and over again. Their organization has quenched Criminal Court, Charles M. Hapgood, a wholesale boot and
ture that can to eternity neutralize either. And if we ask
individuality.
shoe dealer of that city, and Miss Emma Rockwell, a mem sex for the reasons for the existence of these types as assigned
“ It is possible, however, that such stereotyping of char ber of a very respectable family, pleaded guilty to an indict by themselves, it would say, “to reach associate beings in
acter is but a resultant from the stereotyping of conditions. ment for adultery, expecting to be punished by the fine im the indestructible soul in its divinest nature and in its holi
How the Japanese, who were long ago called the Englishmen posed by the statute. The District Attorney, however, est relations.” And to know the real value of sex, I
of the East, form a wonderful contrast to their neighbors urged upon the court that if persons in their standing in should go to its counterpart ; for here being mingles
across the strait. But for us, China and its splendid coal society were punished by a mere fine, the cause of public with being all the way back to its fountain in the indi
fields would long ago have been theirs.
morals would suffer; and both parties were sentenced to the vidual. And wrested from the claims of law, the falsehood
“ But I see one of my young friends opposite yawning,
House of Correction; the former for eighteen months, and of farcial obligations, the self-appointed guardianship of
am obliged to him for doiug so. It was a needed reminder the latter for six months. In most States laws against meddling society, and left to its own intelligent spontanei
that mere reflections are apt to be tedious, especially when adultery are treated as obsolete, and the great State of New ties, human health would almost instantly and universally
they have nothing to do with the subject in hand. And I York makes it no crime unless connected with seduction reassert itself. A stagnant pool breeds death. And one
undertook to relate facts, not reflections. In my excuse, let or force.
wherein the life interest is not individual and voluntary, is
me tell pou that the life I have led, so much up in the air,
It is the more unjust to the individuals singled out for worse than a stagnant pool; since it breeds more than death
and so much alone, without a sight or a sound to attract the punishment, because if all who have held the relation ille- —a wretched disgust. Sex properly comprehended would
attention, and guided only by the needle, without reference ally were imprisoned, perhaps every house would furnish a find that its correspondent was the actual commentator on
to aught without—like a soul by its internal ideal—is very apt victim. They have no more committed legal sin than the its real value. If we drag out a weary and uninterested life
to make a man reflective. He comes to regard himself as a great majority of people, and in moral life they may be pure we must sustain rotten theories which seriously claim to
bystander to the world, and to think and talk about it as if and good; for the act of sexual intercourse between those know more of our wants than we do ourselves and attend to
he were not a part of it.
who truly love and for exalted objects, if illegal, may put to the fulminated spleen of fungus philosophers and airy pimps
“We brought ourselves and the infant all safe to Europe shame marital acts of force and the abortive practice of in morals, who would damn sex to a forced existence under
and England by the G-reat Eastern Railway, the new nurse Boston’s virtuous wives in their well-nigh universal attempts law for fear of being compromised. Poor noodles! This
being timid about the air-voyage, and the physicians whom to escape unwelcome maternity.
world could spare them better than themselves imagine.
I consulted saying that her fears, if excited by being forced
Was this court Christian ? Then why does it condemn when
Education, religion, science and philosophy have taught us
to undertake it, might have an injurious effect upon the their master said, “ Neither do I condemn thee ?’ ’ And were to regard sox as the low debasing part of ourselves, instead
child. I almost regretted nurse Wilmer when I heard this, they sinless that they should cast the stone ?
of the inseparable whole of our indestructible natures. And
so much did Itprefer my own mode of traveling. But I
These two persons are martyrs. For their confessed act this has fixed the style of character on us that we have igno
gave in for the child’s sake, and amply was I repaid for so they may be all the purer and more progressed through the rantly put on it, and left us to struggle with a fame that we
doing. There are angels in the real, as well as in the ideal experience. The good and true should extend to them the could not avoid without disowning ourselves, or to covertly
world.”
firm, right hand with sympathy and help. They are sinned think to dodge the issue by taking out a licence for character
And Bertie’s voice trembled again as he closed his manu against while perhaps but living their own sweet and pure (for this is the meaning of marriage), while we are conscious
script.
lives. Illegal virtue is virtue still, and legal vice and crime of debasement by the status we have fixed on sex. For we
against man and woman has no apology in the individual are unavoidably living sex, and in some sense repeating our
Chapter VI.
conscience.
selves, either in word, thought or deed, or suffocating exist
The New England Free Love League, have arranged to ence by living a downright lie; for sex is all there is of any
The work of which the foregoing narrative is to serve as
commencement, will, in reality, he a joint production, to the hold a meeting in Boston, in the fall, at which time there individual.
greater portion of which I shall enact the part of editor will be opportunity for unequivocal protest against the hypo
A friend said to me but a few days ago that he had just
L. K. Josein.
rather than of author; for it is derived from the reminis critical assumption of Boston virtue.
seen at church one of the sweetest young women that he had
cences of the loving hearts of those who knew him best, and
ever looked upon; and the very sight of her had set the
THE NATURE AND USES OF SEX.
who, during its progress, have been continuously associated
blood in rapid motion through his whole being, while new
If we take note of the fact, we shall confess that conven life seemed to quiver in every nerve. He then frankly asked
with me in our common home.
This home is no other than the well-known “ Club ” (as our tional usage determines the significance of all important me if “that was lust?” adding, at the same time, that
ancestors taught us to name such institutions), already re questions appertaining to the race—our dictionaries telling us “there was not a feeling in his being that would have
ferred to under the name of The Triangle. As I hope our what a thing is, while the more than motherly care of society wronged a thought of her.” I said, “ No; it was right, for it
story will be read in regions whither the fame of the Tri will volunteer to inform us as to its uses. The question in told its own story.” It might be a trespass on a foresworn
angle has not yet traveled, I will here mention that it is the hand is a long ways from being exempt from this eternally pledge, but none on his or her nature. It was simply life
oldest and, as its members fondly believe, the most highly- false and arbitrary decision. I am more than confounded at sporting with life in his inmost being. Now let us ask, was
considered of the institutions which have, more than any the idea that man accepts anything to be right, sanctioned this coarse and vulgar ? I say no. It was the soul of refine
others, served to ameliorate the social life of modern times. by law, that would he wrong in the absence of such sanction; ment and belongs exclusively to sex, where love will eter
It has been the model for the numberless similar clubs which that the simple difference between virtue and vice in sexual nally find its rarest sweets and revel with its holiest joys.
have now long existed among all kinds and classes of civilized relations is, that the one has a license to cohabit, while the We talk moonshine, without the sun whose reflection it is,
people, and, in their perfection of economy and organization, other does so without license—society being hand-in-glove when we talk of love without sex. It is really the conscious
brought facilities for comfort, fellowship and culture other with the one, while it damns the other; the mere difference mingling of sex with sex, not necessarily in cohabitation but
wise unattainable within easy reach of every rank and grade of a consent by the law making the distinction in the char in the wedlock of soul with soul, where the spontaneities of
f life, without detriment to domesticity or individuality, acter of the act as wide as the distance between heaven and life mingle without resistance from the force of educated
nd here I may remark that in no respect uoes our idea of hell. If the act is infamous without law, where the parties barriers; for in the fitness of things positives and negatives
ifestion in organization- differ from that of antiquity more are agreed, this marriage law simply licenses an infamy; have no resistance, while neither have anyigreat attraction
Let in this—that while formerly its highest triumph was to and it has the same right to do this that it has to license to their kind.
ress, so now its sole, or at least main, aim is to develop murder, for there is many a rape committed by law. Men
I hazard nothing in saying that neither man or woman
dividuality. Other clubs have such names as The Right- and women are more than common dunces to concede, by have any pleasure in sex as a reproductive element, but
angled Triangle, The Obtuse-angled Triangle, or The Acute- any single act of their lives, that authority or law possesses purely as a loving one. For reproduction with the indi
angled Triangle, and are called for short, The Right, The Ob any power to determine the right or wrong in any such mat vidual is more the accident of sexual association than the
tuse, or The Acute. There is also the Isosceles and the ter. The law is but conventional, and hence always false to object of it. This is the position assigned it by the artless, unJDbtuilateral. Ours alone is known as The Triangle.
the human soul; and the terrible lack in feeling a holy inter philosophic and unpretending sensuous soul. And the very
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brief period in which it can serve such a pui’pose, compared
with the eternity of existence for sex, will not only repeat,
but corroborate it. All the information that reaches man or
woman from an abstract source respecting sex, is not worth
a groat. Indeed it is vastly worse than worthless; it is mis
leading. Society is simply a muddle of sex, and whoever
writes or talks on such a topic, does so to meet the fictitious
appreciations of this muddle. Hence, only that, wherein the
personal soul informs us of itself and lives an honest nature,
can be truthful. They traduce those grave old grannies (and
they are ag common as educated follies), who strain them
selves to talk on abstract virtue in regard to sex, when its
keeping is committed to law and order, and those vulgar
pimps, who only see and reach debasement in sex, meet on
common ground. For they begin by traducing and outlaw
ing it, and die with even less knowledge in regard to the real
values and glories of sex, than possessed them when they be
gan to live. For then they were the tacit recipients of what
it told them ; but now the educated beetleheads, who accept
the lie that the intrinsic nature of sex is vuigar.
An honest, uncorrupted soul can no more spleen at sex
and throw contumely on its normal uses than such soul could
defame nature. 1 am not responsible for my sex, nor for its
language spoken all through my being, and if from any fair
judgment there is any vulgarity in it, I wifi, consent to be
shot. To a candid thinking mind it would be the supreme
of the ridiculous, that what was corrupt and improper with
out law could be so suddenly transformed inso virtue and
purity by it. The ‘"presto” of the trickster and a marriage
ceremony seem to possess equal charms. However, there is
something in the flourish of this ceremony; even if it will
not remove the stain of a licensed cohabitation, it will stamp
with infamy an unlicensed one.
Now I ask the world to point me to a man or woman who
can love their own sex with the same intensity of devotion
and delicate tenderness of feeling that they can their cor
respondent in sex; for if I could see one such, I should be
certain of having found an idiot; and when I see those whose
hearts cleave to their opposites in sex, I am sure that T have
found lovers in the interest of sex, where only real lovers
can ever be found.
I am aware that parties who pursue life as pairs in reasona
ble cleverness, imagine that it is a tolerable loving one. But
when such a life is compared with the lover and sweetheart,
it will seem a fire kept barely alive with poor fuel and a great
deal of blowing.
If to love a woman for her woman’s nature is vulgar, I am
vulgar. If to feel a devotion to woman that I feel to nothing
else is idolatry, I am an idolater. If it is imagined that men
and women would be unsafe with each other, where such
feelings mutually predominate, tell me, in the name of all
that is good or glorious, where you imagine they would be
safe, for in legal bonds they are not safe. If I have ever
wronged a *oman in her woman’s nature, I am certain that
it has been none other than the one the law calls my wife;
and it gave me power to take and use this right. In my edu
cated ignorance I have undoubtedly done so; but I have
years ago cheerfully restored it to her, and with never one ill
feeling over it on the part of either.
To one who regards sex as I know it to be—the
sacred whole of every individual—an invasion of the
soul-rights of another is as impossible as is the desire to com 
mit murder. While trust so holy, intimacy so perfect, free
dom so unabridged, unreserve so artless, and every soul
feeling and wish so reciprocal, that devotion just here with
male and female is complete, just as it is in another mode of
being.
Auburn, N. Y., July 8,1874.

F,. Wheeleb.

PERSONAL LIBERTY.
In what does personal liberty consist if not in the right of
each person to control his or her actions and body, when not
thereby infringing upon any rights of another ? Can there be
personal liberty for woman while she is placed under and
made subject to man or the rules and institutions made exclu
sively by man for her control, and which she has no power to
alter or annul ? Is this not the nature of our present mar
riage laws ? Do not thousands annually die and thousands
more suffer from the arbitrary enforcement of this law
when it deprives the victims of personal liberty ? Are not
the women as powerless to amend the laws that oppress them
as children, or as the slaves were to alter the slave code ? In
the early days of religion and its union with governments,
the tyrants found the element of sexual attraction the most
potent in human nature, and hence seized the control of it
to tyrannize over the sexes. In the Roman Catholic Church,
the priests were forbidden to legalize or solemnize their
own sexual intimacy, and also forbidden to make it public,
but no intelligent mind familiar with Catholic history be
lieves they were not allowed to indulge in it secretly. These
priests were the only persons allowed by Catholic govern
ments to authorize and permit sexual intimacy by others,
and when they had approved or permitted it between any
two persons, these two were ever after to be restricted and
confined in this relation for life, and any and all sexual de
viation of either party was a crime to be confessed to a priest
and paid for, and could be pardoned only by him; and as a
very large amount of this sin was committed, it became long
ago a source of great revenue to the church, and gave the
priests extraordinary power over the parties, especially over
females, by holding their secret sins in their confessions.
Many a story has reached our ears of how the priest con
fessor has cured the sinning women, and of the peculiar
remedies by him prescribed. We have also often heard of
sexual remedies for other sins at confession, until it is fullr
well known that priests are human and not void of sexual
passion and its use. The secret is out and can no longer be
retained, that celibacy is no virtue, and does not belong to
the priesthood.

ual relations of all persons, to solemnize or celebrate mar
riage, and legalize rape and adultery in marriage, and punish
it when committed out of marriage; to decide when an act
is a crime and when it is not, when the act with their sanc
tion is often a most flagrant violation of personal rights, and
sometimes as fatal as a dirk in the heart, while the con
demned and legally criminal act often has brought some of
the best men into the world that could not have been here
without it. It is from this old, arbitrary and unjust author
ity of the Church that we derive our present oppressive
system of marriage, and, regardless of personal liberty, rob
so many poor females of the control over their own bodies,
compelling the unwilling maternity that fills our cities and
country with criminals and diseased subjects.
If we raise a voice or a pen against these terrible evils, we
meet everywhere the same old spirit of conservatism that
defended slavery and which met us on that subject with the
same authority of sacred institutions and holy purity. We are
informed that the holy men alone are the proper persons to
regulate the intercourse between the sexes, and to decide
when it is criminal and when proper; and that the personal
liberty of the wife in sexual matters must be vested in her
husband for her safety and purity; he of course cannot pol
lute her, however licentious or diseased he may be.
To us, in our way of reasoning, it seems simply absurd to
assume that a man or a man-made institution can make or
keep a woman virtuous. We do not believe virtue hangs by
any such slender thread of legal or religious enactment. We
would give woman the legal power to protect her own virtue,
and fully sustain her in it, and trust to her inherent and
intrinsic purity to do it better than priest, husband, or
institution of marriage as it is now enforced.
Wakren Chase.
ATTRACTION.
BY E. S. OETCHEU,.

I believe if I were dying,
And with feeble, fluttering breath,
I was laboring, struggling, trying
To resist the power of death—
If an icy touch was chilling
All the fountains of my life,
And my feet were turned half-willing
From earth’s scenes of toil and strife—
And if you should hend above me
Lovingly, with anxious face,
Teaming for the power to save me
From death’s cruel, cold embrace—
I should turn again to greet you,
From the far off, misty shore;
Coming back again to meet you,
And to press your lips once more.
If brow and cheeks were cold and livid,
And heart had almost ceased to beat;
If my eyes had lost their lustre,
And my tongue the power to speak—
If you should come near me, darling,
Spite of death, forgetting pain,
Light would come to sightless vision,
Tongue would once more lisp your name.
If all earthly sounds were growing
Dull and distant to my ear;
If my hands were cold and pallid,
And you, my darling, should come near;
From angel notes I’d turn to harken
For one more word of love from you,
And to life I’d almost waken,
To press your hand and smile adieu.
Would it afford you satisfaction,
To know, if I were lying dead,
Such would be your love’s attraction,
As you wept above my head?
I eould almost feel the pressure
Of your lips upon my own,
Almost return your fond caresses,
Though the soul you loved had flown?
Who says that love is not immortal?
Or that its power is not supreme?
Reaching out beyond death’s portal,
Even spanning the cold stream?
If dark clouds obscure life’s sunshine,
Love will wave her magic wand,
Banish clouds and walk beside us,
Even to the shore beyond.

CELIBATE APOSTLES AND SISTER-WOMEN.
From a Discourse May 8,1872.
The Social Evil question of to-day, it seems, is no new
thing under the sun. This new apostolic system of religion,
in its earliest movement, encountered it in its administra
tion of church affairs. Let us see whether the marriage in
stitution alone is able to settle the conflicting claims of
Paganism and Christianity seen in this Jerusalem letter. The
Greek word for fornication, one of the items of prohibition,
carries the idea of promiscuity and purchase and sale for
price paid. I remark, in this connecti on, that there are no
words in the Greek language answering to our terms husband
and wife; his woman and her man are the expressions used
to signify those of opposite sex who cohabit. Besides this
Jerusalem pronunciamento, there is another scripture to the
point, in this inquiry concerning the practices of ancient and
present Christianity. Paul, the great propagandist of this
system of religion, and a confirmed celibate, in avoidance of
the necessity of marriage and of obedience to the rule con
tained in the letter sent to Antioch, claims a freedom which
we commend to the consideration of our religious foes. I
translate his words as they are found in the Vatican copy of
the Greek Testament:
Am I not free ? Am I not an apostle ? Have I not seen
Jesus, our Master; If 1 be not to others an apostle, assuredly
to you I am; for the seal of my apostleship ye are in the
Master. My apology to those calling me to account is this:
Have we not lawful right to eat and to drink ? Have we not
It is from this Roman Catholic authority that all Christian lawful right to go round about wi.h a sister-woman, as do
rest of the apostles and the brethren of the Master and
sects and Christian governments and those (including ours) | the
Cephas? With what reason should I alone and Barnabas be
derived from them, derive their authority to control the Sex I exceptions. Have w© not a lawful right to labor ? What

person goes to war at any time on his own expenses? Who
plants a vineyard and doth not eat of the fruit of the same ?
Who feeds a herd and doth not eat of the milk of the herd?
Do I say this as a man? indeed, doth not the law say these
things? for in the law of Moses it is written : thou stialt not
muzzle the ox that crumbleth out the grain by his footsteps.
Hath God a care for oxen; or did he say this on our ac
count? On our account; for he wrote that he who ploughs
should plough m hope; and that he who threshes in hope shall
be^sharer of his hope. If unto you we have sown spiritual
things, what great matter if we shall reap your things.of the
flesh? If others become participants of your privileges, may
not we rather? Yet we have not used "this permission, but
endure all things that we may not contribute obstacles to the
gospel of the Christ. Know you not that those exercising
sacred offices eat the provisions of the temple—those in
attendance upon the altar participating of the altar? So hath
the Master decreed that those heralding the gospel shall live
of the gospel. But I have not used any of these privileges.
(1 Cor., ix, 1, 15.)
The common version of this Scripture has, after the word
Jesus in the first sentence above translated, the word Christ,
but it is an interpolation; there is no word for it in the
original Greek. That version has the word Lord where the
original is best rendered by the word master. Jesus never
claimed nor exercised lordship in the true English sense of
this word. He properly defined his position, in this behalf,
when he said to his disciples he was their master and
teacher.
In the light of this translation, it is plain to see the sig
nificance of celibate priesthood and prelacy,of church sister
hoods of single unmarried females; and easy to tell why the
nunnery, the convent, the cloister, the church or cathedral,
so often constitute a single establishment, and so frequently
are in close proximity each to the other, and connected in
some covert way not discernible by outsiders; and why it is
not difficult to divine whence come the children found in the
orphan asylum, an institution related to the church estab
lishment, and so kindly cared for by Sisters of Charity, of
Mercy, etc.*
The questions, Am I not free? Am I not an Apostle? seem
to imply that being such warranted certain indulgences not
allowable in other persons, privileges limited to an ecclesi
astic. Paul does not stop here to define in what respect he
is free. Its meaning must be derived from the statement
and argument that follow. He does not state in terms what
are the accusations which he is called upon to answer. He
recites, however, certain things in such a way as to imply
that indulgence in their use had been called in question. He
claims that as a minister of Christianity he is entitled to his
living from such service, and appeals to his right to the com
mon necessaries, not only, to wit, his food and drink, but
also to the society of a woman in his various peregrinations.
It is fair to infer that this latter claim is the one that is con
tested by somebody.
The language used constitutes a plea of precedent, in justi
fication of such indulgence, whatever it may be; some practice
allowable, at all events, and by common consent conceded to
apostles and others who were brethren in the church, and had
rendered services without pay, in their organization, and
conduct afterward, as officers and members thereof.
It would seem to be no violent presumption that the claim
put forth by Paul was aphrodisiac indulgence; all outside of
marriage relations and while living in “ single-blessedness.”
His apology or defense rests on the fact of church sisterhood of
the females. This is apre-requisite—no other female is allowed
apostolic companionship. This is claimed to be consistent with
celibacy—and hence, no need of marriage. These things of
the flesh, or “carnal things,” as the common version hath it,
are urged by him to be as justly due to an Apostle, who ex
ercises ecclesiastical vocation, as food and drink, in the mat
ter of the demands of hunger and thirst. These Churchmen
must he provided with these necessary things not only, but
with a sister-woman besides!
Both this practice and that of fornication, obviated the
necessity of marriage. I can see no difference in principle
in the two methods of indulgence. If the one has foundation
in lawful right, why not-the other? The Apostle' having
made his defense, declares he has never exercised his rights
in the direction of his argument. But dare the Christian
celibate clergy of to-day, as boldly deny and challenge, as has
Paul in his personal relations with any sister-woman?
Is this advocacy of the lawful right of himself—of the other
Apostles—of the brethren of the Lord—and of Cephas, to
take around with them in their peripatetic missions, a mem
ber of the sisterhood, anything other than an apology for
free-love. The system is certainly one of freedom from cost,
or price payable, as in fornication—freedom from expense of
family arrangements in marriage. Let the Christians who
are ever slandering Spiritualists, and Pharisee-like boasting
of their purity and piety, and thanking God that they are
not like other men, look at home—examine the pages
of their sacred book, the Holy Bible—and. ponder well
on the old maxim: Those who live in glass houses should not
cast stones at their neighbors.
This Pauline Amative Code having disposed of the love rela
tions of apostles, brethren, sisters, etc., the Church officials
*In giving an account of law proceedings in the courts of
the city of New York, on 17th June ultimo, a Tribune veporter states:
SECRETS OE A. FOUNDLING ASYLUM.

Col. Geo. H. Hart applied to Judge Loew in the Court of
Common Pleas, yesterdayjor an order of attachment against
Sister M. Irene, of the Foundling Asylum, for disobeying a
subpena of the Court requiring her attendance before
Stephen H. Olin, referee, to testify and produce the books
and papers of the institution for use in the Morgan divorce
suit. He argued that these worthy Sisters were not exempt
from the duty that ordinary witnesses ow ed to the community,
while John E. Develin, who appeared for the Foundling
Asylum, set up in opposition the claim that an inquisition of
this character would expose the guarded secrets of the insti
tution, and might destroy the reputation of many respectable
families. Judge Loew ruled that the Sister should be com
pelled to testify, and to produce the books and papers, pro
vided they were specified through an oral examination of the
Sister. Mr. Develin agreed to have the books and papers in
spected to discover what information they contained in re
gard to the point at issue. The Court accordingly promised
to grant the order as soon as the books were named specific
ally.
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If these are the basic principles of the “ spiritual religion
told the shopman not to trouble himself for the plate, as it then it should extend to and include all human relations, E.
was already in his possession. The incredulity with which S. Holbrook to the contrary notwithstanding.
this statement was received, changed into absolute dismay
If it is not fit for this, then it is hut a poor, lame, con
when it was ascertained that De Ealk’s property had really temptible thing, a stumbling-block, an incubus, an obstacle
disappeared without displacing any of the articles that had to be removed out of freedom’s way.
surrounded it!
Pekin, W. T., June 17, 1874.
I'- M- Mabsh.
Rabbi de Ealk lived in Wellclose Square, where he kept a
comfortable establishment. He had there his private syna
LIFE’S MORNING AND EVENING:
gogue, and he exercised great benevolence toward the de
A DESCRIPTIVE POEM.
serving. He is described as a man of universal knowledge,
A landscape, painted when the mellow light
of singular manners and of wonderful talent, which seemed
Proclaims the swift approach of star-crown’d Night;
to command the supernatural agencies of spiritual life. In
Far to the east a passing shower is seen.
stances are given of his extraordinary faculties by respecta
And Hope’s bright how with promise all serene;
ble witnesses of his day, who evidently placed implicit
Dim in the background mountains softly lie,
Codex Vat.)
faith in the stories they related. Dr. De Ealk was a fre
A misty line betwixt the earth and sky;
I turn this into English, which runs thus :
quent guest at Aaron Goldsmid’s table.
One day, it
Now through the vale we see a river glide,
If anv one wants nuptial indulgence on the part of his virWhich bea's a time-worn hark upon its tide;
o-m—in case of her having exceeded the acme of her age, and is said, the Baal Shem was invited to call on one of
Therein a pilgrim sits with snowy locks;
Goldsmid’s visitors, a gentleman dwelling in
it is deemed proper by them-let him do what he desireth, he Mr.
He’s safely passed life’s quicksands and its rocks,
the chapter-house in St. Paul’s Churchyard, to hold some
sinneth not: let them facere nuptias.
_ _ .
And gazes calmly, trustfully ahead
It would seem that the only reason for any limitation to conversation with him in a friendly manner on philosophi
To where the river seeks a wider bed,
such indulgence, is the danger of child-bearing. Let any one cal subjects. “ When will you come ?” asked the gentleman.
And throws itself upon the ocean’s breast
who can, find in the above quotation any hint toward public De Ealk took from his pocket a small piece of wax candle,
To find at last its own eternal rest.
ceremonial marriage. And these are the teachings of the and handing it to his new acquaintance, replied: “Light
An angel form is standing at the helm,
Hebrew Saul, of Tarsus—proud of his Roman citizenship- this, sir, when you get home, and I shall be with you as soon
And while she guides, points to the unseen realm.
proud also of his new Pagan name of Paul, so often coupled as it goes out.” Next morning the gentleman in question
Where beams “the morning of the better life,”
by him with that of apostle, in his epistles—the great mis lighted the piece of candle. He watched it closely, expect
Which knows no night, no sin, no bitter strife.
Along the shore beside the river’s edge
ing it to be consumed soon, and then to see De Ealk. In
sionary of Christianity!
Are children playing; from a broken ledge
Let us see in what estimation Jesus himself, as a spirit in vain; the taper, like the sepulchral lamps of old, burned all
A rosy boy has launched his tiny boat;
spirit-land, held those Christians who pretended to adopt his day and all night, without the least dimunition in its flame.
’Tis joy enough for him to see it float.
teachings and to practice his principles. Read his indictment, He removed the magic candle into a closet, when he inspect
Just up the hank a bright-eyed, snnny elf
declared through the mediumship of John, while a prisoner ed it several times daily for the space of three weeks. One
Is plucking flowers to decorate herself;
on Patmos, as seen in the Apocalypse, against the church at evening, at last, Dr. De Ealk arrived in a hackney coach.
Here blossom lessons for the child to see,
That best of virtues—heav’n-born “Charity;”
Ephesus, at Smyrna, at Pergamos, at Thyatira, at Sardis, at The host had almost given up all expectation of seeing De
And from our poets gems of truth we read
Laodicea, in Asia. See how the great Teacher and Judean Falk, as the taper, shortly before his advent, was still burn
That erring mortals would do well to heed.
Master dwells on the deeds and doctrines of the deacon of ing as brightlyas ever. As soon as mutual civilities were
We raise our eyes to what appears a cloud,
whom mention has been made. In his recital of praise over the master of the house hastened to look at the candle
When lo l we see within its fleecy shroud
worthy matters, found in the church at Ephesus, he says: in the closet. It had disappeared. When he returned, he
An angel-band of grace and beauty rare,
“This thou hast, that thou hatest the deeds of the Nicolai- asked De Ealk whether tlie agent that had removed the
That fill with flowers the soft and balmy air!
candle
would
bring
back
the
candlestick.
“
Oh,
yes,”
was
taues which I also hate.” He tells the church of Pergamos,
“ Thy will he done,” on pilgrim’s boat we trace:
chidingly: “ So hast thou also them that hold the doctrines the reply; “ it is now in your kitchen below,” which actually
“Be kind,” the words ihat float midway in space;
of the Hicolaitanes, which things I hate.” But enough; read proved to’ he the fact. Once a fire was raging In Duke’s
The song the angels oft have sung before.
Trails from the boat, “We’ll gently waft him o’er;”
at leisure what is said to the others of the seven churches, Place, and the synagogue was considered in imminent
Half-hidden by the grass that waves above,
established by the Apostles, and forget not what is there danger of being destroyed. The advice and assistance of De
A flow’ry message tells us, “ God is love.”
charged against them, in the matter of the doctrines of Ealk were solicited; he wrote only four Hebrew letters on
Here ends my picture, but you’ll please to throw
Balaam, and the seductions of “ that woman Jezebel, which the pillars of the door, when the wind immediately changed
Th’ unspoken hush, the dreamy sunset glow,
its
quarter,
and
the
fire
subsided
without
committing
further
calleth herself a prophetess.”

male and female, it is next mindful of the like relations of
the more numerous laity. It would seem that this remarkable Christian Code dispenses with ceremonial marriage as o
them also, leaving it optional with a man and. his lady-lover
to resort to such fashion. The author of this code is abun
dant in directions in respect to the love matters of men; bu
he says: “ Concerning virgins 1 have no commandment o
the Lord ” This is the same apostle who is so ready to legis
late for woman’s silence in church, and her obedience to her
man, etc. I quote what he says in this behalf, putting the
Greek words in Roman letters:
. ,
tp! dp tis ischemonein epiten parthenon anton nomizei, ean
e unerakrnol, ka“outos opheilei geinesthai, o thelei poieito,
ouch ammtanei-gameitosan. (I Cor., vii., Chap. 38, Ver.

If in periods proximate to the time in which the Galilean
taught in his lodge and in public, the churches and deacons
were subjects of such indictments for their criminality as
those here preferred against them by him, in his bright and
blessed abode in the heavens, what must be their corrup
tions and departures from his teachings after a lapse of
nearly two thousand years, one thousand of which constitute
the dark a°-es—that millennium of ecclesiastical slavery and
debauchery'—when the papal hierarchy was the sole custodian
of the Scriptures, and supreme exponent of religion ?
I desire to avail myself of this occasion to say that I am
neither churchman nor Christian, in the common or historic
signification of terms. But lest I may be misunderstood,
allow me to state what is my faith and disciplesmp. I may
he properly called a Jesuit, but not of the papal type of
bmatius Loyola. My Jesuitism is such as cometh of faith in
the philosophy and religion taught by Jesus, the great
Master I am a disciple of his school, and I accept his doc
trines ’ Venerating him as Godlike in goodness and virtue,
and the most eminent Son of Humanity in all ages, but not
P*d in the mistaken and silly sense of Christianity, veneratino- I say, but not worshipping him nor any other man,
however good and virtuous and eminent he may be, though
a martyr, and at all times discarding the intervening ecclesiasticism of the centuries, I class myself as his pupil. In all
the acts of my life, at all times and in all places, I would be
known by the name of Jesuit, a term which seems to me exnressive and a proper derivative from the name of him who
presided over the Galilean Lodge of ancient Spiritualists.-

^When Dr. De Ealk made his will, for not all his knowledge

could save him from the fate of ordinary mortality, he ap
pointed as his executors Mr. Aaron Goldsmid, Mr. George
Goldsmid and Mr. De Symons. He bequeathed to the Great
Svna-ogue a small legacy of £6816s. 4d., and an annual sum
of £4 12s. to whomever fulfilled the functions of Chief
Rabbi. To Aaron Goldsmid, De Ealk, in token of his
friendship, left a sealed packet or box with strict injunc
tions that it should be carefully preserved, but not opened.
Prosperity to the Goldsmid family would attend obedience
to De Falk’s behests; while fatal consequences would follow
their disregard. Some time after the Kabbalist’s death,
Aaron Goldsmid, unable to overcome his curiosity, broke
the seal of the mysterious packet. On the same day he was
found dead. Near him was the destructive paper, which
was covered with hieroglyphics and kabbalistic figures.
We need not multiply instances of De Ealk’s alleged super
natural powers. We must, however, express a regret that
Ms miracles did not assume a higher form. It seems hardly
worth while to summon the assistance of the world of spirits,
merely to conjure away from a pawnbroker’s office some
coffee pots and silver dishes. To make a candle burn for
weeks is a very purposeless prodigy, unless applicable to the
nhiects of domestic economy. Bat whether there is more
In heaven or earth than we dream of in our philosophy;
whether, as is more likely, De Ealk’s miracles partook of
the nature of the feats performed by Robert Houdin, Prof.
Anderson and Dr. Lynn; or whether, as is most probable of
all they were ordinary occurrences magnified into wonders
JDr. Horace Dresser.
bv’the love of the marvelous and of the supernatural obtainimr in the mind of the vulgar, we will not undertake to de
SPIRITUALISTIC.
cide All we have to add with reference to it is, that the
noor considered him as a benefactor, and consulted him on
every emergency during his life, while they blessed his
A JEWISH MEDIUM.
memory after death for the liberal donations he left, which
[From the Jewish Times.)
were dispensed by Mr. De Symons, the surviving executor.The possession of supernatural powers has been usually Sketches of Anglo-Jewish History.
attributed to those Jewish doctors who have mastered the
secrets of the Kabbala, and the character of a Thaumaturgus
LIMITATIONS—ECLECTICISM.
is by no means new in Jewish history. A gentleman popu
“ But the most important branch of this topic and which I
larly invested with those miraculous gifts made his appear most desire to notice is this, that the attempt to extend the
ance in London during the latter part of the eighteenth cen- spiritual religion to everything, and to include everything m
tnrv
This Baal Shem, the master oi the mode of utter- it is but doing the same thing other religionists have done,
Lur the ineffable Name; this holder of an extraordinary in the union of church and state, or the supremacy of their
faculty, which was said to have proved highly valuable to
favorite church, bringing wars and persecution, and the very
him was known in every-day life as Dr. or Rabbi de Ealk. thing its advocates deem most reprehensible when done by
He came from Earth, where his mother had died in strait
others.” [Extract from an article by E. S. Holbrook.]
ened circumstances and had been buried at the expense of
COMMENTS.
the congregation. De Ealk himself was without means when
This amounts exactly to an admission that the “ spiritual
he reached this country. Whether he owned among his religion” is as narrow, absurd, bigoted and intolerant, or
other secrets the grand one of the transmutation of metals,
,
or whether he followed privately some lucrative occupation, nearly so, as any preceding one.
Everything in the relations of mankind should be included
like a common mortal, we are unable to state. But by all
in freedom and equality, and if these are not the basic prin
accounts soon after his arrival in London,De Ealk was seen to
ciples of the “spiritual religion” then it is unfit for manbe in possession of considerable’funds^nd one of his first cares
was sending to the congregation of Earth, the amount of the k To say that the eternal principles of justice should not ex
exnenses incurred for his mother’s funeral. L sually De Ealk
tend to everything in human relations is false, and if t e
was well provided with cash; but occasionally he found him
“ spiritual religion” should not extend to all things human,
self iu absolute need, when he did not disdain to seek ad
then it is not founded on the eternal principles of justice,
vances on his plate from a pawnbroker in Houndsditch.
.
.
The bolts and bars of the pawnbroker’s strong room were in freedom and equality.
What is freedom? The right of the individual W do just
sufficient to confine there De Ealk’s valuables, when he sum
as he or she pleases, provided always they do not interfere
moned them back to his own closet; but he always honora
bly acquitted his debt. One day, shortly after having de with the equal rights of others.
What is equality? Equal opportunities of each individual
posited some gold and silver vessels with the pawnbroker,
the Kabbalist went to the shop in question, and laying down with every other individual.
What is j ustice ? Fitness and propriety.
the duplicate with the sum advanced and exact interest, he

That e’er precedes the mystic twilight hour,
O’er all the landscape ere you feel its power.
Step farther back, let distance lend its aid—
Say, do you read the plan the artist laid?
The glorious truths he sought to teach mankind,
The signals given the better path to find?
Oh, gather to your hearts the living flowers
That God and Nature send in silvery showers
Of inspiration over all the earth!
So shall you win the crown of heav’nly worth;
And when your bark shall float at eventide
Far out upon the sea that’s deep and wide,
An angel-hand shall guide it to the shore
Where swell the songs of loved ones gone before;
Then, journeying upward in that sunny clime.
Through all the cycles of eternal time,
New truths you’ll garner till you findjhe keys
Wherewith to solve life’s deepest mysteries.
Cora Vcm De Mark.

[The above poem vividly describes an engraving called
“Life’s Morning and Evening,” advertised on page 16.—Eds.]
Editors Weekly—In reading, I find one of your numerous
correspondents asks the following questions:
“Is not spirit, matter in different degrees of refinement; if
not, will not some of the readers of the Weekly, inform me
what its peculiar qualities are ?” Again he says, “ I should
he pleased to hear from those who may differ with me upon
these ideas.”

Spiritis a substance—not material—and positive to matter;
cannot be refined or sublimated. Its qualities are life, heat,
IMht, mind and memory in a latent and passive condi
tion,'ever active in nature and function—not created. It is
the conservation and correlation of all force, the natural
germ of all forms in the universe; by it all things are and
were constituted. It is the Hindoo Brahma, Chinese Buddha,
Egyptian Osiris, Greek Pneuma, or Nature’s divine esse—
personified God, and known by all nations as the breath of
life, the wind, air. It is the purifying germ of all forms in
animate and animate.
Psyche—translated life or soul—is an effect of spirit force
combined with matter in certain conditions of evolution in

all nature.
. , _
Matter in itself is incapable of motion or mind, thought or
intelligence; it possesses no function of life, heat, light, mind
or memory. These functions are inherent in the substance
called pneuma or spirit. Psychic force is only an effect of
spirit substance in action.
The effect of spirit force when correlated inorganic enti
ties, animate or inanimate, is the germ mover ol all forms
throughout all world in space.
Spirit substance with all its latent functions of life, heat,
light, mind and memory, constitutes the organic entity of the
spirit after it leaves the material body in the form of primate
particles, unchanged in nature, capable of an eternal unfoldment, of mental and intellectual increase.
No organized spirit entity can be formed until it passes
out of the material organized human structure in the form of
nrimates. Much more might he said on this grand philosophy
of spirits.
Respectfully, yours,
1
Elijah Woodworth.
Leslie, Mich., July 5,1874.

Editors Weekly—Your readers ought to know that the Cen
tral New York Association of Spiritualists met, as per an

nouncement, at Waterville, N. Y., June 27 and 28,1874, and
with their programme cut and dried, proceeded to business.
Austin E. Simmons, Warren Woolson and barah A. Byrne
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a brief dream of happiness awaken to the realization that
There was VICTORIA C. WOODHULL ON THE PACIFIC COAST. they have made a -great mistake, and the flame of love dies
to ashes on the family hearth, indifference if not hatred
[From Common Sense, Sail Francisco, Cal., June 20,1874.]
taking its place, is their continuance in such relation to be
VICTORIA C. WOODHULL IN SAN JOSE.
Ed. Common Sense—This noted lady appeared before a considered marriage? In short, is it the law merely that
Last October this association met in West Winfield, 2ST. Y., San Jose audience on the evenings of the 9th and 10th inst., constitutes marriage, and do these citizens of “high charac
and proceeded to wash themselves clean in. the following giving her two Lctures, “Reformation and Revolution— ter” seriously propose to put such law beyond criticism
“ resolvent
Which ? ” and “ Woman—the Wife and Mother.” Her audi under penalty of fine and imprisonment? The men who
Resolved, That this association instruct its officers that ences were fair, but not large, composed of the best and could make such a proposition may be “citizens of high re
they shall not employ as speaker, on any public occasion, most intelligent of our citizens, who listened with profound pute,” but they certainly are not persons of good common
any person who advocates the free-lust doctrine of the Uni and respectful attention, frequently applauding her most sense.
versal Association of Spiritualists; and that we as an asso radical utterances.
[From a San Francisco paper.]
ciation will not elect to any office in the gift of the associa
Mrs. Woodhull, unlike all reformers who have preceded
tion, persons who, in any sense, favor the same.
her, descends from the world of effects and grapples with ROBERTS WANTS TO GAG PEOPLE OF LIBERAL
' VIEWS.
Your correspondent heard of this dose which the associa causes. No pen can truthfully report her. The eloquence
The
Board
of
Supervisors
of this city is possessed of a crea
that
she
sometimes
pours
forth
from
her
impassioned
soul,
tion were taking for their spiritual strength, and believing
the compound too acid, determined to neutralize it with the as she paints in vivid flashes the wrongs of her sex, startles ture who cannot be discounted by any similar body of men
following resolution, which he presented to the conference her audiences like the lurid lightning’s glare across the in the country. This old psalm-singer talks insurance lies
gathering darkness of a coming storm. Again she seems to all the week and runs a Sunday school on the Sabbath; and,
Sunday afternoon, June 28:
when not engaged In either, is trying to do something to
Whereas, Spiritualism is the most liberal system of ethics stand in awful majesty, hurling in vindictive torrents forged
thunderbolts at the systems that bind and fetter and torture please the “ Bulletin.” He did the latter when he got up in
the earth has ever known; and
both soul and body. But in her appeals to the better natures the board last night and offered a narrow-minded effusion
Whereas, Truth has nothing to fear in an open combat of her hearers for respect and appreciation, for womanhood which he called a resolution.
with error; therefore
Roberts said he introduced it in order to prevent any man
and motherhood, does she stand forth in all the grandeur of
Resolved, That we recommend and will defend the freedom transfigured womanhood, a very goddess of love and beauty. or woman from lecturing in an immoral manner. It is de
of speech upon ant question which has for its object the ’Tis then she wins all hearts and melts them to tears.
signed to meet special cases which have occurred and may
elevation of the human race.
It is the unanimous verdict of all who heard her that she occur in this city. Mr. Menzies very properly said that he
" A wolf in the sheep-fold, a fox at the hen-coop or a corner is sincere and terribly in earnest, however much they may was in favor of free speech. He was of the opinion that
in Wall street are sometimes a little exciting, but compared differ with her in her social theories. No lecturer has been those who were too sanctimonious to attend such lectures
with the commotion which this resolution produced among more respectfully received in this city than was Mrs. Wood- should stay away. He did not believe in gag law.
Roberts was in favor of free speech, but he would like to
the timid watchers upon this tower of conservatism, such hull. Even the lecture which called forth the virtuous
hisses ” of a San Francisco audience was listened to here see it in the line of public decency and morality. He agreed
events are a dead calm. Of course a discussion followed,
but then the dullest could see that free speech meant the with the most respectful attention, owing, no doubt, to our with the gentleman that decent people ought to stay away,
but they do not always do it. The order was referred to the
discussion of Free Love in its Woodhull form, and then rustic ignorance of metropolitan manners.
I am not so sure but the treatment the lady received at Committee on Health and Police.
good bye respectability! So the resolution was voted down
San Francisco is a compliment to her ability, although not
by about two-thirds majority of the convention.
[From the Daily Sun, San Francisco.]
A resolution was then offered by Dr. Beals to strike from intended as such. When our nakedness or deformity is re
LET US PRAY.
the books the resolution in relation to employing speakers of vealed we instinctively try to hide if, but if our garments
Services will be held at all the churches and at the Chroni
Woodhull proclivities, but it was voted to lay it upon the are too meager we seek to put out the light that reveals it;
table, where. I believe it lies at present, to the great satisfac so the virtuous people of that benighted city of sandhills, cle office next Sunday, at which special prayers will be offered
groping in the darkness, were startled when the Woodhull up for the passage of Mr. Roberts’ and the Y. M. C. A.’s or
tion of its supporters.
dinance introduced in the Board of Supervisors yesterday.
At the close of that session your correspondent left the like a blazing meteor flashed upon them, revealing the rotten
It forbids “blasphemous words and language;” it forbids
convention, but I have since learned that the second thought ness of their social life, causing them to instinctively seek to
hide their corruption; which, failing to do, they vainly tried the relation or publication of “ any account or description of
of the convention was its best, for at the evening session
sexual emotions, passions, propensities, desire's or exercises,”
they reconsidered their vote upon the first resolution and to put out the light that makes their deformity transparent.—
and otherwise protects the morality of the community. It
A. C. Stowe.
San Jose, June 13,1874.
passed it almost unanimously. So now upon the books of
will be observed that the object of this ordinance is to pre
this immaculate association appears two resolutions—the one
vent things being talked about, not to prevent their happen
[From the San Francisco Chronicle, July 4,1874.]
curtailing free speech, the other recommending and defend
ing. Keep it quiet, for God’s sake, says Mr. Roberts. Do
The announcement that Mrs. Woodhull would lecture on not leave undone, but keep unknown. The sexual propensi
ing it.
“ On with the dance.”
the Beecher-Tilton scandal drew a large concourse to Platt’s ties, desires and exercises of the Y. M. C. A. must not be
Charles Holt.
Hall last evening. The seats on the floor and in the gallery talked about. Now we wish to know whether the Y. M. C. A.
were all occupied, and a fringe of humanity extended en are to be the judges of what constitutes immorality and what
tirely round the lower part of the hall. There was a large is blasphemy. While all the hypocrites in the city are pray
LIBERALISM IN THE EAST.
admixture of the feminine element present, which monopo ing for the passage of this highly moral ordinance, the Sun
BT W. E. JAMIESON.
lized all the best places, thrusting into the background more will call upon its Gods to let the truth be told on any sub
The very air is full of it. It is a mistake to suppose that it modest but equally anxious manhood.
ject. Let all hidden things be brought to light. Immorality
is confined to the West. There is mere class distinction in
is not encouraged by open attacks npon it. Sensualism is not
the East than in the West. But Liberalism finds free ex
[From the Daily Sun, San Francisco.']
excited by the exposure of the evils which it causes. This
pression eastward. Bigotry, West, is as full of poison as
A SHOCKED COMMUNITY.
ordinance is introduced in the interest of the Oily Gammons
that which is found East. True, conservatives have made a
It is confessed (by all San Franciscans) that San Francisco of the community who devour widows’ homes and seduce
prodigious effort here to make iconoclasm unpopular. But in a
the orphans, and for a pretence make long prayers. It is a
Western city there is a paper which devotes all of its ener is the most moral city in the world. A city that can tolerate
gies toward cramping the mind for fear social anarchy may the Chronicle crowd and accept a Van de Mark as a teacher blow at the liberty of speech. It is simply intended to pre
vent Victoria C. Woodhull from telling more unpalatable
ensue. Fossils are laughed at as heartily East as West must be moral. No wonder, then, that when Victoria Woodtruths before she leaves this city. The good people are not
Both sections are becoming rapidly liberal. Sectarian hull came here and talked about immorality in good set
Spiritualism no
no longer
longer suffices
sumces for
xor the
me masses.
masses. Boston
^smU is , terms the community was shocked While San Francisco afraid of this bold advocate of reform, but the hypocrites
Spiritualism
probably one of the most liberal cities in the Union, though can for a considerable time uphold a Van de Mark, R cannot tremble. No pure minded man or woman ever had an inde
some of its officials are old fogies. The radical Spiritualists sustain people who talk about him. In this city the best cent or immoral thought suggested to them by anything Vic
of the “ Hub ” are now occupying Parker Fraternity Hall, virtue is, not to leave undone, but keep unknown. No won- toria Woodhull said in her lectures. The secretly vicious,
Laura Guppy Smith, one of Nature’s noble women, brave, der, then, that when Victoria Woodhull spoke to an audience the holy libertines, the respectable rakes were shocked and
radical, devoted to principle amid sunshine and storm, is composed, as the Alta says
of our best citizens, an au- disgusted—more than this, they were alarmed. They lifted
up their voices and cried, “ these things should not be talked
dispensing glad tidings therein. Lynn catches the spirit, but dience “ that Canon Kingsley might have beenprou o
the tidal wave is yet to sweep it. A. C. Robinson stands at no wonder, we say, when this deadly earnest women spoke about.” The result is Mr. Roberts’ ordinance,which will be
the helm of radicalism here. In Salem, Mr. and Mrs. C. B. to such an. audience about social crimes committed in as voted against when it comes up for consideration by every
Darlin" and H. O. Sommers inaugurated an independent well as out of, the married state, even the reporters blus ed. honest member of the Board of Supervisors. No one but a
movement the first of May in favor of radical thought. There are, no doubt, many of those reporters whose prac- canting hypocrite could have penned or would have intro
The officers of the regular society felt that too much radi- tices are very beastly and degrading, but they don t blush duced it, and any man who imagines it could be enforced if
calism would ruin the cause. Sommers and the Darlings till they hear them mentioned Victoria Woodhull s great passed, is a hopeless lunatic.
concluded to test the strength of the cause. In order to crime consists in speaking out. It is not a very dreadful
OH! THOSE PARSONS!
speedily secure this result, that “ bold blasphemer”-as my thing for a deacon of a church to seduce a poor little girl for
late onponent in debate at Salem,Elder Miles Grant, called me the purpose of satisfying his beastly lust, but it is an infamous
Saybrook, 111., June 20.—The United Brethren church of
in his paper-was sent for. Two months of radicalism,and Sa- thing for a woman, or a true man (there are a few true men), this place is without a preacher. The pastor, a youth named
lem is now readyforanyman’sorwoman’sthought.
ready for any man’s or woman’s thought. Theques-J
The ques- J to tell on that deacon, and say that while they would take Denton?preached his farewell sermon a week ago yesterday
J “ ...........
. tell
.
f«u nchild
v ritim
hisa lust
home
tion is not now Jso much
Will it pay to
the truth?” but U,______
the poorwRo
deluded
whotofell
victim
to to
his lust home to Three or four weeks ago he gave out an appointment to
tc
...is engaging
.
htp.rs. thfiv
. on the streets
,
j • .___ ---------------------- ^11^
“What is true?” The regular society
radicals I their family and introduce her to t.hAir
them dfl.nP’
daughters,
they would
would preach
in town, but at the appointed time did
for next season.
rather their right hand would rot off than it should be ex- not put in an appearance. He afterward stated that he did
Anthony Higgins, Jr., is doing a good work, and is every-1 temled iu fiiendship to him
not intend to preach, but made the appointment to disap
point whoever might come to hear him. Some time ago his
where highly esteemed, and listened to with delight. His j
„
„
_
.
,
wife went on a visit to her friends and was gone some time.
eloquence is of the avalanche order.
The reverend, believing that it was not good for man to be
Young James M. Choate, of Salem, is fast coming into the
m
^
.
...
sphere of truth first, the “cause’’second. Several lecturers
In the Board of Supervisors, on Tuesday evening, Mr alone, took in a young grass widow as housekeeper while his
East, who have been counted on the respectable side, still Roberts proposed the passage of an ordinance which he said wife was gone. For these little irregularities he was arraign
love to be radical.
.
was designed to prevent immoral lectures. The proposed ed at the last quarterly meeting and suspended for one year
from preaching. It would be just to say that his excuse for
Is it not a matter for study that some of the most liberal 1 or<^er ^eo^ares
.
keeping the widow was that he did it as an act of charity social reformers are theologically fettered! And some of j “ It .shall be unlawful * * * to pu is oru el’a
,
,
or in the hearing of two or more persons, any blasphemous woids oi believing that he was obeying the commandment to “ Visit
those who are extremely conservative socially are religiously
^
or langliage tending directly to lower public the widow and the fatherless in their afflictions ’’—she was a
liberal in the last degree.
morals, or to weaken public respect or the respect of any person, grass widow and has a fatherless boy—“ and keep them un
Free discussion will make the rough places smooth. Free whether married or not, for the obligation of the marriage contract,” etc. spotted from the world.” The religious people of this quiet
debate is the fire which will try society and all its institu- j q'lie offense is made a misdemeanor, punishable by a fine village are in a fearful fever over the actions of this lamb in
tions. Religion, no less than social custom, dreads it. But j no^ exceeding $1,000 or by imprisonment hot exceeding broadcloth.—Ulus. Police News.
it must come. The studied efforts which some liberal papers six months, or by both. Mr. Roberts stated that he inWorth, the dressmaker, was asked by a lady to invent a
have made to ignore the discussion of Socialism, have been, troduced the order by request of “ citizens of the highest
to the student of events, interesting and amusing. One character and standing,” and he favored its passage. The tasteful costume, in which women could walk with as much
paper in particular, which is very free in its discussion of order was referred to the Health and Police Committee, comfort and as little trouble as men do in theirs.” “ I have,”
religion, but unfriendly (seemingly) to the agitation of the several of the members speaking of it with contempt, and he exclaimed; “ but you won’t wear it. I do not see the
social question, has lately conceded the importance of the perhaps this is the only proper mode of treating it; but it slightest objection to women wearing trowsers with a tunic,
may be well to inquire who are to decide what language is as I have wanted them to. There is a Persian costume which
agitation, and will, I think, participate.
is the perfection of beauty and grace.”—Exchange.
We radicals perceive the necessity of discussing all ques “blasphemous?” And what is it that is to be considered
marriage?
When
a
young
girl
sells
herself
to
a
rich
old
roue,
tions. Some may be, as theologians say, profitless ; but we
Bobbs complains that his wife is an inflationist. Sheblows
can better determine that after they are fully canvassed. whose very presence she detests, but whose money provides him up every day, and makes him circulate until he actu
her
with
a
luxuriant
home,
is
she
a
wife
or
a
prostitute?
The universe will remain, whichever way we may settle any
: And when people who really marry with good motives, after ally feels he is beyond redemption,—LomsriUe Commercial,,
problem. Let us trust truth.

comprised the trinity of pre-engaged speakers,
also
“ A chi el amang them takin’ notes,
And faith he’ll prent ’em.”
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one cause or another, we have desisted. But there are at to encourage it; while they who wildly or inconsiderately
least a half dozen new papers under consideration. We rush into the business, as if the safety of the world depended
know very well that the papers now being published in the upon it, are, in the best moral sense, guilty of fraud. They
$3 00
interests of reform are not properly supported. The radicals often make promises that they do not know whether they
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1 50
10
of the country are actuated by entirely different motives can fulfill or not. This is not a whit better or any less a per
than those that insure the support of the secular and re jury than is the making of a promise at the altar to love
CLUB RATES.
ligious press; and they do not feel it to be any duty of another during life; or regarding it in another and perhaps
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theirs to contribute to anything for any other reasons more practical, worldly sense, it is no better than a fraudulent
Ten copies for one year.
.
.
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than that they want it for their own benefit. Now just here mercantile transaction. False pretenses in reform are no
Six months, ......
One-half these rates.
is the dangerous point in the whole matter, which ought to better and no worse than elsewhere; and justification for
FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTION
enter into the consideration as to whether any new enter fraud and falsehood in reform, while probably more fre
CAN BE SSADB TO THIS AGENCY OF THE AMEKICAN NEWS COMPANY, LON prise should or should not be supported.
A half dozen quent, is equally as impossible as in the more common
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papers may,in the advocacy of various reformatory ideas, be affairs of life.
One copy for one year,
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supported well, when if there were double that number all of
One copy for six months,
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. 9, 00
So far as our personal wishes are involved we should be
them would be in constant danger.
glad to see a hundred new radical journals spring into exis
RATES OF ADVERTISING.
This fact was well illustrated among the Spiritual Press. tence, if they could be maintaiued, but we should be sorry
Per line (according to location),
From $1 00 to $2 50
The Spiritualists of the country will support two representa to see any added to the present number, to occupy the
Time, column and page advertisements by special contract.
tive papers, but they would not support five. The Weekly ground and advocate the principles already covered, if by
Special place in advertising columns cannot be permanently given.
Advertiser's bills will be collected from the office of this journal, and was an entirely new departure in journalism. It ’was started such addition the lives of any that now exist, which, by
to advocate all kinds of reform, and laid hold of Woman reason of the good they are doing, ought to continue, should
must in all cases, bear the signature of Woodhull & Claflin.
Suffrage, Labor and kindred subjects from the outset. Be be endangered.
Specimen copies pent free.
Newsdealers supplied by the American News Company, No. 121 Nassau fore its advent no Spiritualistic paper had adopted these
street. New York.
subjects as legitimate parts of spiritualism; nor had any La
CO-OPERATION.
All communications, business or editorial, must be addressed
bor papers adopted woman-suffrage. So the Weekly did
WoodhvU & Claflin’s Weekly,
not trench upon any already established paper. And when
The latest practical development of the force of the pro
Box 3791, New York City.
the question of Social Freedom was sprung upon the public, ducers has taken the form of co-operation. It is certain that,
Office, 111 Nassau Street, Room 9.
it had a special, and at that time, independent position to fill in some instances, it has proved its power by ameliorating
and to maintain, while fulfilling its original purpose as the
some of the hardships attendant upon the present condition
vehicle for the fullest and freest discussion of all subjects of those who live by manual labor. Co-operative manu
whatever.
facturing companies are a remonstrance against the one-man
No contribution upon any subject has ever bteen denied tyranny and robbery of the British factory system, co-oper
admission to its columns because the matter was not in ac ative building societies an answer to the grasping avarice
cord with the purposes of the paper, except some illegal, of greedy landlords, and co-operative stores a defiance to the
personal articles, the responsibility for which we could not rapacity of the thievish and mercenary traffickers to whom
afford to assume. The veriest Devil-and-Hell-believing the interests of producers are generally so mercilessly sacri
people have an equal right to use its columns to speak their ficed.
opinions that any others have, and no act of ours, with the
In the first of the above instances, viz.: Co-operation in
“ The diseases of society can, no more than cor above exception, has ever varied from this rule.
We have Mines, Factories, and Labor Operations, there is reason to
poreal maladies, he prevented or cured without being not, however, published one-fourth part of what has been believe that it may achieve a success. It is much more reas
spoken about in plain language.”-—John Stuart contributed; but it was for want of space and not because onable, as well as more democratic, that the thousand men
the articles were rejected on account of their contents. Be who unite their labors to produce certain results, should dic
Mill.
tween two articles upon the same subject, we choose the one tate the terms of the division of the profits arising therefrom,
that, in our judgment, is best in style and most logical and than one or more despots, which is the method that has
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, JULY 25, 1874.
clear in argument. If we have erred in making these selec grown out of our present system of political economy, and
tions it has been an error of the head and not of the heart. the rule, alas! too generally obtaining among us. Of course
REFORMATORY JOURNALISM.
We have no opponents. We are all seeking after truth to when the workers own an interest in the plant, as well as
gether, and wdiatever opinions are offered by anybody we
Nobody more than ourselves is gratified by the increase of regard as honestly held and advocated, unless we have good perform the labor, the present iniquitous division of the
the number of journals that specially advocate the recent and reason to know to the contrary, as in the past we sometimes gains of such enterprises will be condemned and discon
more radical principles that underlie the reform questions have had. In such cases we have not and shall not lend the tinued.
not yet fully settled scientifically; and so far as we are con columns of the Weekly to anybody for the purpose of de But with regard to Co-operative Building Societies, and
cerned we extend them all a hearty godspeed. Usually, ceiving its readers, while there is more honest writing than Co-operative Stores the case is different. Should even con
siderable success attend the former of them, and should they
when these new journals ha°e not objected, we have kept there is space for its publication.
be multiplied among us, they would only benefit a minute
some standing notice of them in the columns of the Weekly,
So long then as there are papers open to the advocacy of
to induce all who would to subscribe for and read the new whatever subject, it is unwise on the part of anybody to at fraction of the great labor community. In the latter; viz.:
applicant for public favor. We have done this, sometimes, tempt to float another in the same channel; hut when any Co-operative Stores, the conversion of producers into dis
when we felt almost assured that this favor would no) be one has ideas which he or she cannot get before the public tributors, as in the case of the Rochdale weavers, may be
gained soon enough to insure the life of the applicant. The in any existing papers, then it is eminently proper to publish good for the co-operators, but it is evil for the general wel
fare. It needs more skill to make cloth than to sell it, and
truth is that the people begin to look with suspicion upon a new paper to cover the deficiency.
therefore, should there be any difference, the weaver ought
new journalistic enterprises, because so many, after securing
At first it may seem that this position is untenable; but to be better remunerated for his services than the draper.
just enough support to make their early demise certain, when all things involved are given due consideration, it will
have passed away; and they hesitate to extend the aid they be .found to be a wise one—good for the parties proposing The distributor, whether by wholesale or by retail, may be
would like to give to such enterprises, thinking that their the new venture; and equally so for those who are maintain regarded as an adjunct to the producer, who is the wealthcreator, audit is questionable whether his gains ought not
individual “mites” would not insure them against death.
ing an old one.
in all instances to be regulated by law, as is the case in the
We have frequently been charged with jealousy for giving
If a paper having any given number of subscribers, sus most important section of the distributive force, viz.: rail
unfavorable advice when asked for our opinion of a proposed pends, a large proportion of them lose their advanced sub
new paper; but we know what it has cost us, both in per scriptions. So an actual injustice must result to more or less roads, in most civilized countries. Co-operative Stores will
not effect this change, but only add to the number of traffick
sonal effort and pecuniary sacrifice, to carry the Weekly people when a paper is forced to stop publication; and if
ing oppressors by withdrawing wealth-producers from more
through its infancy up to the time when it could stand and this is brought about by the unwise action of parties who se
important labor. The only way in which things can be
then “ walk ” alone. We know it is not safe to embark a duce away its support in the endeavor to found a new paper,
righted, is by the introduction of a system of political econo
new paper unless its proprietors are prepared to cany fully they become responsible for this injustice; and this is
my which will conserve the rights of those large masses who
one-half its expenses for two years without aid. If with especially pointed when the new venture also proves to be a
more immediately create the wealth of nations, and such a
this basis it have substantial principles to advocate, and failure.
change can only be effected by a revolution. Until it is es
■ is conducted with common prudence and foresight, a new
Reformers cannot always take every new paper that is tablished, and the hard toilers, whose labors are most neces
paper has a fair prospect for success. But there is no op started, even if principles in which they themselves believe,
sary to the welfare of communities, are placed in their proper
portunity now for papers to ride on any prominent or popu and which they desire should succeed, are advocated in
position, by being rewarded for their services at least equal
lar issues into immediate success, and to maintain themselves them. So when a new paper comes into direct competition
ly to those of their agents, the distributors, the producers
upon their current receipts. We say this from experience, with any old one, a choice has to be made, and just so far
must expect, as now, to be continually fleeced by the traf
both of our own and of others who have battled for and as this is in favor of the new, the old has to suffer; and this
gained success, not to deter any from adding to the present before it is decided whether the new is or is not an improve fickers.
number of journals but to moderate their expectations that ment upon the old.
ASTROLOGY AS A SCIENCE.
the people will at once rally to their support. The people
Anarchy in the business of journalism is as much to be
are begineing to think for themselves, and they judge jour deplored and is as detrimental to its objects as is anarchy in
That there is such a science as astrology, a very large pro
nals by their real merit. Mere pretentious motives, which anything else; and they who rush wildly into it, wanting a portion of the intelligent people of the earth have what may
are often mistaken by their holders as public necessities, competent knowledge and a due appreciation of its respon be called at least a sort of indefinite belief; while a very re
cannot now pass the enlightened scrutiny of the public. sibilities, and failing to recognize that the people who spectable minority have well-defined convictions of its truth.
Any want of consistency in the conduct of a journal will be support these enterprises have claims upon them, show an That the science is developed so that anything like reliance
discovered by at least a few and from them spread to the evident lack of wisdom and honor. A principal reason that may safely be placed upon its deductions as rendered by its
many. Any misapprehension or misstatement of the posi these conditions are so frequently found in reformatory now professors is not sc evident, while these individualsare
tions or principles of others, or any canting reference to them, journalism, is, that the movers in this direction are usually pertendedly classed as Charlatans by scientists, generally.
cannot either make or maintain any journal, and he or they those who have ideas and who have grasped, intellectually That the teachers of this science are wholly indebted to the
who expect to win support by any snch course will be dis or spiritually, some grand principle for which they wish a ancients for what knowledge they possess, is we believe uni
appointed. More than all else may not any expect now to vehicle to the public; in a word, are good editors; while it is versally acknowledged by them. During the Christian Era,
build up a paper when it is set afloat purposely to break a notorious fact that good editors are for the most part the there has been no opportunity to study or evolve it beyond
down another, when that other has an assured basis in worst possible people to manage any business. To insure the mere outline left to posterity by its old masters ; but a
principle. But if a paper, conducted purely upon hypocrit the success of any journal there must not only be talent and sufficient confidence and belief has been recently engendered
ical pretense, seeming and affecting to be what iu reality it capacity in its editorial, but also an equal amount in its among the intelligent classes of people to induce careful ob
is not, is attacked by another whose conductors know7 the business department. It is safe therefore to say that unless servation and investigation into its claims and predictions ;
inside working of the pretender, then there is a prospect the issue of the paper is assured before it is started, for at and it is being judged much more extensively than appears
that its destruction may ensue.
least two years, it will be in danger of collapsing within that upon the surface, even to those who have the greatest faith
We have frequently been upon the point of calling the at time. So without this assurance, it is unwise on the part of in its possibilities.
tention of our readers to these things, but until now, from its publishers to begin its issue, and on the part of the people I As an evidence of the extent to which astrology has gained
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a hold upon the people we submit the following, for the at the house of ex-President Woolsey, of Yale College, New
Not only the clergy, but the press are stepping in. to
Haven, a few days since, it was agreed to dispatch at once
truth of which we can vouch:
the Rev. Dr. James B. Miles, American Secretary of the as rob us of our laurels. Many of the papers appear to be try
“ For several years Prof. Chaney, now of San Francisco, sociation, to Europe to forward the necessary arrangements ing to bluff us in the way of scandal. Our famous November
Cal., has made close astrological calculations for a very for the approaching conference to be held in G-eneva, Swit number is literally nowhere. Pomeroy's Democrat says:
zerland, in the last part of August.
wealthy banker and heavy railroad operator of New York
The Conference, which last year held its first session at
Stripped of husks, bandages and pew-eovers, the facts of
city. In Feb. 1871, while the Professor was writing his Brussels, proposes the formation of a full code of interna the case are as follows: Henry Ward Beecher, a full-blooded
tional
law, regulating the relations of nations with each man of genius, passions and natural desires, g lined access to
predictions relative to the individual affairs of the banker other and
with subjects and citizens of other nations, as
parlor of Theodore Tilton, a deacon of ins church. Here
he observed an evil configuration in which the Sun would well as the rights and duties of citizens and subjects of dif the
he met Mrs. Tilton. As the friend of her husband, Mr.
ferent
nations
with
and
toward
each
other
in
time
of
peace
Beecher was welcome.
*
*
*
*
*
be afflicted in the Zodiacal sign of Cancer, which rules New
and the prescribing of rules to govern the conduct of war, as
York city, during a portion of June and July of that year well as for the prevention of those national misunderstand
We decline to insert the rest of the passage. Any of our
Upon consulting the old astrological authorities, he judged ings which occasion war, by a system of international arbi readers who desire can find it in Pomeroy’s Democrat, of
It has the hearty approbation of such eminent pub
that an earthquake, money panic, railroad disaster and riot tration.
licists as Count Sclopis, of the late Geneva Court of Arbitra July 11, 1874. The proprietors and chief edilor of the
were likely to occur, and so wrote, fixing the time between tion; Drouyn du Lhuys and others of highest authority in Weekly being absent, we do not feel justified in inserting
and America. Its deliberations are looked forward
the 20th of June, and 10 of July. On the 8th of July, not Europe
to with high interest by^all the advocates of universal peace anything, in these ticklish times, that may be construed into
having heard any verification of his predictions, he wrote to and by all who recognize in the national progress of this an infraction of the law of libel. Suffice it, in our opinion, the
the banker, lamenting his failure but declaring that he could country the rapid approach of the era of the federation of statements which follow the above are distinct charges, far
the civilized world.-—N. Y. Herald.
discover no reason why these catastrophes should not have
Remembering that the ancient Pagan Romans in the time more direct than any that have ever appeared in this paper.
occured as indicated by the position of the planets. By due of Augustus Cassar, held all Europe, the west of Asia and the But Mark Pomeroy is a man, and we are painfully aware
course of mail he received a reply of which the following
North of Africa with an army of 189,000 men, and consider that male editors may do what female editors may not do
is an extract:
ing that in modern Europe alone there are now at least in this country, without public animadversion. Now, if
“‘No.—Broad Street, New York, July 18, 1871
what we are so maliciously charged with by some journals
“ ‘Hear Sir:—Yours of the 8th inst. duly received and in re four millions of fighting Christians constantly under arms, were true we should have good reason to lament that our day
ply I will say, that your predictions regarding myself have we have not much faith in the success of the above maneuproved as near true as possible. * * * As regards your vre. If a million of priests cannot prevent the followers of is over; that the clergy and press have ruined our business,
predictions concerning New York city they have proved the Prince of Peace from murdering each other, we do not and monopolized what they insist is our special vocation, and
partially correct. A slight shock of earthquake occured here
left us in our loneliness to exclaim, in the words of Shake
about the 10th of June, and on Long Island, Staten Island think forty or fifty philosophers can perform that operation. speare, “ Othello’s occupation’s gone!”
and Jersey, it was the severest shock they have ever had. Besides, we do not believe in the efficacy of the plan by
On the 21st of June, we had a regular Wall-street panic, re which they hope to accomplish their object. As long as
sulting in the failure of one of the largest speculators in the people go armed to the teeth, the talk of arbitration is folly.
PERSONAL NOTICE.
street, together with some eighteen stock firms, and involv
ing a loss of millions. The prices of some stocks fluctuated Our muskets, bayonets, and Columbiads are living things
twenty per cent in as many minutes and the excitement was that demand, and will have food—and their food is—human
intense. It will be a long time before the street recovers flesh ! If peace men mean work, let them pr opose the dis We are happy to announce that the proprietors and editorfrom the effects of it. So you are verified again. I presume armament of the nations, and present a petition to “ Blood in-chief of the Weekly left San Francisco, July 13th, on
you have heard c f the terrible riot here on the 12 inst. in which
their return trip to New York. Mrs. Woodhull will prob
some fifty persons were killed on the spot, over a hundred and Iron” Bismarck to that effect, for now Germany must
and fifty wounded (many of whom will not recover), and set the example. All statesmen know that all civilized na ably deliver a few lectures on the way ; hence, the date of
numbers arrested. This is another instance where you wer tions are over head and ears in debt, and also that wars are arrival here is uncertain.
right excepting the date—the riot occuring after, and the the cause of those debts, yet all civilized, or rather semi-civ
earthquake before the times you fixed for them. The panic,
however, was on time. You see, therefore, that so far from ilized nations, exalt soldiers as we do, above men of peace.
YIR AND HOMO.
your having occasion to feel discouraged, you have every The peoples now are no wiser than they were in the time of
reason to feel satisfied. If you will return here you would ^Esop. They will worship King Stork rather than be ruled
“ Yir ” and “ Homo ” are two Latin words, each of which
soon have all you can do. * * * You will, of course, gently by King Log. But it is questionable whether, as things
treat this letter as strictly confidential?
are, the public are not justified in preferring war to peace,or means or signifies “a man.” There is, however, a distinc*
“ The Professor feels that in making this public, so long as whether for them the rule of the God, Mars, is not more tion to be noted in their application. Yir was used to de
he gives no clue to the wriler, he is violating no confidence, merciful than the rule of the God, Mammon. It is hard to note “a brave man,” hence was derived the word “virtus”
although that gentleman has frequently assured him that he die suddenly on a battlefield, but probably it is an easier or virtue. Homo could be used indiscriminately, as it did
would not have it known for ten thousand dollars that he form of dissolution to that of having the life gradually not denote character. It is a pity that we have not two de
ever consulted an astrologer. Outwai’dly, this banker is a ground out by hard labor in mines and factories, or worried signations for the male human animal,similar to those in use
strictly religious man, yet he has given Prof. Chaney, as out in the cramped-up tenement-houses of our cities, We by the ancient Romans; for most certainly they are needed
high as twenty-five dollars an evening to visit him and his could hardly blame the majority of the people of New York now as much as in former times, in order to determine deli
wife privately to talk astrology, infidelity and spiritualism city should they clamor for war ou the Douglas principle, cately the characters of the combatants in the present
The churches are full of just such people.”
viz.: “because they liked better to hear the lark sing than Beecher-Tilton embroglio.
Our readers well know that the Weekly has had nothing
In our own experience we have had unmistakable evidence the mouse squeak.” In our opinion, until the peoples of the
of the truth and value of this much abused science. One earth have the means and the opportunities to live as human to do with the later manifestations that have agitated the
very remarkable instance is as follows :
beings ought to live, there will be, and there ought to be public mind with regard to that affair, yet the name of the
While confined in Ludlow-street Jail, in November, 1872, wars. In the words of the great Nazarene, we would say, proprietor of the Weekly has been dragged into the melee
upon the charge of circulating obscene literature through that to our mind, “It reeds be that offences (wars, tumults, on every occasion. A council of clergymen is convened in
the United States mails, trumped up by the Young Men’s etc.) come,” and we also heartily join in its corollary, viz.; Brooklyn in order to ascertain whether Plymouth Church
acted wisely in dropping a member from its rolls (like a
Christian Assassination Association, and made effective by " but woe unto them by whom the offence cometh.”
spider freeing a wasp from its web) without why or where
Judge Noah Davis,to vindicate the reputation of Mr.Beecher,
fore. In elucidating this knotty point Dr. Bacon thought
Prof. Winterburn, of New York city, whom we had never
MONOPOLIZING SCANDAL.
fit to say:
seen, came to our cell and said he had cast an astrological
figure, from the date of the arrest, and he wanted to assure
I believe that the infamous women who have started this
We call attention to the remarks of the Capital, published scandal have no basis for it. If it was their testimony alone
us that this charge would never be tried. We were never
it would not be vorth while kicking a dog for, etc.
at
Washington,
D.
C.,
which
are
reprinted
elsewhere
in
this
brought to trial upon that indictment. The one upon which
Well, it is certain that this last etneute was not started by
we were tried and acquitted, because there was no law upon paper. The editor of that periodical says he sympathizes
which to base the charge, was another under which we were with Woodhull and Claflin, and we feel that we deserve his “infamous women,” and should Mr. Theodore Tilton imarrested in Cooper Institute after making the speech of sympathy. We submit that Dr. Bacon and the Independent cline to the dog-kicking business, we hope that he will boot
are not justified in coming in at the eleventh hour and the right cur. We do not blame a clergyman for using his
January 9, 1872.
But all this was not, nor indeed the most astonishing in monopolizing all the scandals of the great Beecher-Tilton tongue; it is one of his carnal weapons. Indeed, there are
cident of his visit. On the day of his visit we had, as we case. We plowed the ground, and sowed it, and the parsons reasons why all Protestant pastors should exhibit a special
thought, made all needed arrangements to give bail and be re are reaping the fruits. We may justly assert that even the antipathy to those who advocate “free love” doctrines, for
leased the next day. The Professor cast a figure and said that Plymouth pastor himself is in the conspiracy to rob us of many of them must look upon those among us who defend
we would go out of prison in precisely seventeen days. This our rights, as witness his last communication, which is as promiscuity, as freebooters poaching on their special do
main. Neither is a D. D. to be censured for vituperation
destroyed entirely what consolation his previous calculation follows:
of women. To him they might be held to be a weak point
Brooklyn, June 27,1874.
had given us, since we felt that we knew better; but we
Gentlemen—Jn the present state of the public feeling, I owe in the enemy’s line. The dying Irishman counselled his
made a memorandum of the fact, and when we were released it to my friends and to the church and society over which I
am pastor to have some proper investigation made of the son thus: “Teddy, my body, if iver you get into a fray,
we found it was just seventeen days from the day of the rumors,
insinuations or charges made respecting my conduct whenever you see a bead, bit it!” Inrsocial wars the clergy
visit.
as compromised by the late publication made by Mr. Tilton.
I have thought that both the church and society should be generally carry out the same principle whenever the head
It would be begging the question to attempt to say that
represented, and I take the liberty of asking the followina
this was guess work. He explained the situation of the gentlemen to serve in this inquiry, and to do that which belongs to a woman. As regards “virtus,” throughout the
planets upon the figure to us, and admitting what he said of truth and justice may require. I beg that each of the gen past thousand years they have been ruled to occupy an in
tlemen named will consider this letter as if it had been sepa termediate space between man and woman, which may in a
their influence and meaning, we could see the indications rately
and personally sent to him, namelv: “From the
for ourselves, clearly. We are also cognizant of several church, Henry W. Sage, Augustus Storrs, Henry M. Cleve measure justify the learned doctor in his little escapades.
land.
From
society, Horace B. Claflin, John Winslow, But, notwithstanding, were we called on to write out his
other equally conclusive incidents, which so tar as we are S. Y. White. the
I desire you, when you have satisfied your
concerned compel us to the belief that astrology is one of the selves by an impartial aud thorough examination of all disploma, we should in it designate him as “homo.”
Now another of the immaculates has stepped into the
most important, if not the most important, of experimental sources of evidence, to communicate to the Examining Com
mittee, or to the cpurch, such action as may then seem to arena by writing an article in the Christian Advocate. The
sciences.
you right and wise.
Henry Ward Beecher.
New York Herald instructs us that his name is Yan Buren
There is something exceedingly rich in this proposition of Dinslow, and that his title is “Professor.” His communi
DOWN WITH THE SOLDIER.
the pastor of Plymouth. Under the circumstances, and con cation in parts is profoundly florid, as witness the following
There are about a million of parsons, and, it is believed, at sidering that he has made the selection of his judges, we do specimen of it. Speaking of Mr. Theodore Tilton’s family,
least half that number of churches whose flag is “ A Lamb,’ not think that they will deem that his conduct has been he says they were
and who are all enlisted under the banner of the “ Prince of compromised by the rumors, charges and insinuations made
Children whose smiles were like the radiance of angel’s
Peace. ” Singular to relate the nations in which these par tie# by the late publication of Mr. Theodore Tilton. If they eyes when turned toward the throne of God, and the rustle
of
whose garments were [Murray a Utile scratched—W’y}
are domiciled are peculiarly celebrated for their warlike should decree otherwise, all we can submit is, that they are graceful as the silent movements of forest birds when bath
very
ungrateful
for
the
honor
that
has
been
conferred
on
ing
in the holy Sabbath dawn, etc.
propensities. They set apart more men for fighting purposes
than Pagan communities, and distinguish themselves mainly them, and that the pastor of Plymouth has selected unre
There is a rich vein of true poetry about this, and therg
in designing and perfecting the most murderous implements liable men. But is not the very letter itself a mean effort to is au imaginative, highly imaginative, faculty exhibited in
of destruction. Efforts, however, are constantly being made intrude upon our proper domain and secure a part of our it also; but probably not quite so vividly as in the following
among them in the interest of peace, but generally prove to honors. Why does not the pastor of Plymouth continue to instance. Speaking of Mr. Theodore Tilton, he says:
waive off the charges with ecclesiastical dignity, and keep
be the prelude to new wars. This is the last:
And now his martyrdom has Come, all he ever sought, and
his eyes fixed on the moon as he has done heretofore, un directly by the means he used, but of a character far more
THE INTERNATIONAL CODE—A CONFERENCE IN THE INTEREST
logical
than he expected, the inexorable penalty due to a
less, by a change of tactics, he aims to limit the circulation
OF UNIVERSAL EQUITY AND PERPETUAL PEACE.
At a meeting of the International Code Committee, held of the Weekly.

false doctrine, the eternal cross that hears no crown save
oae of thorns.
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inwested their substances in de bank. Dem what has is in
This comparison between, the sufferings of the Nazarene lay the dust, so that under these circumstances the first day’s
work was by no means severe considering the distance— de walley of tribulation. Some of ’em is hard-workin’ men
and those of Theodore Tilton is highly complimentary to thirteen miles.
dat done tuck de wud o’ de Guvment dat deir money was
the latter. True, it ,is a little confusing to simple readers,
The object of the march, as defined by one of the men— safe, and dat when dey wanted it outen de bank all dey had
inasmuch as the latter appears to be suffering martyrdom who, by the way, all appeared exceptionally quiet and re for to do wuz to draw it. When dey got skeered de odder
for what he did, whereas the former was punished for what spectable—is to ‘ ‘ excite public sympathy and to collect sub day an’ went for deir hard-airned wages what dey had got
scriptions,” to which may, perhaps, be added, “ for the
he didn’t; but to a highly cultivated theologian that slight purpose of improving their moral and social condition, and by de sweat of deir browses, why it wasn’t dar. Some of
variation is of little consequence.
that of their class generally.” From Cambridge they pro ’em is de widders of cullud men dat fit an’ died in the awmy.
We confess that the strictures made upon the conduct of ceed to Bedford via Potton and Gamhngay, where they will Dey had got togedder a little by washin’ an’ nussin’, an’ sich
Henry Ward Beecher, who is condemned for marrying Mr. arrive in the'course of to-morrow, doing part of the journey like women’s wuk; but whar’s de money. Dat’s de ques
by rail. Among the more important towns which they pro
Richardson in articulo mortis ; and Theodore Tilton, who is pose visiting are Wolverhampton, Sheffield, Birmingham, tion. De bank cashier says it’s all right. De president says
it's all right. De payin’ teller, who won’t pay a dam cent,
berated for writing the life of Vicloria C. Woodhull, would Coventry and Nottingham, where the final demonstration is he says it’s all right. But neverdemoreover, it ain’t thar.
come with a better grace and be more worthy of attention to take place, probably on the 11th of July. In some of Now, sir (with a warmth of emphasis that brought big drops
by the parties to whom they are addressed; if the advice of these towns there are, as is well known, large_ and infiuen- of perspiration from his honest face), de good Lord will keep
ential trades unions, who will, in all probability^ march in
the learned Professor Yan Buren Dinslow had not been procession with the laborers through their respective towns, He eye on dese people. Some says as how de fault is at
spiced also with a laudation and defense of assassination, as besides affording them material help in a pecuniary point of Washington wid de Cookes. I dunno what de Cookes has
got to do wid it, but I do know dat too many of ’em spiles de
we believe it is, if we rightly comprehend the meaning of view.
On arriving at Cambridge the men were supplied ^ ith a broff; an’ I know dat whedder dese bank people is a wukkin’
the follorving statement:
substantial dinner, through the liberality of a local gentle for the Cookes or not a wukkin’ for dem, dey is ondoubtedly
A conservative man of honor would have probably shot
and afterward proceeded to an open space known as
Beecher; certainly would have cowhided and exposed him. man,
Midsummer Common, to hold what is usually described as a a robbin’ de po’ niggers. Judge Hackett—God bless him for
In the opinion of the Weekly, men of real honor do not demonstration, but which, on the present occasion, was a uprighteous Judge—would say dat ef dey are not thieves
rely upon brute force in such cases, and do not murder or nothing out of the ordinary way as regards open-air meet they are party crimiceps, and dam ef I don’t think he’d be
assassinate under any circumstances.
Such doctrines may ings. A large wagon did duty as a platform, and on it were right.”
A HEAVY DEPOSITOR.
be maintained and practiced (as they certainly have been in the Chairman, Mr. Hall, a member of the Cambridge Town
Council, Messrs. Taylor, Ford, and one or two others. The
“Do you know many of the depositors?” asked the re
a past age) by people calling themselves, Christians, but they spectators below were tolerably large in numbers, perhaps
2,000, but most of them seemed to be there more cut of curi porter.
are entirely inadmissible by Spiritualists.
“Yes, sir; right smart of’em. One of de ’positors are a
But there is something that is even more reprehensible osity than for any other purpose.
Resolutions were carried upholding the right of combina woman of the name of Ann Eliza Smith. Leastways she
than “bad advice” to be found in the communication on
tion of laborers, and according sympathy and support to the
which we are commenting. It is difficult to shake the posi men. Mr. Taylor said the action of the laborers was not due were two weeks ago. She takes in washin’. When I seed
her last she had fo’ dollars in de bank. Afore she begun for
tions taken by the proprietor of the Weekly on the social to agitation, but to the dissemination of the principles of
to ’posit her money she used to play policy. Sometimes she
unionism
in
rural
districts.
The
farmers
had
adopted
union
question, when they are fairly stated, as our readers know;
win, sometimes she lose. She used to worry ’case she
ism,
though
of
an
unjust
kind,
and
as
they
employed
as
but it is certainly not in order even for a member of the secretary a lawyer, they had no right to object to the labor couldn’t buy a new gownd. But I’ll bet if her money’s in dat
Y. M. C. A. to misstate those opinions. It is true we repu ers having delegates and advocates. The laborers did not dam bank she’ll be glad to get along wid a shift. I tell you,
diate with contempt, on the part of woman, “ that just sub intend making this “pilgrimage” a pleasure trip, but a boss, savin’ banks is good when dey act honest like; but
jection which is implied in Christian marriage,” which Pro means of circulating the facts of the case throughout the sometimes dey saves yo’ money so dam keerful dat you can’t
country, in order to elicit sympathy and support. It was
fessor Yan Buren Dinslow eulogizes, and desire the abroga stated by other speakers that there were 3,000 union men in never git ahold of it. Dey saves it mos’ too well. I’d radder
put it in a faro bank.”
tion of a system which conflicts with the rightful freedom of Cambridge district.
“ What do the colored people say about the bank, Uncle
woman.
But when he defames the proprietor of the
After a collection had been made, the pilgrim laborers
Weekly by terming her “ that unblushing advocate of pros formed a procession through the streets, amid steadily falling Jake?” asked the reporter.
THE MISCHIEF.
titution,” we simply deny the truth of such statement, and rain, and were then told off to their respective quarters for
the night.
“ I can’t seem to disremember all dat dey say, sir; but the
in turn declare that, if he wrote that sentence without blush
To-morrow they will proceed to Bedford.—London Neios. most of ’em seems to think dat de bank are done busted, an’
ing himself, we think that he ought to be made, like Sancho
“Now, by St. Paul the work goes bravely on,”is a fitting dat dey can’t git nothin’ outen it. De mischief, boss, ain’t
Panza, “either a bishop or the governor of some island.”
altogedder in de losin’ of de money. See here; When dat
Of course all our readers know the falsity of the charge comment on the above proceeding of the locked-out British
bank was done opened, an’ de po’ niggers was teached dat it
above made; but as there may be some who know not that agriculturists. Looking upon what the farm-laborers unions was good for dem for to put deir savins dar, some of ’em
social or sexual freedom is the very antipode of prostitution, have done in England, and Grangers have accomplished al actilly did save money what was never knowed for to save
we copy the following extract from “Tried as by Fire,” the ready in this country, the Weekly begins to comprehend An’ wid de balance of deir airnings dam ef dey didn’t live
last lecture published by Victoria C. Woodhull, for their the meaning of the text, “ the last shall be first,” though we better’n dey ever did afore. Wid sumthin’ laid away in bank,
see no reason to admit the justice of the second statement, where it were safe, dey had a nest egg, don’t you see, chile ?
edification:
Sexual freedom means the abolition of prostitution in and viz.: “ and the first last.” The work performed by the Well, some of ’em gin up policy and begun for to feed deir
out of marriage; means the emancipation of woman from stalwart soil-tillers, who have so lately joined their forces wives and their children, an’ to feel like men. Now, what’s
sexual slavery, and her coming into ownership and control with those of their fellow-workers in the cities, also justifies goin’to happen? Dey’ll lose confidence in human natur.
of her own body; means the end of her pecuniary depend
ence upon man, so that she may never, even seemingly, have the action of the husbandman in the parable who recom Dey’ll begin to play policy agin an’ to git keerless in deir
to procure whatever she may desire or need by sexual favors; pensed all his hands alike, irrespective of the time in which dress, an’ to hanker arter de flesh pots of Egypt, an’ to out
means the abrogation of forced pregnancy, of ante-natal they commenced their labors; for certainly the agriculturists up ridiculous. De po’ ignant fools don’t unnerstan’ financy
murders, of undesired children; means the birth of lovechildren only, endowed by every inherited virtue that the ought to receive their penny (industrial liberty) as well as like we does, boss, an’ consequentially dey’ll go tearin’
highest exaltation can confer at conception; by every influ the trades’ unions wdiich have been longer in the field. aroun’ like loons twell de fit is over.”
ence for good that can be obtained during gestation, and by
“ Then, from what you have said, Uncle Jake, I infer you
the wisest guidance and instruction on to manhood, indus When it is remembered also that, from time immemorial,
trially, intellectually and sexually.
the most useful and most necessary of the world’s workers— are not one of the depositors.”
Such are the true teachings of the proprietor of the “the tillers of the soil”—have been so shamelessly op
“Dere’s where yo’ inferred just about level, boss. Yo’
Weekly on the subject of Free Love, the statements of pressed that in ancient times, and even in the present cen infer was all wool an’ five quawters to de yard. [Laughing
Professor Yan Buren Dinslow to the contrary notwithstand tury, both here and in Europe, multitudes of them have gently.] It minds me of a story.
ing. We apologize to our readers for wearying them with been either slaves or serfs, we think their present advance
UNCLE JAKE’S STORY.
these personalities, which the Weekly does not approve of, all the more wonderful. It really seems as if “ the stone so
“ Down in Alabama in 1848, I think it were, de Bank of
and never now resorts to, save in answer to wanton and un long rejected by the builders,” viz., the agricultural laborer, Eutaw done busted. Well, dere was a man out on Bush
provoked attacks—to pass by which without rebuke would is destined in the near future to be rewarded according to Creek a wile turkey shootin’. His name was Tilligap. He
be a dereliction of duty and detrimental to the best interests his usefulness, and become, in the words of the great wuz a small man wid a big trade in bulls, an’ de people
thought as how he made a power o’ money. While he wuz a
of our race. As to the discourtesy, balderdash and cheap
Nazarene, “ the head of the corner.”
poppin’ away at de turkeys dat he had ’ticed widin range,
insolence of the wordy Professor, all we shall say of them
dere rid up to him anudder man named Galloway. He lived
is that, to our thinking, were he an ancient Roman, they
in Eutaw—leastways in Mesopotamia, close by. Says he:
STRAWS.
would justify all people in terming him “homo,” but
‘ Tilligap, de Bank of Eutaw’s done bursted.’ You oughter
entirely disqualify him from claiming the title vii.
W. F.
seen de po’ man. He throwed down his rifle, he mounted
The following statements gleaned from the secular Press,'
Sun.
his black mar, an’ he put for Eutaw lickitisplit, widout one
—* ......
indicate the direction in which the wind of progress is blow- word. De only thing he said was to tighten de bellyband
THE CONSOLIDATION OF LABOR.
ing:
an’ to make de little mar jump for home. Nex’ mornin’ Mr.
“Rhode Island, in spite of its small size, does a good di Galloway seed Mi'. Tilligap astandin’ by Driscoll’s counter
This is the most important phase of the present Labor vorce business. Seventeen applications were recently granted alookin’as happy as a gopher. ‘Hello!’ says he. ‘Hello!
one court in a single day.”
says Mr. Tilligap. ‘Have somethin’to take?’ So they had
Reform movement. , When a union is fully effected between by“Statistics
of marriages in Ohio since 1866,show a remark
the toilers in the cities and the toilers in the fields, the able decline in matrimony. For some years previous to a toddy. Then says Gakoway; ‘ How about de bank?’ ‘ Dam
victory will be won. Every day proves that we are 1866, there was one marriage to every eighty-two population. de bank,’ says Tilligap. 41 come a rarin’ an’ a snortin’ down
approaching this grand consummation ; in this country by In 1878 there was one to every one hundred and eighteen. heah from Bush Creek an’ killed de black mar. I went into
de house an’ hunted for bills on de Eutaw Bank. Der©
the inauguration of centres termed Patrons of Industry, etc., While the falling off in births shows a still more alarming
wuzn’t a bill. Fact is, dere wuzn’t a bill on airy a bank, an’
decrease.”
where all classes of workers, male and female, white and
I’m corntented. What’ll you have?’ So dey kep’on drink
What does it all mean?
colored, may unite harmoniously to forward the general
ing. Now dat’s jest my fix. I ain’t got a dime in dat Freed
--------- *—<--------interests. In England, it appears, the same amalgamation
man’s Bank, nor in no odder bank. De money de ole ’ooUNCLE JAKE ON FINANCES.
of the various classes of her workers has also commenced.
man ain’t able for to take keer of aint wuth aimin’.
HIS
OPINION
OP
THE
PREEDMAN’S
SAVINGS
BANK—PLACE
The Weekly has already noted the noble actions of the
NO CONFIDENCE IN GUVMENT PEOPLE WHO HANDLES YO’
unions in forwarding funds for the sustenance of the locked
It is the easiest matter in the world to get up a reputation
MONEY—EPPECT OP THE SUSPENSION ON THE COLORED
out agriculturists. To that we add, from the New York
for generosity at a very cheap rate. Many a rich old skin
PEOPLE.
Herald of the 14th July, the following report of the new
“ Uncle Jake,” said a Sun reporter yesterday afternoon, as flint, when he dies, after oppressing the poor all his life,
movement of the latter, which will doubtless be beneficial
he encountered the old man near the corner of Bleecker and thinks t cheat his Satanic majesty out of his just dues—and
in strengthening still further the union between the Sullivan streets, “ what do you think of the attitude of the a paltry debt it is, only the smallest sample of a griping soul
—by leaving a liberal slice of his ill-gotten wealth to some
mechanics and the soil tillers.
officers of the Freedman’s Savings Bank?”
The long-talked-of procession of agricultural laborers
“Well, Boss,” said the dark-hued philosopher, as he college, a gift which is of no practical benefit whatever to
through, the Northern and midland counties has at length backed his hand-cart into a shady spot and dried his reeking the suffering poor. Some old miser, bent on achieving char
begun. This morning Mr. Taylor, the general secretary of forehead with his ever-ready handkerchief. “I’ve been all itable fame, presents a niggardly donation to some public
the National Union', selected about seventy men in the New
institution, and lo! the donor’s name is heralded to the
market district, and started from that town for Cambridge de time—leastwise, mostly always—too much otterpied wid world in print. Then he flatters himself he has performed
de
transportation
business
for
to
tend
to
financy.
But
shortly after one o’clock, arriving there about six. ^ All the
men wore blue ribbons, and some carried flags, while others (meditatively) it’s mighty diffiquilt nowadays for to put con a noble action; but he will find out his mistake eventually,
for when the prince of evil gets hold of the old fraud he will
collected money along the route. The procession was fidence into people, ’specially dem dat handles yo’ money.”
headed by a wagon drawn by one horse, on which were
“ What seems to be the feeling among the colored people stick his pernicious soul upon the point of a cambric needle
as a warning to his little imps never to be guilty of mean
placarded the words “money-box,” from which one was of your acquaintance?” asked the reporter.
given to understand that ample provision had been made
“De truth ob de matter, Boss,” said he, “is ryecheer. ness. It is enough to fairly sicken an honest man to see
for conveying almost any sum that would be forthcoming.
such wretches, who would give a religious tract to a hungry
The weather, taking all things into consideration, was every Dem what’s got no money in dat bank don’t keer a dam. being, and prate of the “bread of life ” to a family of small
thing that could be desired for the commencement of the Dem what has is a bilin’ over wid aflgriness or bustin’wid children in want of potatoes and salt.—Rins. Police News.
march-—not too hot or too cold, with a few drops of rain to grievousness. Dere gitt’t mmj of my acquaintance dat has
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Tilton-Beecher truth, or scandal, as the case may be, except
statement was, in substance, the two following points—First,
as it involves a principle. The church having made an un
that my letter to Dr. Bacon was written, not as an act of
natural rule of morals and of right and wrong, will of course
aggression, but of self-defense, arising, as therein set forth,
attempt to hold its members accountable to it; but we do
THE BEECHER SCANDAL.
from great and grievous provocation by your pastor, your
not wonder at the contempt with which their rude inter
We get the Tilton-Beecher scandal by installments. This church, the Brooklyn Council and the ex-Moderator’s criti
meddling with domestic affairs is treated by Mr. Beecher.
is aggravating. It we are to have the lot let it come at once cisms on my supposed conduct—all uniting to defame me
He evidently feels strong enough in his own might to defy
and have done with it. Catting off a dog’s tail an inch at a before the world, and to inflict upon me an unjust punish
time is unpleasant to the dog; and this tale is one that oug t ment for acts done by another; and, second, that having by them, and of course he is if he has the right on his side, and
not to be continued. Theodore evidently has his novel and that letter defended myself so far as I thought the occasion they are only meddling with private affairs. If Mr. Tilton s
his domestic narrative mixed; not but what he gives us soli required me to carry my reply, 1 felt unwilling to proceed property has been taken or damaged, why does he not sue at
law, since he is out of the church, and let a jury estimate the
further against Mr. Beecher without further public provoca
fact in the last, but he spins it out like a serial.
loss or damage? Mr. Beecher is, no doubt, able to pay. If
We never could make out wherein the public had a right tion or other necessity.
his property has not been damaged, nor his person assaulted,
to discuss Henry Ward Beecher’s personal shortcomings. He
“Such a necessity is now laid upon me by Mr. Beecher
and his reputation has, he may leave that to a jury; but the
is a man-not a George Washington historic impossibility- himself, in the publication of a direct request by him to you
best way to mend it is to go on and take no notice of the
and as such is subject to all sorts of temptations through to inquire officially into his character as affected by his
slander, or only turn its points. If Airs. Tilton has been in
human weakness. But these are between Henry Ward and offense and apology, to which I referred.
jured in person, property or reputation, it is her, not his,
his God. His brilliant intellect and beautiful teachings, to
“Hethus offers to me a direct challenge, not only before right to complain, and we should like to have her complaint
say nothing of his dramatic exhibitions, belong to the public; your committee, but before the public,which I hereby accept.
made by and for herself. It is time this proxy business was
and the man is all the more lovable and possessed of the
“ I therefore give you notice that I shall prepare a full and “done gone.” Let the injured persons complain for them
more influence in being human.
detailed statement in accordance with the terms of your selves. Until she complains we cannot take much notice of
The trouble with the whole lot is that they are too good. committee’s invitation to me ‘ to furnish such facts as are
his complaints for her, but not sustained by her. When a
Henry Ward, we gather, overcome for the moment by flesh within my knowledge ’ touching matters f which compromise
husband assumes to protect and control the person, the
and the devil, makes an assault on Mrs. Tilton. Mrs. T. the character of Rev. Henry Ward Beecher.’ I shall be ready
property and the reputation of a woman because she once
being very good, tells Mr. T., and Mr. T., instead of hunting to lay this before you within a week or ten days, or as- soon
loved him, and believing she always would, promised to do it
up Henry Ward and punching his theological head, consults thereafter as I shall find myself able to set the numerous
for life, under the mistaken notion that she could control
with friends. These friends being also very good, advise a facts and evidences in such strict array as that I can cover
the involuntary and uncontrollable elements of love within
conference with the amorous divine, and then go their sev them, each and all, with my oath to their exact truth, sworn
her, it is tirdl the law protected her against the husband as
eral ways, telling sixty odd other pious friends all about it in before a magistrate.
well as against other men. We have waited to hear some
confidence. St. Theodore confers or confronts St. Henry, and
“I await the appointment by you of a day mutually con woman’s voice of complaint in these charges against Mr.
the last confesses and apologizes in writing. He humbles venient for my presentation of this statement in person
Beecher for personal abuse, but have heard of none. Where
himself prodigiously in spirit and on paper. Then St. Theo before your committee.
are they? Where are his accusers of personal abuse? If he
dore takes the sainted Woodhull and Claflin into his confi
“ Meanwhile, 1 shall make public my present note to you, has only hurt the reputation of the church, it is no matte r,
dence, and between the confidences of the good and the bad because Mr. Beecher’s letter, to which this is a preliminary
as that is not worth contending for. Neither is the reputa
the story gets out and Woodhull and Claflin get into jail. response, has been made public by him. With great respect,
tion of Mr. Tilton of sufficient importance to stop a voice like
After, there is no end of pious fraud in which to hush the I am truly yours,
Theodore Tilton.”
Mr. Beecher’s. When a woman enters her charge against
matter, leaving the sisters, W. and C., in durance vile. This
EFFECT OF TILTON’S LETTER.
him for personal abuse, her voice will be heard and a prin
would have succeeded but for the pious Bowen, Who, being
A prominent member of Plymouth Church, discussing Mr. ciple involved.
Warren Chase.
like the showman’s giasticutus that couldn’t live on land and
Tilton’s letter with a Herald reporter, said that Mr. Beecher’s
died in the water—not fit for heaven nor tolerated in hell—
A GOOD SUGGESTION.
friends were rejoiced at this action; that Air. Beechers
undertook to turn an honest penny by a pious howl against
friends wanted all the truth known, and that when it yras
The
following
extract
from a letter by a friend in Washing
his pastor. All this good work among good people ends in
known there would not be room enough in Greenwood to ton, D. C., hits off the position of the present combatants in
St. Theodore discovering that history and manhood have to
the Beecher-Tilton scandal so pertinently that we cannot
be vindicated; and he comes out and tells everything but the bury the dead.
Mr. Francis D. Moulton, of Brooklyn, in response to the refrain from giving it to our readers—apologizing to our cor
main facts of the case.
invitation of the Beecher investigating committee, appeared respondent if we are making unwarrantable use thereof:
Now the only sympathy we feel is for the unfortunates,
“Tilton, I fear, will find the hosts of the enemy more
Woodhull and Claflin. They are hounded down, caught, before that committee last evening and made the following
formidable than he expected. They will protect their idol at
hurried into jail, and bedeviled and abused for tainting the statement:
“ Gentlemen of the Committee—I appear before you at your all hazards, and if it gets ever so badly broken they will
mails with precisely what all these pious people consider it
their duty to spread over the country. Our sense of fair play invitation, to make a statement which I have read to Mr. make haste to mend it and then swear it was not marred.
and equal rights revolt at this injustice. We cannot for the Tilton and to Mr. Beecher, which both deem honorable, and Meantime, will not the idol keep silence, as all good and
life of us make the distinction between tale-bearers in the in the fairness and propriety of which, so far as I am con- prudent idols do? But poor Tilton, weak and wourded,
Church and tale-bearers out. Now let the world, New York concerned, they both concur. The parties in this case are sick and sore, can he maintain his present exposed position
and otherwise, hasten to apologize to those earnest-souled personal friends of mine, in whose behalf I have endeavored supported by only a corporal’s guard? Will it not be better
reformers, Mesdames Woodhull and Claflin.— Fhe Capital, to act, as the umpire and peacemaker, for the last four years, for him to come over at once into the radical ranks, where
with a conscientious regard for all the interests involved. I needle guns, mitrailleuses and field artillery of the latest
Washington, D. C.
B.
regret for your sakes the responsibility imposed on me of improvement, make final victory sure ?”
A CLOSE-MOUTHED COMMITTEE—A SIGNIFICANT HEMARK appearing here to-night. If I say anything I must speak the
[From
the
St.
Louis
Republican.']
truth. I do not believe that the simple curiosity of the world
FROM THEODORE TILTON.
HOW A SALARY GRABBER WAS FLANKED.
A Sun reporter spent nearly all of yesterday interviewing at large, or even of this committee, ought to be gratified
Colonel Orzo J. Dobbs, late member of Congress from the
the gentlemen who compose the investigating committee through any recitation by me of the facts which are in my
appointed to inquire into the Beecher-Tilton scandal. None possession, necessarily in confidence, through my relations First District of Ohio, tells a good story about a call he
of the members were willing to talk upon the subject of the to the parties. The personal differences of which I am aware recently received at his office from a man who claimed to be
charges against Mr. Beecher until the investigation is con as the chosen arbitrator, have once been settled honorably an editor from Arkansas. He was a very seedy looking
between the parties, and would never have been revived ex chap and appeared as though he had but recently come off a
cluded.
The Rev. Mr. Halliday, Assistant Pastor of Plymouth cept on account of recent attacks, both in and out of Ply six weeks’ spree. Bowing; profoundly, then striking an
Church, gave the reporter the only item of news. He said: mouth Church, made upon the character of Theodore Tilton, attitude, with one hand on his heart and the other extending
“ Mr. Tilton, sitting right here on this sofa, said to me, ‘ My to which he thought a reply necessary. If the present issue a badly-used plug hat, he exclaimed with a dramatic air:
is to be settled, it must be, in my opinion, by the parties
“ Have I the honor of addressingthe Hon. Orzo J. Dodds?”
wife is as pure as the light.’ ”—N. Y. Sun, July 13.
themselves, either together or separately, before your com
“ My name is Dodds, but I am no longer honorable,” said
mittee, each taking the responsibility of his own utterance. the Colonel.
[From the N. Y. Herald, July 11.]
As I am fully conversant with the facts and evidences, I
“ Not an honorable ? Dodds not an honorable ? Now, by
THE BROOKLYN SORROW.
shall, as between these parties, if necessary, deem it my St. Paul, when I can scan that honest face on which all the
The Beecher-Tilton scandal continues to be the absorbing duty to state the truth, in order to final settlement, and gods do seem do set their seal—(‘Green seal,’ murmured
topic in Brooklyn. Recent developments give the case more that the world may be well informed before pronouncing its Dodds to himself)—I read nothing dishonorable.”
and more interest. Mr. Tilton, it will be seen, has passed judgment with reference to either. I therefore suggest to
“That’s right,” said Dodds; “never read anything dis
from an attitude of criticism to one of defiance, and will now you that the parties first be heard; that if then you deem it honorable. But to business.”
go before the committee with a statement involving all the necessary that I should appear before you, I will do so, to
“Yes, as you say, to business.” I am a printer—I might
charges against Mr. Beecher. Air. F. D. Moulton made an speak the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth. say, with no unbecoming blush, an editor. I am from the
I
hold
to-night,
as
I
have
held
hitherto,
the
opinion
that
Mr.
address to the committee last evening, which we print
noble State of Arkansas, the only State, by the way, able
below. This is the first statement made by Mr. Aloulton, Beecher should frankly state that he had committed an and willing to support two governments at the same time.
offense
against
Mr.
Tilton
for
which
it
was
necessary
to
and will be read with interest, especially as it commits him
But I have been unfortunate. Much have I been tossed
apologize, and for which he did apologize in the language of through the ire of cruel Juno, and—”
to the advocacy of Mr. Tilton.
Mr. Beecher came down from Peekskill yesterday. In the letter, part of which has been quoted; that he should
“ Juno how it is yourself,” broke in the Colonel.
conversation with a reporter of the Herald, Mr. Beecher said have stated frankly that he deemed it necessary for Mr. Til
“Buffetedby the world’s rude storm, you see me here a
that he had followed but one policy since the beginning—the ton to have made the defense against Dr. Leonard Bacon stranded wreck. Scarce three months past I left my office
policy of silence. He was so resolute in this, that even the which he did make, and that he (Mr. Beecher) should refuse in charge of my worthy foreman and sought the peaceful
publication of the letters asking for an investigation in the to be a party to the reopening of this painful subject. If he vales and calm retreats of the Muskingum valley, where my
various newspapers had been done by his friends against his had made this statement he would have stated no more than childhood sported. Returning, I stopped in Cincinnati. I
protest. He did not mean willingly to break this silence. the truth, and it would have saved him and you the responsi fell into evil company and—but why dwell on details?
Mr. Tilton suffered from an illness on Sunday, and yester bility of a further inquiry. It is better now that the com Enough that I am—disheartened, ruined, broke! A mark
day morning he wrote the letter which appears below. It is mittee should not report; and, in place of a report, Mr. for scorn to point her slow, unerring finger at. As I was
understood that he means to make a direct, open war upon Beecher himself should make the statement which I have about to give up in despair, having given up everything else
Mr. Beecher, and that his statement will not only embrace suggested; or that, if the committee does report, the report I had, 1 thought of you. Sir, I am here. You have not sent
the special offense which Mr. Beecher committed against should be a recommendation to Mr. Beecher to make such a for me, but I have come! Your name, sir, is known and
himself, but other offenses which have come to his knowledge. statement.”
honored from one end of this great Republic to the other. It
Mr. Henry C. Bowen will be summoned as an important wit
Mr. Moulton’s interview with the committee was very brief,
Glows in the stars,
ness against Mr. Beecher.
_
and declining to answer any questions until the occasion re
Refreshes in the breeze,
“Brooklyn, July 13,18/4
Warms in the sun,
ferred to in the above document had arrived, he retired.
“ To the Investigating Committee: .
And blossoms on the trees.
Mr. Moulton’s statement was bland and conciliatory, and
“ Gentlemen—When, on Friday last, I met you at your in he won golden opinions by his frank and generous manner.
When the national Treasury was threatened by a horde of
vitation, the appointment of your committee had not then In conversation with a Herald reporter in attendance at the greedy Congressmen, you stood like a wall of adamant bebeen made known to the public. You sat in a private meetings of the committee, he said that he loved Henry ween the people and those infamous salary grabbers. Lend
capacity.
Ward Beecher like the apple of his eye, but that he would me a dollar! ”
“ Moreover, one of your legal advisers had previously given not stand by and see Theodore Tilton crucified. The com
“My dear sir,” the Colonel hastened to explain, “you
me a hope that if on my appearance before you I would pre mittee were deeply impressed with the dignity and courage mistake the case entirely, I was one of the grabbers.”
serve a judicious reticence concerning the worst aspects of of Mr. Moulton. Though holding in his hands the fate of
“You were?” (Grasping the Colonel’s hand warmly.)
the case, I might thereby facilitate, through you, such a two such men as Henry Ward Beecher and Theodore Tilton, “So much the better! Let me congratulate you that a
moderate public presentation of Mr. Beecher’ offense and there was a mildness and gentleness of manner, an evident parsimonious public could not frighten you out of what was
apology as would close, rather than prolong, the existing dignity of soul about Mr. Moulton that was the subject of fair remuneration for your invaluable services. I am glad
scandal.
remark. Mr. Moulton was very much affected when he spoke. that your pecuniary circumstances are so much better than
“ J rejoiced in this hope, and promptly reciprocated the
I supposed. Make it two dollars! ”
kindly feeling which was reported to me as shared by you all
THE OLD SORE OPENED.
And the Colonel did. It was the only clean thing left for
toward myself and family.
The people are not deeply interested in a renewal of th© him to do.
“ Accordingly, when I met you in conference, my brief
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[From Common Sense., San Francisco, CaZ.]
MRS. GORE’S LECTURE.
Atoont three dozen persons collected together in the upper
hall of the Y. M. C. A., on last Saturday evening, to hear
Mrs. Gore advocate Christianity as against Infidelity, and to
review the Woodhull platform. Mrs. Gore is an elderly lady
of comfortable rotundity and matronly proportions. Her
lecture appeared to be addressed principally to “erratic”
Spiritualists; the lecturer complaining that so many of this
new and important body of religionis'.s—as we must now ad
mit them to be—have wandered away from the great centre,
God, and are now without circumference or orbit. The
lecturer was evidently not at all unfriendly to Mrs. Woodhull, though having brought us together to hear the latter’s
views combated, she must per force say something. We
were therefore told that Mrs. Woodhull’s especial object
was to subvert the government and bring about a revolu
tion ; that her views upon the marriage question would be
the destruction of the home; that homes being the centre of
governments, whatever undermines the one must destroy
the other, and that therefore total anarchy and chaos must
be the outcome of the Woodhull platform.
This closed the lecture, but at this point occurred the
feature of the evening. Mrs. Woodhull’s young daughter
had slipped in a little while previously, to the back part of
the hall, and taken a quiet seat there. When the Woodhull
platform was taken up, however, she changed base and
came to the front, sitting where she could both see and be
seen, her expressive face beaming meanwhile with interest
and animation. The scene began to assume a dramatic in
terest. As Mrs. Gore finished, Miss Woodhull arose. Her
manner was modest but self-possessed. Every eye was
turned npon her, as she-said :
“You say, Mrs. Gore, that Mrs. WoodhulPs doctrines are
destructive of home. Suppose I, a young girl, have lost my
father: suppose my mother dies also; what becomes of my
home? Does society provide me with one? Ho! I may
starve, or go into the street—society cares not! Hence 1
must be self-reliant, self-dependent. Neither must I de
pend on marriage for a support or a home, but upon my own
exertions.”
This is the substance and meaning, if not the exact words
that this brave littte girl said, and when she sat down, it was
amid a round of applause from within the hall and from the
the crowd who had collected outside around the open door,
and were standing on tiptoe and peering over each other’s
heads to catch a glimpse of the strange scene,
L.
Linden, Texas, June 30,1874.
Editors of the Weekly:
Your live paper still reaches me and is read with much int erest. The controversy going on in your columns between
Henry James and Stephen Pearl Andrews is quite interestng. A short article in the Weekly of June 27 on “Secrecy
n Matrimony” should be read by every mother in our land,
and “ The Slaughter of the Innocdhts,” by the editors, is full
of truth and deserves the serious consideration of all well
wishers to humanity. Hon. Warren Chase hits some heavy
b ows in your columns on “The Holy Marriage Institution.’
Another entertaining department of the Weekly at this
time is your letters of “ Trans-Continental Travel.”
There is a good article in the March number of The Laws
of Life, by Dr. James C. Jackson, on “ Enlightened Moth
erhood,” from which I make a few extracts, believing they
will interest your readers. He says, “ First, every woman of
s ound mind and untainted by crime should be placed in full
possession of her own person.
“ Second, She ought to have a home of her own.
“Third, Every married woman should have accorded to
h er the right to say when and under what conditions she wih
bear children.
“Fourth, Marriage does not necessarily contemplate the
mposition of motherhood upon the wife.
“Fifth, All women who are desirous to enter upon and
mean under the privileges of the marriage relation, to enter
upon motherhood, should insist that during gestation they
shall have the very best opportunities for developing child
life in the highest, most vigorous and noble way. Once in a
‘family way’ a mother should be relieved from all drudg
ery, from all visitations to the sick room, from all social taxa
tions such as grow out of going to parties or receiving and en
tertaining people in her own home. She should have bo: ks,
pictures and paintings, and all objects of beauty that are
within her and her husband’s power to get. Life in the open
air should be habitual to her. The simplest food and drink
should be furnished her, and she should have surroundings
that would quicken and awaken in her soul lofty and enno
bling thoughts and pure impressions.”
With my best wishes for the prosperity of the Weekly 1
am, truly, yours,
Alex. King.
Steuben, Hueon County, Ohio, 1874.
Mb. E. F. Boyd:

Esteemed Friend—Upon looking into the Weekly, Ho.
188, for July 11, just received, I find an unexpected, quite
1 engthy reply to a part of a second letter addressed to you by
myself, over date 25 th of May last, and not written with any
view to its publication, or to invite or prolong discussion.
This I think will appear upon the face of it; and believing
that it embodies my views regarding the points that called it
forth with sufficient perspicuity, I beg the favor of you to
send it to the Weekly for publication, which I believe will
be accorded to it, if th yean spare the space and think the
views presented of sufficient importance. Ad interim, I will
only briefly notice first your remarks in third paragraph.
You certainly have the same privilege with myself or any
other reader, and I will only remind you that 1 have never
committed myself to either a literal or spiritual explication
of the “ Word ” in its entirety, although always holding the
literal in the main of little importance in comparison with
its spiritual meanings.
Experiences of the past do not, I think, warrant great faith
la the superiority of physical over moral means in accom-:
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plishing desirable reforms; but I shall not fight against my
friend (physically, I mean,) if he thinks otherwise and favors
redress of wrongs by such means.
If friend Boyd will read Paul again at II. Cor., x., 3, 4, 5,1
think he will find a “particular harmony” betwixt his
teaching and the true meaning of what Jesus said to Pilate,
especially if the entire words of the former are cited, viz.:
“
kingdom is not of this world—if my kingdom were of
this world, then would my servants fight that I should not be
delivered to the Jews; but now is my kingdom not from
hence,” etc.—St. John, xviii., 36, 37, 38. All that is assumed
to be truth that lacks consistency, my friend, lacks a vital
element, I think.
Hoticing what you say in beginning of seventh paragraph,
I beg to say that I wrote regarding the sayings of Jesus that
“they were rather prophetic than advisory or preceptive,”
etc. (not perceptive as printed). In regard to last paragraph,
I again remark that I did not invite discussion, either public
or private, but I think I can see how we may agree with re
gard to the character of any desired change or reform, with
out agreeing as to its modes of accomplishment.
While I do not advise violence (which conservatives do) in
the maintenance of present social conditions, and am there
fore not a conservative, I do advise against the use of physi
cal force as a hopeful “ reformatory agent.” What is lacking
to effect a change is not numbers nor force, but faithful and
persevering concert of action.
With sincere regard, yours ever,
H. A. C. S.

July 52, 1874.

thin, almost transparent coating of vegetation, which serves
as pasture to the Bedouin flocks. There is only one spot—
the oasis of Feiran—where the traveler can tread on black,
soft earth and hear the warbling of birds among trees which
stand so thickly together that he is obliged, as he walks, to
part tne branches from his face. The peninsula has not
escaped the Egyptian arms; tablets may yet be seen on
which are recorded in paintings and hieroglyphics five
thousand years old, the victories of the Pharaohs over the
people of the land. They also worked mines of copper in the
mountains, and heaps of slag still remain. But most curious
of all are the Sinaitic inscriptions, as they are called—figures
of animals rudely scrawled on the upright surface of the
black rocks, and mysterious sentences in an undecipbered
tongue. Among the hills which crown, the high plateau,
there is one which at that time was called the Mount of God.
It was holy ground to the Eyptians, and also to the Arabs who
ascended it as pilgrims and drew off their sandals when they
reached the top. Is or is it strange that Sinai should have ex
cited reverence and dread; it is, indeed, a wierd and awful
land. Vast and stern stand the mountains, with their five
granite peaks pointing to the sky; avalanches, like those of
the Alps, but of sand, not of snow, rush down their naked
sides with a clear and tinkling sound, resembling convent
bells; a peculiar property resides in the air; the human
voice can be heard at a surprising distance, and swells cut
into a reverberating roar; and sometimes there rises from
among the hills a dull, booming sound like the distant firing
of heavy guns.
Let us attempt to realize what Moses felt when he was
THE WOMAN MOVEMENT.
To a Looker-on in Vienna,” watching with much interest driven out of Egypt into such a harsh and rugged land. Imand quiet amusement, the yearly spasmodic efforts of the agine this man, the adopted son of a royal personage, the
leaders in the “Woman’s Suffrage” movement to disentangle initiated priest, sometimes turning the astrolabe toward the
the snarl which seems to fully envelop the woman body sky, perusing the papyrus scroll, or watching the crucible
politic, one is bompelled to come to the conclusion that they and the alembic; sometimes at the great metropolis enjoy
are all industriously employed in pulling the bull by the ing the busy turmoil of the streets, the splendid pageants of
tail instead of boldly and fearlessly grasping him by the the court, reclining in a carpeted gondola, or staying with a
noble at his country house. In a moment all is changed. He
horns.
It is vastly amusing to hear Susan B. Anthony dub the is alone on a mountain side, a shepherd’s crook in bis hand.
few who cannot agree with her double-fisted-knock-down He is a man dwelling in a tent; h? is married to the daugh
way of arguing and doing business generally, “ as visionary ter of a barbarian; his career is ended. Never more will he
enthusiasts, full of dreams and impossibilities.” It recalls enter that palace whore once he was received with honor,
to our mind the strange and significant fact that Joseph of where now his name is uttered only with contempt. Never
old was also thus contemptuously designated by his brethren, more will he discourse with grave aud learned men in the
and from whom, in spite of his dreams and visions, they peaceful college gardens, beneath the willows that hang over
were compelled to accept deliverance from poverty and the Fountain of the Sun. Never more will he see the people
of his tribe whom he loves so dearly, and for whom he en
bondage.
This Biblical incident should warn people not to be too dures this miserable fate. They will suffer but he will not
wise in their own conceit, for “ old heads ” are often taught see them; they will mourn but he will not hear them, or
only in his dreams. In his dreams he hears them and sees
lessons of true wisdom from young ones.
Under the circumstances, however, one cannot blame the them, alas! too well. He hears the whistling of the lash
old party leaders of the woman’s suffrage party for not ac and the convulsive sobs and groans. He sees the slaves toil
cepting the wise suggestions of young and apparently un ing in the fields, their hands brown with the clammy clay.
known workers in the ranks, for there has been no greater He sees the daughters of Israel carried off to the harem with
truism ever written,than the one which assures us “that we straggling arms and streaming hair, aud then, ob lamentable
cannot put new wine into old bottles,” which means literally sight! the chamber of the woman in labor—the seated, shud
that the old bottle is self-sufficient egotistical old age which dering, writhing form—the mother struggling against ma
cannot, without danger of rupture, be filled with the new ternity—the tortured one dreading her release, for the king’s
wine of progress and wisdom, pressed out of the wine vat of officer is standing by the door, and as soon as the male child
is born its life is at an end.
deep thought, experience and personal suffering. Old
The Arabs with whom he was living were also children of
bottles are too thickly encrusted with the cobwebs of the
past years, have too much of the dregs of the old wine still Abraham, and they related to him legends of the ancient
left within them to take kindly to the new vintage which days. They told him of the patriarchs who lay buried in
effervesces, bubbles, boils, with its concentrated power, Canaan with their wives; they told him of Eloah whom his
fathers had adored. Then as one who returns to a long-lost
strength of will and purpose.
Age is egotistical, withal selfish, and cannot endure the home the Egyptian priest returned to the simple faith of
thought that younger leaders may come to the front who, the desert, to the God of Abraham, of Isaac and of Jacob. As
by pursuing a wiser and more conciliatory course than they he wandered on the mountain heights he looked to the west
were able by their mental construction to pursue, would and he saw a desert; beyond it lay Egypt, the home of cap
tivity and the land of bondage. He looked to the east and
finish up what they had commenced.
The great fault of the women who stand out prominently saw a forest; beyond it lay Canaan, the home of his ances
as the leaders of the woman’s movement is, that in them tors, a land of peace and soon to be a land of hope. For now
the wine of unselfish youthful enthusiasm has all been used new ideas rose tumultuously within him, he began to see
up, and only the lees of selfish, egotistical vanity are left. visions and to dream dreams. He heard voices and beheld
They have long lost sight of the great single idea, which was no form; he saw trees which blazed with fire yet were not
the object and animus of their youthful ardor, and which in consumed. He became a prophet; he entered the ecstatic
youth swallowed np all egotistical selfishness in the" mad state.
Meanwhile the king bad died, a new Pharaoh had mounted
quest after individual personal agrandizement, publicity,
notoriety. Thus we find the spirits of envy, malice and all on the throne; Moses was able to return to Egypt and to^
uncharitableness standing around and about them “ as thick carry out the great design which he had formed. He an
as leaves in Vallambrosa.” Their meetings and conventions nounced to the elders of the people, to the heads of the
are noted more for internal bickerings and squabblings as to houses and the sheiks of the tribes, that Eloah the God of
who shall be first, who is more chaste and virtuous than the Abraham had appeared to him in Sinai and had revealed his
other, than for wise, judicious and harmonious efforts to true name—it was Jehovah—and had sent him to Egypt tos
ascertain the best methods of how to solve the vexed prob bring away his people to carry them to Canaan. The eiders
lems of the day, to gain for their sex suffrage emancipation. believed in his mission and accepted him as their chief. He
If they sincerely wish to succeed in their efforts they must went toPharoah and delivered the message of Jehovah; the
drop the “ bull’s tail ” and grasp him boldly and fearlessly by king received it as he would receive the message of an Arab
the horns. To forget self, and cease at once and forever inter chief; gods were plentiful in Egypt. But whenever a public
nal strife and contentions, let the now contending factions calamity occurred Moses declared that Jehovah was its
unite; for internal and perfect harmony is the life and mo author, and there were Egyptians who declared that their
tive power of all successful movements. The present is their own gods were angry with them for detaining a people who
were irreligious, filthy in their habits, and affected with un
opportunity, let them be wise and seize upon it.
pleasant diseases of the skin. The king gave them permis
Frank Ceockeb.
sion to go and offer sacrifice to their desert god. The Israel
ites stole away, taking with them the mummy of Joseph and
A COMMON-SENSE HISTORY OF MOSES.
some jewelry belonging to their masters. Guides marched
FROM THE “ MARTYBDOM OF MAN,” WRITTEN BY WINWOOD
in front bearing a lighted apparatus like that which wa»
BEADE AND PUBLISHED AND FOB SALE BY ASA K. BUTTS
used in Alexander’s camp, which gave a pillar of smoke by
& CO., N. Y.
day and a flame by night. Moses led them via Suez into
One day the kiug’s daughter, as she went down with her Asia, and then along the weed-strewn, shell-strewn shore of
girls to the Nile to bathe, found a Hebrew child exposed on the Red Sea to the wilderness of Sinai and the Mount of
the waters in obedience to the new decree. She adopted the God. There with many solemn and imposing rites he de
boy and gave him an Egyptian name. He was educated as a livered laws which he said had been issued to him from the
priest and became a member of the University of Heliopolis. clouds. He assembled the elders to represent the people,
But although his face was shaved and he wore the surplice, and drew up a contract between them and Jehovah, lit was
Moses remained a Hebrew in his heart. He was so over agreed that they should obey the laws of Jehovah, and pay
come by passion when he saw an Egyptian ill-using an the taxes which he might impose, while he engaged on his
Israelite, that he killed the man upon the spot. The crime part to protect them from danger in their march through
became known; there was a hue and cry; he escaped to the the desert, and to give them possession of the *Promised
peninsula of Sinai, and entered the family of an Arab sheik. Land. An ark or chest of accacia wood was made in the
The peninsula of Sinai lies clasped between two arms of the Egyptian style, and the agreement was deposited therein,
R@d Sea, It is a wilderness of mountains covered with a with th© ten fundamental laws which Moses had engraved
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on stone. A tent of dyed skins was prepared and fitted with ing object of National Government is to provide for con
ctmrota. furniture by voluntary subscription, partly out of tingencies which individuals cannot control; and whereas for the purpose of supplying the Industrial Army with meat,
stolen goods. This became the temple of the people and the the present condition of the labor market in the United leather, wool, etc. I conceive that the full employment of
residence of Jehovah, who left his own dwelling above the States is beyond the control of those who are suffering its all the people of a nation in congenial spheres of action and
vaulted sky that he might be able to protect them on the effects, your memorialist would therefore respectfully ask, governmental care in providing for all their natural de
way. Moses appointed his brother Aaron and his sons to in the name of suffering humanity, and especially in behalf mands, would be the best preventive of internal wars and
serve as priests; they wore the surplice, but to distinguish of the helpless women and children who have no voice in the other disturbing irregularities.
In this connection I would suggest the separate organiza
them from Egyptian priests they were ordered not to shave making of the laws which control their destinies, that you,
their heads. The men of Levi, to which tribe Moses himself who hold the lives of the people in your hands, will make tion of the recently liberated negroes oi the South for the
belonged, were set apart for the service of the sacred tent, immediate provision whereby all who are able and Willing to production of cotton, sugar and such other articles as they
They were in reality his body-guard, and by their means he labor may find employment, and thus be enabled to supply are most accustomed and best able to produce, and that suit
able social arrangements be instituted for their comfort and
put down a mutiny at Sinai, slaughtering three thousand themselves with at least the necessaries of life.
men.
stimulation to industrial action. X would also suggest th©
With the hope of being able to assist your efforts in that early acquisition of suitable Southern territory outside of the
When thus the nation had been organized the march be direction, I would offer some suggestions for your considera
gan. At daybreak two silver trumpets were blown, the tents tion. In the first place, I would suggest that if any Consti United States but conveniently near to it, where they may
were struck, the tribes assembled under their respective tutional objections stand in the way of national productive be colonized after thorough educational training in the In
banners, and the men who bore the ark went first with the action for the development of the nation’s vast stores of basic dustrial Army, preparatory to systemized and attractive
guides to show the road and to choose an encampment for material wealth, immediate steps be taken for the earliest migration to Africa for independent national organization.
For the general organization of the Industrial Army—in
the night. The Israelites crossed a stony desert, suffering possible removal of such objections—by constitutional
much on the way. Water was scarce; they had no provis amendment if necessary, or by more rapid means should a cluding the Indian and negro branches or supply attachments
—I would suggest the appointment of a thoroughly educated
ions, and were forced to subsist on manna or angels’ bread, supreme crisis demand it.
and experienced military officer, and that the Industrial
a gummy substance which exudes from a desert shrub, and
The way being clear for national productive effort, I would Army be so organized as to render co-operation between it
is a pleasant syrup and a mild purge, but not a nourishing next suggest the organization of a National Industrial Army,
and the military army easy and effective, and with the de
article of food.
to be composed of men aud women from ail sections of the
As they drew near the land of Canaan, the trees of the country, and from all the industrial and useful occupations sign that in du.- course of time the two may be blended into
desert—the palm and the accacia—disappeared; but the earth therein; the two sexes co-operating for the best industrial one, whose mission will be constructive of new and higher
became carpeted with green plants, and spotted with red and social results, under the guidance and direction of the national conditions as well as destructive of the old and
anemones, like drops of blood. Here and there might be best representatives of every department of industrial and effete.
In conclusion, I would suggest the establishment of a De
seen a patch of corn, and at last, in the distance, rounded social life in the nation; and that such army be organized
hills with trees standing against the sky. They encamped under the supervision of the Department of the Interior, partment of .Progress at the national capital, designed to
and a man from each tribe was deputed to spy the land. In and all lands now owned by the government be reserved for encourage, invite and examine new ideas for the improve
ment of the National Government in all its departments, or
six weeks they returned, bringing with them a load of grapes its use, and others recovered, as may be needed.
for the inauguration of a new and advanced system by peace
Two scouts only were in favor of invasion. The other ten
In
order
to
organize
the
male
side
of
the
Industrial
Army,
able means, that the bloody scenes of past revolutions may
declared the land was a good land, as the fruit showed „
land flowing with milk and honey; but the people were like I would suggest that a competent practical operator be not be re-enacted when the interests of the people may de
*****
giants; their cities were walled and very great; the Israel selected from each industrial and useful occupation in the mand a radical change.
Robert Sinnickson.
ites were as grasshoppers in comparison, and would not he nation, and appointed as chief organizer of such occupation.
Then let all the chief organizers be called together at some
able to prevail against them.
From the “ Early History of Tulare,” now being published,
This opinion was undoubtedly correct. The children of suitable labor centre, and formed into committees of relative
Israel were a rabble of field slaves who had never taken a branches, and joint committees of relative departments of in the Visalia Weekly, Delta, Visalia, Tulare county, Cali
weapon in their hands. The business before them was by no industry, etc., that they may the more effectually co-operate fornia, by Stephen Barton:
“ Marriage with this people seems to be just the system
means to their taste; and it was not what Moses led them to in tiie general organization. Let each chief select an assist
expect. He had agreed on the part of Jehovah to give them ant organizer in each State in the Union, to act as recruiting which Mrs. Woodhull championizes. There is no ceremony,
a land. They had expected to find it unoccupied, and pre officer in the branch of industry to which he belongs. Let and when a union proves unsatisfactory, a separation chall
pared for their reception like a new house. They did not each chief prepare a plan for organizing his branch, to toe ap lenges no unpleasant remarks from outsiders. Yet, notwith
require a prophet to inform them that a country should he proved by the committee to which he belongs. Let each standing the ease with which the tie is severed, where these
theirs if they were strong enough to take it with the sword. committee prepare a plan for organizing the relative branches, people have not been debauched by the power or whisky of
and this it was clear they could not do, so they poured forth to be approved by tbe joint committee to which it belongs. the white man, faithful, enduring and happy unions charac
the vials of their anger and their grief. They lifted up their Let each joint committee prepare a plan for organizing the terize their domestic relations.”
voice and cried; they wept all the night. “Would to God relative departments to be approved by the Secretary of the
we had died in the wilderness! Would to God we had died Interior, who may appoint a class organizer for its execution.
BUSINESS EDITORIALS,
In order to organize the female side, whose duties will be
in Egypt!” Jehovah had brought them there that they
chiefly
domestic
and
social,
I
would
suggest
that
representa
might fall by the sword, and that their wives and little ones
BOOK REVIEWS.
might be a prey. They would choose another captain; they tive females be selected from every department and branch
16 Should Be,” by Alex. 8vo., pp. 274. Published by
would go back to Egypt. Joshua and Caleb, the two scouts of industrial, domestic and social life, called together in
who had recommended invasion, tried to cheer them up, and some place contiguous to the place of meeting of the males, Lippincott & Co., Philadelphia. This work gives us very
were nearly stoned to death for their pains. Hext day the formed into corresponding committees and joint commit conservative views of the woman question, and is not a
tees, and prepare their own plans for organization in har sequel, but a reply to another book—“ As She Would Have
people of Canaan marched out against them; a skirmish took
mony with those of the male side, subject to the approval of It,” which advocates the ballot for women, by the same
place and the Israelites were defeated. They went back to
the desert, and wandered forty years in the shepherd or the becretary of the Interior or a female associate secretary. author. It takes a biblical view of the subject of woman’s
In this connection I would suggest the establishment of a rights, and, consequently, asserts that subjection to mam is
Bedouin state.
national nursery for the protection, maintenance, and espe her proper status. There is a charming consistency in it, for
And then there was an end of that miserable race, who
cially the industrial education of the children of those em it not only defends the present position of woman under
were always whining under hardship .and hankering after ployed in the Industrial Army.
Christian laws, which is individual servitude, but it seems to
the fleshpots of the old slave-life. In their stead rose up
I would suggest that enlistments in the Industrial Army deplore that even chattel slavery in this republic has passed
new generation—genuine children of the desert, who could
be made for a term of months or years, as in the military away:
live on a few dates soaked in butter and a mouthful of milk
department, and that national schools be opened for the
“A person has only to pass through the South to-cHv an h
a day; who were practiced from their childhood in predatory
proper education of guides and directors, and that every converse with those who were once bondsmen, in order to be
wars; to whom rapine was a business and massacre a sport.
convmced
that then-condition while in slavery was often far
facility be offered for promotion from the ranks—emulation
The conquest of Canaan was an idea which they had imbibed
better than it is at the present time.
and attraction being used, instead of force, to induce effi
S1mply allude to this matter to show that the condition
at their mothers’ breasts, and they were now quite ready for
ciency of action—properly regulated social and sexual inter Wi
J01Ity
was not 80 baJ as many have been
the work. Moses, before his death, drew up a second agree
course offering additional stimulus, and producing health whh +hnin LU aIKl thU theI themselves were better satisfied
ment between Jehovah and the people. It was to the same and happiness.
with their l.fe of bondage than they are now.”
effect as the covenant of Sinai. Loyalty and taxes were de
Pity the writer did not complete the sentence and add—
To meet the expenses of the Industrial Army, I would sug
manded by Jehovah; longlife, success in war, and fruitful
gest the issue of labor notes by the Unitqd States Govern “with their life of freedom.” But we can hardly credit the
crops were promised in return. Within this contract were
ment, based upon the labor of such army, and made legal above statements until at least a respectable minority of the
included a code of laws which Moses had enacted from time
tenders for any of its products that may at any time be in Southern negroes prefer a petition to Congress for their re
to time, in addition to the ten commandments, and this sec
possession of the government for sale, embracing all the enslavement. We do not, however, dispute the correctness
ond agreement was binding, not only on those present, but
necessaries of life, and the privileges of transportation and of the analogy between the present condition of woman and
on their posterity as well. Moses died, Joshua was made
travel over the national roads aud highways. I would sug the late condition of the negroes of the South, and resnect
commander-in-chief, and the Israelites began their march of
gest one hour of manual labor as a suitable basal unit for the writer of “ As It Should Be ” for admitting it by imnli.
war. This time they approached the land of Canaan, not
cation.
J
F
such issue of labor notes, with the decimal system applied to
from the south, but from the east.
There is a delicacy in the manipulation of the arguments in
its division and multiplication, and thirty-six seconds of
current time as the minimum of subdivision—resulting in a the book which leads us to surmise that “ Alex ” is a woman
decimal table somewhat as follows: 36 seconds, one division but whether that be the ease or not, it is certain that the
Trenton, N. J., June 7,1874.
of time; 10 divisions, one time; 10 times, one hour; 10 hours, writer has much to say on “ the sphere ” of woman. We do
To Editors Woodhull & Claelin’s Weekly:
not admire the hackneyed term and repudiate it,for we know
The accompanying Memorial to Congress upon the labor one day; 10 days, one settlement, etc.
The development of national mines would bring an eariy that some women are “angular,” and we trust that though
interests of the nation, was presented in the United States
House of Representatives by Hon. Samuel A. Dobbins, from supply of products exchangeable for such foreign articles as women, in most instances, have been for thousands of years
New Jersey, on the 13th of January last, as may be seen by would be needed by the Industrial Army, and the labor- in subjection, a grand and glorious minority of them have
cast off the shackles of ages and are now “ on the square.’*
reference to the Congressional Record of January 14th, and based currency would supply all other necessary demands.
I would suggest the earliest possible reservation or acqui As to defining the “sphere of anyone,” we object to any
referred to the Committee on Public Lands.
individual doing so—female or male—except for herself or
I have been informed that others of a similar character sition of a suitable tract of land, at least one hundred miles mmselx.
have been presented to the present Congress. As I have square, in some locality west of the Mississippi River and
A considerable part of the book is taken up with the duties
seen no notice of action in that body indicating interest in nearly central to the body of the nation, for a national dis
of mothers as regards the early education of children
tributing
centre.
There
I
would
suggest
the
building
of
a
that direction, I have transcribed this paper for publication
Ihirty years constant practice in the scholastic field has
in the Weekly, if acceptable to its publishers, that those model city upon a thoroughly matured plan, calculated for
proved to the writer that those mothers pursue the best plan
most interested may have opportunity to form and express natural development from a central germ to any desirable
w o, after their children attain the ages of six or eight years*
their opinions of the practicability of the immediate organi extent in all directions.
I would suggest the commencement of two grand national entrust their education to other hands, as is the general
zation of a National Industrial Army upon the plan suggest
railways at that germinal centre, crossing each other at right custom of the wealthier classes (those who can do so) now.
ed, or any other that they may be inspired to suggest.
angles, and running directly north and south and east and We do not, however, justify the actions of many women
For National progress,
Robert Sinnickson.
who, imitating the example of the Queen of Great Britain*
west
and extending to the limits of the nation.
MEMORIAL
I would suggest the construction of two grand national dismiss their babes to be nourished by other women as soon
To the Forty-third Congress of the United States of North canals, to run parallel with and contiguous to those roads, as they are born. There is reason in all things; to do so is
America:
and branch roads and canals to extend from them in all del introducing the pioaninnies into the battle of life rather too
Whereas labor is the producer of wealth, and whereas in sirable directions into the agricultural, manufacturing and early, and is quite contrary to nature.
voluntary idleness is an argument that labor is not needed, mining districts, to facilitate the transmission of products
The conditions of women in the factories, as-servants, etc
aud that wealth is therefore abundant, which argument, as of the Industrial Army to the National Distributing Centre are also discussed, and we are told that such do not desire the
applied to the United States at this time, where involuntary and thence to all parts of the nation, as the necessities or suflrage. We admit it. The dolls and serfs of society have
idleness exists to a great extent, is disproved by the fact requirements of the people may demand.
not yet moved in the matter; but we claim that the large bodies
that many of the unemployed are suffering from severe pri
I would suggest the employment of the American Indians of women who have distinguished themselves as authors
vations and some are even starving to death within sight of by the Niui,, u r overnment for raising cattle and sheep in lecturers, etc., and those who have stormed and captured oar
the nation’s greatest centre of wealth j and whereas a lead the grazing
we believe,
will compare
compare favorably
favorably
iOfcs wiuofi are not adapted to agriculture school-houses, who, ,,
Deileve, will
F
50 asri0uiture» I
physically, intellectually or morally with any or all @
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their sisters outside their ranks, think differently; and we
would he willing to leave the question of “ woman’s right to
the ballot” to their decision, feeling confident that we should
obtain from the latter parties an appropriate response.
To conclude, we would say that “As It Should Be” is a
“ goody book,” containing much of what our religious week
lies would term “ pleasant and profitable ” reading. In the
battle for the freedom of woman it will hurt neither friends
nor foes; and in these stirring times it has the appearance of
a picture of Mrs. Partington in print, striving to mop the
Atlantic Ocean out of her cottage. There are many parties,
however, to whom the above-named book would be an
acquisition. Every well-ordered Christian family, the in
mates of which are under proper subjection to the male head
of the same, ought to purchase a copy of it. We beg pardon
if we should offend any pater familias by the suggestion that
they should so do without his august sanction and kind per
mission ; and retract the observation, modifying the same by
suggesting that he should secure it for their improvement
and edification.

wisest and best of the men or women most versed in the
social reform, and in universological science, and prove of
great use to many an aching heart and to many an inquiring
mind. The Bureau op Correspondence will undertake to
answer any question (admitting of an answer) upon any
subject, and iu case its efforts are appreciated will take the
necessary steps to enlarge its connections and means of in
formation to that end. In the meantime, if the question is
of a kind which the Bureau is unable to answer, the fee will
be returned.
The fees charged are as follows: For a reply on postal card
to a single inquiry, 10 cents; for a letter of advice, informa
tion (more at large), or sympathy and consolation, 25 cents.
In the latter case, the letter of inquiry must contain a stamp,
for the answer. Ho increase of charge on account of the diffi
culty of obtaining the information, except in special in
stances, which will be arranged by correspondence, news
papers inserting this circular, can avail themselves of the aid
of the Bureau without charge.

“The Brooklyn Council.” Royal 8vo., pp.'250. Published by
Woolworth & Graham, Hew York. The above work is a
curiosity in its way, and may be justly termed a true record
of a clerical circumlocution office. It contains a wellarranged account of all the proceedings of the seventy or
eighty Congregational clergymen who met in Brooklyn
during the present year. The proceedings narrated read to
us like the celebrated Arabian story that bad no end, but
they are well described, and worthy the attention of those
i nterested in the same. The book is nicely got up, and the
type, paper and printing are unexceptionable; we cannot
give a summary of its contents, however, as we have not
read it through and never expect to. It is like Milton’s Par
adise Lost: it is better taken in parts than as a whole; and
should be discussed as Jacob Faithful was ordered to eat his
soup, viz.: by spoonfuls, in detail, and not shipped whole
sale, as he proposed to perform that operation.
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That stanch and able advocate of Freedom, Our Age,
Battle Creek, Mich., will be sent, ten numbers for 25c., to
trial subscribers. Send for it; you will get twice your
money’s worth.

Dr. L. K. Coonley has removed from Vineland to Hewark,
H. J. Office and residence Ho. 51 Academy street, where
he will treat the sick daily and receive applications to lec
ture Sundays in Hew Jersey, Hew York or elsewhere in
the vicinity.
L. K. Coonley,
Dr. R. P. Fellows, the renowned Healer, is now healing
with surprising success through the agency of his Magnetized
Powders. ‘The afflicted should send $1 to the Doctor at Vineland, H. J., for a box of these simple but efficacious remedies.
Wanted by a Middle-aged Man, a Single Medium not over
35, as a companion. For particulars address Mr. Williams,
Washington, D. C., Post Office.

WARREH CHASE
Stephen Pearl Andrews.
Theodora Freeman Spencer, l
Will lecture in Council Bluffs July 19th, and in Omaha
John G. Robinson, M. D.,
I Board op Managers. July 26th and August 2d, and then Return to Colfax,
Asenath C. McDonald,
Iowa, which is his permanent address, except when adver
David Hoyle,
J

He will receive subscriptions for the
Address Mrs. A. C. McDonald, Sec. B. C. P., 75 W. 54th tised elsewhere.
Weekly and for our books.
St., Hew York.
AD DIE L. BALLOU
AMERICAH FREE-DRESS LEAGUE.
Having had quite an extended tour through California,
I am authorized to state that the First Annual Convention where she has been greeted by large and enthusiastic audi
of the American Free-Dress League will be held early in ences, has gone to Oregon for a term of some weeks, after
September at some point in Horthern Ohio.
which she will return to the States, about the 1st of Septem
The general awakening of the public mind to the necessity
ber. Parties along the route wishing to make engagements
of effort for practical release from soul-debasing, body-killing
with her to stop off for one or more lectures on her return
fashions, together with the steadfast earnestness of the
will please make as early application as possible, to secure
friends of Dress Reform in that locality, are sufficient assu time. Till 1st September, care Box G66, San Francisco; later
rance that the meeting will be a most instructive and impor
and for winter engagements, to Terre Haute, Ind.
tant one. Further notice will appear in due season.
O. F. Shepard, Sec. A. F. D. League.
Send Austin Kent one dollar for his book and pam
phlets on Free Love and Marriage. He has been sixteen
0. W. Stewart, the uncompromising young Radical, is re
years physically helpless, confined to his bed and chair, is
engaged at Terre Haute, Indiana, for the next three months
The First Primary Council of Boston, of the U. A. of and will answer calls to lecture on week evenings during poor and needs the money. You may be even more bene
Spiritualists, have leased the new “Parke.r Fraternity (lower) that time to all parties who uphold free speech, and have the fited by reading one of the boldest, deepest, strongest, clear
Hall,” corner of Berkly and Appleton streets, where they welfare of humanity at heart here and now. Ho others need est and most logical writers. You are hardly well posted on
this subject till you have read Mr. Kent. You who are able
give lectures every Sunday afternoon and evening.
apply.
_____
add another dollar or more as charity. His address,
John Hardy, Cor. Secretary.
Austin Kent, Stockholm, St. Lawrence Co., H. Y., Box 44.
The legal rate of postage on the Weekly, addressed to
P, s.—£ win now mail “Free Love,” in paper cover, “Mrs.
regular
subscribers,
is
twenty
cants
per
annum,
or
five
cents
The Universal Association of Spiritualists, Primary Coun
Wocdnulland Social Freedom,” and “True and False Love ”
cil Ho. 1 of Illinois, meets every Sunday at 3:30 p. m., at hall per quarter, payable in advance. Subscribers who receive -or75cts. I will add two more of the “Woodhull” and “ So
204 Yan Buren street, comer of Franklin, Chicago. Free their copies by letter-carriers will please hand the annual or cial Freedom” Pamphlets for $1.00, or I will mail ten of the
quarterly postage to carriers, taking their receipts. If any
conference and free seats.
higher rates aie demanded, report the facts to the local pamphlets for $1,00. In buying these you greatly aid a phy
H. Augusta White, Cor. Sec.
Austin Kent.
Postmaster. The postage on copies directed to subscribers sically helpless man.
in Hew York city has been prepaid by the publishers.
E.
M.
Flagg,
dentist,
79
West
Eleventh
street,
Hew York
MASS MEETIHG.
There will be a mass meeting of Spiritualists, Free Re Hellie L. Davis will lecture in Maine through July; in Hew city. Specialty, artificial dentures.
ligionists and Liberalists, held under the auspices of the York during August; in Bay City during September; in San
Sarah E. Somerby, Trance Medium and Magnetic Healer,
First Spiritual Society of Terre Haute, Ind., at the Vigo Co. Jose, California, during Hovember; in San Francisco during 23 Irving Place, H. Y.
Fair Grounds, on the 27th, 28th, 29th aud 30th of August.
December. Permanent address, 235 Washington street,
The ground is pleasantly located, comprising twenty acres
R. W. Hume, Associate Editor of Woodhull & Claelin’s
of a beautifully shaded grove, within two miles of the city, Salem, Mass.
Weekly, is prepared to deliver lectures on Radical Spiritu
accessible from every direction by good roads, and from the
city by railroad, and is bountifully supplied with good water
and sheds and buildings adapted to the purposes of such a
meeting.
Dancing and other attractive and innocent amusements
will be introduced.
Board and lodging furnished at a nominal price on the
ground, and every effort to interest all attending and to
render them comfortable will be made.
All stands for refreshments will be controlled by and in
the interest of the above society.
Extra trains for the accommodation of those passing from
and to the grounds will be held in reserve Arrangements
are also being made at this point by which those attending
may reach the city at reduced rates; and it is hereby made
a special request of the friends that they negotiate with the
proper authorities at their respective points for reduced rail
road fare, and report the result at once to the undersigned,
: notice of which will be given to the public in due time.
Speakers and mediums are particularly invited, and will
receive due and proper attention. Such intending to be
present will confer a favor by notifying the Secretary at
ohce that timely notice thereof may be given. A full attend
ance and a good time is expected. Let all who can attend
do so and they will be made welcome.
By order of the Committee,
James Hook, Sec.
[Circular.]

BUREAU

oe

CURRESPOHDEHCE

oe the

Pantarch y.

THE WORD,
A Monthly Journal of Reform—Regarding the subjection of
Labor, of Woman, and the Prevalence of War as unnatural
evils, induced by false claims to obedience and service;
favors the Abolition of the State, of Property in Land and its
kindred resources, of speculative income and all other
means whereby Intrusion acquires wealth and power at the
expense of Useful People. Since labor is the source of
wealth, and creates all values equitably vendible, the Word
(not by restrictive methods, but through Liberation and
Reciprocity) seeks the extinction of interest, rent, div
idends and profit, except as they represent work done; the
abolition of railway, telegraphic, banking, trades union and
other corporations charging more than actual cost for values
furnished, and the repudiation of all so-called debts, the
principal whereof has been paid in the form of interest.
E. H. Heywood, Editor.
Terms—75c. annually in advance.
Address The Word, Princeton, Mass.

alism, and on all the reforms of which it is the base. For
further particulars, list of lectures, etc., address box 3,791
Hew York City.
PROSPECTUS.
Woodhull & Claelin’s Weekly.

[The only paper in the World conducted, absolutely, upon the
Principles of a Free Press.)
It advocates a new government in which the people will be
their own legislators, and the officials the executors of their
will.
It advocates, as parts of the new government—
1. A new political system in which all persons of adult
age will participate.
2. A new land system in which every individual will be en
titled to the free use of a proper proportion of the land.
3. A new industrial system, in which each individual will
remain possessed of all his or her productions.
4. Anew commercial system in which “cost,” instead of
“demand and supply,” will determine the price of every
Dr. Slade, the eminent Test Medium, may be found at his
thing and abolish the system of profit-making.
office, Ho. 25 East Twenty-first street near Broadway
5. A new financial system, in which the government will
be the source, custodian and transmitter of all money, and
Caution.—Heavy penalties are attached to photographing in which usury will have no place.
or otherwise copying, selling, or offering for sale, copies from
6. A new sexual system, in which mutual consent, entirely
our steel-plate engravings, “The Dawning Light,” “The free from money or any inducement other than love, shall be
Orphan’s Rescue,” “ Life’s Morning and Evening,” etc. Any the governing law, individuals being left to make their own
one furnishing us with information of such violation of copy regulations; and in which society, when the individual shall
right law and our moral rights will receive our thanks and fail, shall be responsible for the proper rearing of children.
be rewarded. For circulars, prices and club rates, address
7. A new educational system, in which all children born shall
at 28 School street, Boston, Mass., R. H. Curran & Co.
have the same advantages of physical, industrial, mental
In consequence of bad health, D. W. Hull is compelled to and moral culture, and thus be equally prepared at maturity
give up his room for the treatment of patients in Chicago. to enter upon active, responsible and useful lives.
All of which will constitute the various parts of a new so
Ho w'ill again take the lecture-field, and is ready to answer
calls to any part of the country. Address 148 West Wash cial order, in which all the human rights of the individual
will be associated to form the harmonious organization of the
ington street, Chicago, 111.
peoples into the grand human family, of which every person
Joseph John’s Great Works of Art, engraved on steel in the world will be a member.
‘The Orphan’s Rescue,” price $3; “The Dawning Light,’
Criticism and objections specially invited.
with map of Hydesville, $2; “Life’s Morning and Evening,
The Weekly is issued every Saturday.
Subscription price, $3 per year; $1.50 six months; or 10c.
$3, or the three pictures to one address, $7; are mailed to any
part of the United States, postage free. Warranted safely single copy, to be had of any Hewsdealer in the world, who
through and satisfaction guaranteed on receipt of prices can order it from the following General Agents:
above specified in post office order or registered letter at
The American Hews Co., Hew York City;
The Hew York Hews Co., Hew York City;
ri*sk. Club rates given on application. Address R. H.
The national Hews Co., Hew York City;
Curran & Co., Publisher, 28 School street, Boston, Mass.
The Hew England Hews Co., Boston, Mass.;
The Central Hews Co., Philadelphia, Pa.;
Chicago, July 2,1874.
The Western Hews Co., Chicago, 111.
The Champions of Reform will greet with pleasure the
Sample copies, mailed on application, free.
Victoria C. Woodhull and Tennie C. Claflin, Ed
new lecturer, Mrs. R. W. Scott Briggs, who gave her first
lecture before the Primary Council U. A. of Spiritualists of itors aud Proprietors.

The increasing number of letters of inquiry, addressed to
Mr. Andrews personally, and to others known to be asso
ciated with him, in respect to the nature, purposes, progress
and prospects of the Pantarchy, suggest the propriety of
organizing a branch or bureau of its operations^ for the ex
press purpose of answering such and similar inquiries, as
well as for the relief of the parties so addressed, whose time
has, heretofore, been gratuitously given to the writing of
replies.
.
There are two other kinds of letters sent in a steady cur
rent for many years to the same quarter. The first are letters
of inquiry touching social difficulties, and asking for advice
or consolation, in the thousand trying conditions in which
married and unmarried persons, men and women, find
themselves involved. The others are letters asking specific
information, on matters of reform, spiritualism, unitary life,
the new language, and the like; and even on a variety of
topics, concerning science, business, and miscellaneous sub
jects.
.
To serve this great want; to organize and economize labor;
and to extend this method of giving information into a sys
Chicago the last Sunday in June, and is further engaged for
tematized iastitution for the use of the whole community,
this Bureau formed. The aggregate of small fees, will, it July. She awaits Qf4l? ?Q August. Hep first effort was a
J1*
Egpe.
is hoped, uraish a means of support to one or several of tfee grand success,

Col. J. H. Blood, Managing Editor.

Ail communications should be addressed

1 W
qodhtlXj &
laflin’s Weekly,
Wr.m'iTTTTT.T.
ft, C
CLAELTN’f

Box 8,791, Hew York City,

HULL’S CRUCIBLE.
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SYLLABUS OF TJ1E

SUNDAY EXERCISES

A WIDE AWAKE SPIRITUALISTIC &
SOCIAL REFORM JOURNAL.

GREAT CENTRAL.ROUTE,

AT

DE G-ARMO HALL,

SHORT LINE ACROSS THE CONTINENT BY THE OLD ESTABLISHED AND

First Metropolitan Congregation.

Condensed Time Table.
WESTWARD FROM NEW YORK,

Popular Route via NIAGARA FALLS SUSPENSION BRIDGE or BUFFALO AND MICHIGAN CEN •>
TRAL AND GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY LINE to Detroit and Chicago without change of cars, makms'
--------i
close
connection with all Railroads leading out ox Chicago to all points in the great West.
m 82 FIFTH AYE.,,
Prcminent among the Reforms advocated in HULL S
Through Tickets to all important towns, ar i general information maybe obtained at the Compani.
CRUCIBLE are the following:
First Floor, Corner of Fourteenth Street, New York. office, 349 Broadway (corner of Leonard street), New York.
1. Reform in Religion, such as shall do away with
many of the outward forms and restore the power of
godliness.
2. Reforms in the Government, such as shall do
away with the rings, cliques and monopolies, and put
all matters concerning the government of the people
into the hands of the people.
Morning at Half-past Ten o’clock,
3. Reforms regulating the relation of capital and
labor, such as shall secure to labor, the producer of
.A. Scientific Ser-iraoii
capital, the control of capital.
BY
4. Reforms regulating the relations of the sexes to
each other, such as shall secure to every member of STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS,
Express |
Express.
STATIONS.
Express.
STATIONS.
each sex the entire control of their own person, and
Mail.
IN EXPOSITION OP
place prostitution, in or out of marriage, for money or
any other catrse, out of the question.
Universology, Integralism and the Pantarchal Regime,
6.45 p. si.
Any thought calculated to benefit humanity,1 as the Commonwealth or Universal Institute of Hu
7.00 “
8 40 “ 10.45 “
7.20 “
11.15 “
9.15 “
whether coming under any of the above or any other manity, and of the general scope of the Sciences;
2.43 a. ar.
propositions, will find a cordial welcome in the with some appropriate Literary and Religious Exer
3.35 “
IS
9.20 “
4.40 “
5.35 “
columns of Hull’s Crucible.
cises illustrative of the purposes of
2.16 A. M.
6.30 “
1
7.40 “
8.30 “
1.50 “
Hull’s Crucible joins hands with all reforms and
1.45 “
8.10 “
Express.
THE NEW CATHOLIC CHURCH.
reformers of whatever school, and welcomes any
,2.27
P.
si.
Ar Suspension Bridge ......
0.00 “
1.00 “
ideas, however unpopular, caculated to benefit hu
Lv Suspension Bridge........ 1.35 “
(The desk will he occasionally filled, in the absence
.0.12 “
Ar St. Catherines................ 2.00 “
2.00 “
1.35 44
or by the consent of Mr. Andrews, by other distin
manity.
2.55 “
11.20
2.55
“
2.45
44
guished
Scientists
and
Reformers.)
Those interested in a live Reformatory Journal are
“ Harrisburg..................... 3.53 “
3.53 “
Afternoon at 2 o’clock.
5.55 “
invited to hand in their subscriptions.
5.55 “
8.12 “
5.00 “
8.12 “
7.55 44
A Social and Spiritual Conference for the free in
10.00
“
TERMS.
“
Detroit..........................
7.00 «
10.00
“
9.40 44
terchange of the expressions and aspirations of all
10.10
“
8.10 *
Detroit......................
Lv
10.10
“
9.40
44
$2 50
who are desiring a Higher Religious Life, or a better
One subscription, 52 numbers........
8.58 “
10.21
44
knowledge of the Way.
1 50
11.25 “
9.27 “
ii.25 p. m.I
“
“
26
“
........
10.45 44
11.43
“
9.50 “
Ann
Arbor.........
.........
“
11.43
“
11.00
44
0
65
E
vening
at
1)4
o
’
clock
.
“
“
13
“
.......
“ Jackson......................... 1.00 A. M. 13.30 “
Lectures and discussions, by selected speakers and
A few select advertisement will be admittep on rea
1 15 44
Am
1.25 “
“ Battle Creek.............
2.03 44
sonable terms. Anything known
‘■’c a humbug, volunteers, upon religions, scientific and miscel
Line.
2.35 “
laneous subjects.
“ Kalamazoo .....................
2.55 44
and not as represented, will not lie aum-^'-v. as an
“ Niles .................... 4.40 A. m. 5.00 “
6.02 “
5 25 44
advertisement at any price.
5.45 “
6.25 “
“ Michigan City........... .
5.45 “
5 45 44
All Letters, Money Orders and Drafts should be ad
U. L. V,,
8.00 “
“ Calumet.........__ _____ 7.47 “
7.47 “
7.18
“
dressed
RIOSES HEEIj & CO,,
8.45 “
“ Chicago.......................... 8.00 “
8.00 “
“ Chicago........... .. ............. 8.00 “
871 Washington St., Boston Or, United LABOR YANOl AliD, is a Secret Or
11.50
A.
M.
5 30 a. m.
A. M. 11.50 A. M. Ar Milwaukee....................
Ar Milwaukee................
ganization, devoted to the best interests of the Ar Prairie du Chein..................
8.55 p. ni.
Ar
Prairie
du
Chein.............
B. M.
laboring classes.
7.05
a
.
si.
7.05
a. m.
Ar
La
Crosse....................
..
7.05
A.
M.
Ar La Crosse......................... ii.so p. m.
7.00 A. M.
It is the vanguard of Social aud Political Reforms.
Ar St. Paul...........
Ar St. Paul............................. 6.15 p. M.
Ar St. Louis........................ 8.15 p. m.
For a description of its principles and purposes see Ar St. Louis........................... 8.15 A. M.
THE HEALER,
6.50 a. si.
Woodhull & Claflin’s Weekly, No. 169.
8.00 “
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
8.00 44
The U. .L V. meet every Sunday evening at p. m.
“ Galveston........................ 10.00 “
“ Galveston...... .......... ........ 10.45 “
HURD BLOCK, JACKSON, MICH.
at 234 Fifth street, N. Y.
12.01 p. M.
6.30 “
Thirty years’ experience. Examines diseases and
For particulars of membership, address
“ Little Rock....................
sends prescriptions for one month for |3. Has a spe
“ Little Rock......................... 7.30 p. m.
cific remedy for CATARRH and THROAT DISEASE.
T. R. KINGBT, M. D.,
7.00 P. Ii.
8.50 A. M*
Sends by mail for $2 for four months, and with direc
7.45 A. M.
11.00 P. M.
Cor. Sec. of U. L. V.,
tions two months, $1. Pile Remedy, $2. Treatments
“ Cheyenne.__ .......... .12.50 p. at.
125 E. Tenth *t, N. Y.
at rooms moderate. Warrants relief or no charge.
5.30 “
“ Ogden........................
146
GEO. NEWCOMER, M. D.
8.30 “
“ San Francisco
“ San Francisco...................
1 Ar Galesburg.................... 1 4.45 P. II.
“
Quincey____
....
....
9.45 “
11.15 “
S3?ET5,!MIA.T OliKHEiA.
8.10 A. M.
“ Kansas City.............. . 9.25 “
“ Atchison...................... . 11.17 “
CURED BY A SPIRIT PRESCRIPTION, AND
11.00
44
AND
“ Leavenworth........... . 12.40 noon
12.10 44
“ Denver.........................
WARRANTED, FOR $10.
“ Denver. ................. 7.00 A. M

Via Erie & Midi. Central & Great Western R. R’s

Dr. Geo. Newcomer,

PSYCHOMETRIC
Soul Reading.

MRS. H. L. LA PIERRE
Will give those sending lock of hair and autograph a
full reading of marked changes through life; also ad
vice in regard to business. Will diagnosis disease and
ts causes from a lock of hair, and give magnetic treat
ment at any distance by spirit control.
Reading and treatment by lock of hair...... $3.00.
Reading alone................................................ 2.00.
Address Post-office box 856, St. Paul, Minn.

DR. JRO. A. ELLIOTT

It is an outside application. No medicine given.
Send for free circular to
DR. E. WOODRUFF,
Grand Rapids, Mich,

Would you Know Yourself?

Sleeping

Car Arrangements

9.15 A. m—Day Express from Jersey City (daily except Sunday), with Pullman’s Drawing-Room Cars
and connecting at Suspension Bridge with Pullman’s Palace Sleeping Cars, arriving at Chicago 8.00 p. m
the following day in time to take the morning trains from there.
7.20 p. m.—Night Express from Jersey City (daily), with Pullman’s Palace Sleeping Cars, runs through to
Chicago without change, arriving there at 8.00 a. m., giving passengers ample time for breakfast and take
the morning trains to all points West, Northwest and Southwest.

CONSULT WITH

A. B. SEVERANCE,
The well known

Physcrometrist and Clairvoyan

Is now prepared to give Readings of Character,
Delineations of Adaptability to Business, Physical
Conditions, etc., from Autograph, Lock of Hair or
Photograph.
Come in person, or send by letter a lock of your
Address, inclosing Two Dollars and four three-cent hair,
or handwriting or a photograph; he will give you
stamps, Dr. JNO. A. ELLIOTT, care Box 4,952 New a correct delineation of character, giving instructions
for self improvement, by telling what faculties to cul
York P. O.
tivate and what to restrain, giving your present phys
ical, mental and spiritual condition, giving past and
future events, telling what kind or a medium you can
GS-OITDEN' MEMORIES
develop into, if any, what business or profession yon
OF
are best calculated for to be successful in life. Ad
vice and counsel in business matters. Also, advice in
reference to marriage; the adaptation of one to the
and whether you are in a proper condition for
A BIOGRAPHY OF A. B. WHITING: other,
marriage. Hints and advice to those who are in un
Together with selections from his Poetical Compo happy married relations, how to make their path of
sitions and Prose Writings.
life smoother.
Further, will give an examination of diseases, and
Compiled by his sister, R. Augusta Whiting.
correct diagnosis, with a written prescription and in
Introduction by J. M. Peebles.
struction for home treatment, which, if the patients
“His years, ’tis true, were few;
follow, will improve their health and condition every,
His life was long.”
time, if it does not effebt a cure. He is eminently
practical in all advice given, as thousands can testify
“ We live in deeds, not years;
from the Atlantic coast to the Pacific, having letters
In thoughts, not breaths.”
daily from men and women for the last ten years.
The work is published in response to the general Has a word of sympathy and encouragement for the
demand for a reliable resume of the life, labors and afflicted, advice-and-counsel to- the young, and some
wonderful mediumistic experiences of our arisen thing for every one to help them to meet the strug
fellow-laborer in the cause of human freedom and gles of life that will pay them more than ten fold for
progress, and is embellished with a fine steel pvrtrait all the money required for the delineations.
He also treats diseases Magnetically and otherwise.
of the individual whose life it portrays.
Price $1 50, postage 18 cents.
TERMS.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by the publishers,
COLBY & RICH, at No.. 9 Montgomery Place, corner Brief Delineation............................ ..................$1 00
Full
and
complete
Delineation.........................
.. 2 00
of Province Street (lower floor), Boston, Mass.
Orders may also be addressed to R. A. Whiting, Diagnosis of Disease............................................ I 00
Diagnosisand
Prescription..................................
g 00
Albion, Mich.
Full and complete Delineation, with Diagnosis
WHAT THE PRESS SAYS:
and Prescription................... .......................... 5 00
“ The hook is one that will he of interest to every
Spiritualist and to all who are interested in rare and
A. B. Severance and Mrs. J. H. Sever
curious developments of mental phenomena,, while the ance having recently opened
travel and adventure of seventeen years of public life
furnish incidents both instructive and amusing for the
A HOME FOR THE SICK,
general reader.”—Light.
“We will venture to say that, am#ng biographies, where they can take a few patients, and especially in-,
this work stands alone. In its narratives of experience vite all liberals and the public in general to give them
a call. For particulars call at or address by mail
it is astounding.”—.ffaxf/brd Times.
“ The volume is replete with interesting incidents
417 Milwaukee-street, Milwaukee, Wis.
of a remarkable life, narrated in an unaffected style.”
—Albion Mirror.
“ Fall of life-like delineations. * * It contains the YZ> R. and ELIZABETH LAWRENCE, of Ottumwa*
-L • Iowa, will heal the sick at home from the 1st to
soul of the human.—.7. O. Barrett.
“ Cannot fail to have an extensive sale.”—Port the 5th, and from the 15th to the 20thof every month,,
Huron Commercial.
“ Rich in thought and a treasur
any household and answer calls a\yay from home tke Remainder of
tlte time.
that possesses iV'—Qur Age.

AN EARNEST LIFE.

Through.

CONNECTIONS OF ERIE RAILWAY WITH MAIN LINES AND BRANCHES OF

Michigan Central & Great Western Railways.
At St. Catharines, with Welland Railway, for Port Colhorne.
At Hamilton, with branch for Toronto and intermediate stations; also with branch to Port Dover.
At Harrisburg, with branch for Galt, Guelph, Southampton and intermediate stations.
At Paris, with G. W. R. branch for Brantford and with Goderich branch Grand Trunk Railway.
At London, with branch for Petrolia and Sarnia. Also with Port Stanley Branch for Port Stanley, an
daily line of steamers from there to Cleveland.
At Detroit, with Detroit & Milwaukie Railway for Port Huron, Branch Grand Trunk Railway. Also De
troit, Lansing & Lake Michigan R. R. to Howard and intermediate stations. Also Detroit & Bay City R. w.
Branch Lake S. & M. S. R. R. to Toledo.
At Wayne, with Flint & Pere M. R. R. to Plymouth, Holy, etc.
At Ypsilanti, with Detroit, Hillsdale & Eel River R. Rs, for Manchester, Hillsdale, Banker’s, Waterloo
Columbia City, N. Manchester, Denver and Indianapolis.
At Jackson, with Grand River Valiev Branch, for Eaton Rapids, Charlotte, Grand Rapids, Nuncia, Pen I wate?’, and all intermediate stations. Also, with Air Line for Homer, Nottowa, Three Rivers and Cassopolis.
Also with Jack, Lansing & Saginaw Branch, for Lansing, Owosso, Saginaw, Wenoua, Standfeh, Crawfo'ff
and intermediate stations. Also with Fort Wayne, Jack & Saginaw R. R. for Jonesville, Waterloo, FYi
Wayne, and Fort Wayne, Muncie & Cin. R. R. to Cincinnati.
At Battle Creek, with Peninsular R. R.
At Kalamazoo, with South Haven Branch, to G. Junction, South Haven, etc. Also -with G. Rapids & Ii?,
R. R. for Clam Lake and.intermediate stations. Also with Branch of L, S. & M. S. R. R.
At Lawton, with Paw Paw R. R. for Paw Paw.
At Niles, with South Bend Branch.
At New Buffalo, with Chicago & Mich. Lake S. R. R. for St. Joseph, Holland, Muskegon, Pentwator a i3
all intermediate stations.
At Michigan City, with Indianapolis, Peru & Chicago R. R. Also with Louisville, New Albany & Ch
cago R. R.
At Lake, with Joliet Branch to Joliet.
At Chicago, with all railroads diverging.

CANCER

DR. P. J. KOONZ,

Cured without the Knife or Pain. No. 1 GREAT JONES ST., NEAR BROADWA
NEW YORK.

Diseases of Females
A SPECIALTY FOR TWENTY YEARS.

For seven years Professor of Obstetrics
and Diseases of Women in a New York
Medical College.

Prof.

J. M. Comins, M. D.,

143 East Twenty-Sixth Street?
HEW YOJ&KU

Laughing Gas administered for the Painless Exto
tion of Teeth.

MRS. M. M. HARDY,

TRANCE

MEDIUM,

Ho. 4 Coia.43or«i Scjiiai’-o

BOSTON
HOURS FROM 9 A. M. To 3 P. M

Tmw (for Private Seanms im Regu
Moms);

10
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Music has Charms!
World.

EARTH CLOSETS.

THE TOLEDO SON,

PRICE REDUCED.
The Best in the

EVERYWHERE!

No Chromo

.Fraud witli

The Great Blessing of the Age,

it.

Comfort to the Sick and
Feeble.
TBnE WAJClilFIEILlDf

WILL LAST A LIFETIME!

35.000

The recent test cf Fire-Proof Safes
by the English Government proved
the superiority of Alum Filling. No
other Safes filled with

$20

ON THIRTY LAYS’ TRIAL.

BY

In Daisy Use.

The best musical talent of the country recommend
Progressive People,
theSS Organs. The nicest and best. More for your
money, and give better satisfaction than any other
And takes its place ®n the Centre Table,
now made They comprise the
Is one of the latest inventions, and has many advan
while the old
tages over all others. The simple act of closing the
lid brings the earth forward and drops it directly in
the centre of the pail, thus insuring the absolute cer
tainty of covering all the excrements. This is of vital
GOES UP ON THE SHELF.
importance. It also has a dust or odor slide, a child’s
seat, and an extra large reservoir for dry earth or
ashes.

Eureka,
Concertino,
Orchestra
and G-rands.

FAMILY BIBLE

SEND FOR THE TOLEDO SUN,

Illustrated Catalogues sent by mail, post-paid, to
any address, upon application to

B. SHONINCER & Co.,

GARDLESS OP COST.

'The Cloth-plate is the size used by a $100 Machine 142
is of Polished Plated Steel. Attachments of propor
tionate size and quality, while the entire machine has
corresponding finish throughout. Braider, Embroid
erer, Guide, Hemmer, Gatherer, four sizes of Needles,
etc., are given with every Machine.

TERMS:
$2.00 for fifty-two numbers; $1.00 for twenty-six
numbers; 75c. for thirteen numbers, in advance.

New Haven, Conn.

Life’s Morning & Evening.

NO TOILSOME TREAD OP THE TREADLE.

AN ART POEM, IN ALLEGORY.

Wvery Machine carefully Tested and fully Warranted. “ Flowers are the Alphabet of Angds, wherewith the.
write great truths on hill and plain."
BECKWITH SEWING MACHINE CO.,
862 Broadway, N. Y., near 17th st. and Union Sq. 142
From the Original Painting by Joseph John.
Engraved on Steel by J. A. J. Wilcox.
A River symbolizing the life of man, winds through
MISS LIZZIE L. CHOSBY,
a landscape of hill and plain, hearing on its current
BUSINESS CLAIRVOYAN1 the time-worn hark of an aged pilgrim. An angel
accompanies the boat, one hand resting on the helm,
AND
while with the other she points towards 1he open sea
—an emblem of eternity—reminding “Life’s Morn
SPIRIT MEDIUM.
ing ” to live good and pure lives, so “ That when their
harks shall float at eventide,” they may he like
“Life’s Evening,” fitted for the “ crown of immortal
Magne-tic Treatmeirt.
worth.”
A band of angels are scattering flowers, typical of
inspired teachings. One holds in his hand a
No. 316 FOURTH AVENUE, God’s
crown of light. A little flower-wreathed seraph drops
roses and buds which iu their descent assume the
Between 23d and 24th streets,
form of letters and words that whisper to the youth
NEW YORK.
ful pilgrims on the shore, “Be Kind.” Near the
water’s edge, mingling with the sunlit grass, in flower
Hours: 10 a. m. to 8 f. m. Terms: $2.00 to $3.00. letters we read, “ God is love.” Just beyond sits a
humble waif, her face radiant with Innocence and
love, as she lifts the first letier of “ Charity”—“Faith”
MADAME CLIFFORD,
and “Hope,” being already garnered In the basket
by her side. Over the rising ground we read, “ Lives
(LATE OP 24 MYRTLE AY.),
of Great Men,” and “Longfellow’s poem, “A Psalm
of Life,” lifts the veil, and we read beyond the limits
THE GREATEST LIVING
of the picture—" all remind us we can make our lives
sublime.” Further on to the left, “ So live,” ad
monishes us that we should thoughtfully consiuer the
closing lines of Bryant’s Thanatopsis. “ Tiiy will be
done” has fallen upon the bow of the boat, and is
HAS REMOVED TO
the voyager’s bright uttering of faith. Trailing in
222 STATE ST., near COURT,
the water from the side of the boat, is the song of the
heavenly messengers: “ Gently we’ll waift him o’er.”
lAi-oolclvii.
The hoy, playing with his toy boat, and his sn-tei
standing near, view with astonishment the passing
Examines diseases personally and by hair, and is scenes.
consulted on all affairs of life and business generally.
This picture, embodying such exalted sentiment,
combined with the beautiful in nature—of water,
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
plain, hill and mountnin scenery—the rich and mellow
Office hours from 9 A. m. till 6 p. m. Life Charts writ tints of the setting sun—the distant clouds, the pass
ing shower, and the “ bow of promise,” the impres
ten out fully.
sive lessons of the flowers—their quiet ministration
not injuring the general effect—the angels in their
ethereal garments, floating without wings as grace
fully as summer’s fleecy clouds—the air of harmony
THE
and purity pervading the whole composition, im
presses the beholder with its being truly a remarkable
production—r> fining and ennobling in its influences.
It should occupy a favored place in every home and
school where children receive instruction.
DEDICATION.
The Publishers dedicate this Art Teacher to the
little children and youth of the whole world, trusting
MANUFACTURED BY
that it will incite many to higher resolves and aspira
tions, as they wisely treasure and practice from its
all-important Lessons of Life.
The Engraving is in line and stipple, and of a degree
of excellence that renders it worthy of a place in any
143, 145 & 147 EAST 23d ST., N. Y.
public or private gallery.

Medical & Business Clairvoyant,

Silver Tongue”
ORGANS,

E. P. leedham & Son,

ESTABLISH ED

IN 1846.

Responsible parties applying for agencies in sec
tions still unsupplied will receive prompt attention
and liberal inducements. Parties residing at a disance from our authorised agents may order from our
actory. Send for illustrated price list.
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PSYCHOMETRY.

DR. J. C. PHILLIPS,

Clairvoyant and Magnetic Healer,
OMKO, Wis.

CLOSED.

OPEN.

Disease diagnosed at a glance by Lock of Hair, by Is simple in construction, automatic in action, and
letter stating age, sex and residence.
being entirely inodoious, may be used in any room in
the house without-offense. When not in use it is a
GUARANTEES SATISFACTION.
handsome piece of furniture witu nothing about it to
Examination and Prescription, $2.00.
indicate its purpose.
Dr. Phillips is faitnfcil, trustworthy and successful.
—O. Barrett.
THE WATRGUS.
Dr. Phillips, Magnetic Physician, is meeting with
(With Arms.)
good success.—E. V. Wilson.

The Best of All!

Spirit Communion, Business and
Tests.
MRS. E. SMITH,
Medical and Business Clairvoyant, Trance
Speaker, Psychometrist and Spirit Medium,

277 MULBERRY ST., NEWARK, N. J.,
Gives advice by letter in answer to questions on all
the affairs of life, together with Spirit Communion
and Tests.
Terms for Open Letters..
.$1 00
. 2 00
“
Sealed Letters.
Spirit Prescriptions, 25 cents each, with stamp.
Medical Examinations and Business Consultations
daily. Terms, $1.
Public Circles every Sunday, Monday, Thursday,
Friday and Saturday evenings.
Author of “ Clairvoyance made Easy.” Second edi
tion now ready. By mail, 50 cents.
Mrs. E. Smith has been permanently located and en
gaged in the successful practice of her profession in
Newark for upward of twenty years, and respectfully
refers to the prominent Spiritualists of New Jersey
and New York city, and the many patrons who have
received the benefit of her experience.
YOUR PATRONAGE IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED.

Address as above.
“ The

“ Ladies’ Garment Sus
pender” is a simple, ingenious,

M

A CHILD CAN MANAGE 11.
IT WILL LAST A LIFETIME.
LATEST AND SIMPLEST IMPROVEMENTS.
DRY EARTH FURNISHED FREE ON REASONABLE CON
DITIONS.

PRICES.

WAKEFIELD, from $25 to
MAGIC, f-om $16 to $30.
WATROUS, $18 to $33.
DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLETS FREE.

The Wakefield Earth Closet Co.,
36 DEY ST.. NEW YORK.

EARLYILLE

TRANSCRIPT*

PUBLISHED EVERY

THURSDAY MORNING, at Earlvtlle, III.

A. J. GROYER, Editor and Proprietor.
CONTB1BUTOBS:
Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Edward M. Davis.
Matilda Joslyn Gage.

admirable contrivance for supporting
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
women’s garments over (heir shoul
ders. I hope thousands of our Ameri One ITear, in advance................. * ...$2.0©
can
women
who
are
being
dragged
Retail Price, $3.
“
.................. 1.00
into the grave by their heavy skirts Six Months,
It. II. CUKIIAN & CO., Publishers,
may be induced to lift, with this de
28 School Street, Boston.
vice, the killing weight from their THE GRANDEST AND MOST ASTOUNDING
weary bodi's and carry it on the
BOOK OF THE CENTURY!
Pat. Aug. 19,1873. shoulders, the only point of the human
body on which a load can be comfortably aud safely
AFFECTIONAL ALCHEMY.
carried.
Dio Lewis.
Magnificent Discoveries Concerning
Sample,
by
mail,
50
Cents
and
Stamp.
AND

L.G.S.

The Sexual Question

Best of Terms to Canvassers.

The Money Power.

Psychometric Readings for persons who send me
their handwriting, or who will call on me in person.
How shall this Power be made to serve,
Fee, $2. Address, 1,114 Callowhill street. Phila
delphia, Pa., by
J. MURRAY SPEAR.
instead of ruling us:
A Lecture delivered by Lois Waisbrooker, at Jackson, Mich., Dec. 14, at the Annual Meeting of the
Dr. E. WOODRUFF,
State Association of Spiritualists, and published by
request.
‘'■Sister Lois—L am glad to see, in the last number of
Our Age, the names of so many who desire you to pub
OFFICE AT HIS
lish your Lecture delivered in Jackson, December 14.
Add my name to the list of supplicants. Your ideas
upon the money power, how it can be made to serve,
ROOT, BARK AND HERB STORE,
instead of ruling us, are grand beyond a mortal’s tell
The Lecture was deep, logical, argumentative,
38 CANAL ST., TIP STAIRS, GRAND ing.
and should be sent broadcast over the earth.
RAPIDS, Mich.,
“ML Sherman, M. D.
Where for thirteen years every description of Acute,
“Adrian, Mich.”
Chronic and unvate Diseases have been successfully
Price
cen s single copy; 10 cents if sept h.y the
.{.rested strictly on Botanic principles.
dozen.
NO POISON USED
Q Drawer 391
Counsel at office Free
Address: OUR AGS, Battle Creek, Mich,

Botanic Physician.

THE W1ACIC '

Edited and Published by Jno. A. Lant, at 129 Summit
Street, Toledo, Ohio.

Portable Family Sewing Machine,
WITH STRENSTH AND CAPACITY EQUAL TO ANY, RE

ting dress patterns.

The Sun is printed to be read.

MimiTIM & ©oH?

§20 The Beckwith

Wrapping paper or for cut

OF THE CELEBRATED

Alum and Plaster-of-Paris.
265 Broadway, H. Y., i
721 Chestnut St,, Phila9

DON’T SUBSCRIBE IP YOU WANT IT FOR

JOHN I>. IIASKEI.I., 60 STATE STREET,
Chicago, III.

SEX, WOMEN AND WILL.

THE HISTORY OF LOVE;

OUR AGES.

Its Wondrous Magic, Chemistry, Rules, Laws, Modes
Moods and Rationale;

A Weekly Journal, devoted to the Interests of
Spiritualism in the broad sense of that term—does
not admit that there are Side Issues.
Can there he sides to a perfect circle or a perfect
sphere? A Religion which will meet the wants of
Humanity must he both.

THIRD REVELATION OF SOUL AND SEX;

being the
ALSO,

“WHY IS MAN IMMORTAL?"

The Solution of the Darwin Problem.
An Entirely New Theory.
It contains many of th" most astounding disclosures
concerning Woman’s Power and the Grand Passion
Free Press, Free Speech, PP” and has no love to evei made. Nearly the whole 1st edition swept off
before a copy leri the press. The most splendid liter
aell.
ary success of the age! The demand has hut begun,
and 100,000 copies sure to be sold in six months! s.avs
Terms of Subscription, $2.50 per year.
a celebrated critic and book reviewer (Cornell’s Maga
PUBLISHED BY
zine): “ The master mind has arrived and has utilized
the garnered thought of ages and Improved upon it.
LOIS WAISBROOKER,
A great work has Been achieved. It leads ihe world’s
van in its peculiar and magnificent line. The sublime
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR,
mystery is a mystery no longer.”
By Subscription. Send st amp for Tabic of Contents
Office O® Clxeinry Stayeet, and
Terms to, KATE CORSON & CO., Yance S®„
Battle Creeks NHch® Toledo, Ohio,
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